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Who II Be Governor?Ev^n C^
'

By GALE TOLLIN

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Party
chairmen argued. Citizens of the
state waited and . wondered. At
street corners and coffee breaks,
friends asked "What' s the latest
on governor?"
The gubernatorial election was
as .much in doubt today as it was
before the election 13 days ago.
The contest between Republican
Gov. Elmer L. Andersen and his
Democratic - Farmer - Labor
challenger , Lt. Gov. Karl Rolvaag,
was anybody 's race.
With official canvasses . completed in all counties but Hennepin, the vote was Rolvaag 619,707
arid Andersen 619,667.
Rolvaag'i W-vote

lead

was

pared , to 40- this weekend and
party chairmen haggled over legality of some of the canvassing
board action accounting for the
reduction. It became more and

more likely the final outcome would
be determined by court action for
a statewide recount , and not by
the state canvassing board meeting Tuesday.
nearly
¦ In an election drawing
IV * million voters , it was ironic
that one focal point today was
Pierz , a Morrison County village
with less than 1,000 population.
Mrs . Leo Weber, an election

action before the state canvassing
board meets.

Bill stein noted that George Farr,

judge at Pierz, signed an affidavit saying she believes the village
tabulation of Rolvaag 212, Andersen 171 was reversed. If she is
correct , -Andersen would have a
42-vote lead instead of a 40-vote ;
-deficit.
John Simonett, Little Falls, a
member of the Morrison County
GOP Committee, said he will file
Mrs. Weber's affidavit today with
the county canvassing board.
County Auditor . L e o Billsteih
doubts the board will take any

state DFL chairman , had charged
Saturday night that changes by
some canvassing boards were invalid because Rolvaag was not
notified ballot boxes would be
opened again.
Said Billstein: "I don't want to
get into that kind of a mess."
Farr said state law requires
notification when ballot boxes are
opened for re-evaluation . This
wasn't done, he said , in the counties of LeSueur, Grant , Blue
Earth , Koochiching and Douglas.
In each of those counties, Farr

said , the changes favored Andersen. This coincidence also was
observed by Robert Forsythe.
state GOP chairman.
; "Tbe DFL chairman didn 't mention Nobles County„ where Karl

Rolvaag picked up 20 votes, and
•Stearns, where Mr , Rolvaag
picked up 100 votes," Forsythe
said. "Yet the same procedures
were apparently followed, but under DFL initiative. "
Fair also raised the question of

legality in recalling a county canvassing board and submitting a
new county total to the state
board.
"It would seem," Forsythe said ,
"the DFL is in the position where
they do not want the public to
have as accurate a count as possi- ,
ble of the votes for governor when
the state canvassing board meets
. . . In all of the instances where
canvassing boards have reconvened, they have done so where
an obvious error was involved in
either counting or tabulating the
votes. The DFL apparently would
want the county and state canvassing boards to ignore obvious

¦ward in Le Center should be Anerrors and to certify an erroneous
final vote count."
dersen 290 and Rolvaag 229—inForsythe added that in all cases
stead of the previously reported
the GOP checked, it was found
Andersen 238, Rolvaag 230. This
that DFL> personnel were present
made a net gain of 53 votes for
the Republican candidate.
and indicated they represented
Rolvaag and the DFL.
The Le Sueur County auditor ,: A.
*
J. McCabe , noted at the time that
Since the day following the elecllegality of reconvening the once
tion , Rolvaag and Andersen have
adj ourned canvassing board may
never been more than a few hunbe open to question.
dred votes apart in unofficial and ,
In Grant County, the canvassing
I
,
later official tabulations. The lead
board turned up a change in fig- '
switched often from one to the
ures from Roseville Township.
other. At the middle of last week,
The new count added five to AnRolvaag held a 275-vote margin.
dersen's total and left Rolvaag 's
Then some of the canvassing • figure unchanged. Auditor C. J.
boards began rechecking. RolLynne said the error was found
vaag's lead gradually dwindled.
in the normal course of the canIt was down to 98 Saturday .
vassing board' s work, and before
That night, new figures came
the group adjourned.
out of LeSueur and Grant counties. .
In past elections, there wer» no
The reconvened Le Sueur cansecond looks at "official " county
vassing board reported the first
canvassing board results. But also

without precedent is the closeness
of the vote. The victory margin
in past elections has been in the
thousands of votes.
Normally the election process is
over when the state canvassing
board meets and declares candidates elected. This year, the
board's action will mark only the
beginning of the final test. After
the board meets, candidates have
10 days to begin court action.
Andersen ha s named Tom
Swain, his onetime campaign
manager, to represent the governor in the maneuvering this week.
Swain took leave of absence from
Ms position as state commissioner
of business development.
Eolvaag, who left for a Mexico
vacation shortly after, the election
returned to Minnesota Saturday
and is in position to watch out for
his interests.

City Traffic Box Score

Partly Cloudy

—To Date—
1962
iw
Accidents ...... 331
347
Deaths ........
1
2
Injuries .......
74
77
_ Damages .....$80 ,725 $102,794

Toni ght, Tuesday,
Warmer Tuesday

Shakeup in Party
]
Asked b y N i k i t a

Rolvaag Asks
Restraining
RecountOrder

By REINHOL D ENSZ
MOSCOW A?) - Premier
Khrushchev told the Soviet people
today his planners will continue to
put primary emphasis on heavy
industry and presumably:[ armaments rather than consumer
goods.
But he also said fresh efforts
will be made to put more food
and other consumer goods in the
shops.
Addressing a special meeting of
the Communist party Central
Committee, he asserted that both

136,000
- i

segments of the; economy—heavy
industry . twhich supplies the armament industry) and consumer
goods production — must be
stepped up through more effective
work by local Communist party
officials.

coming a. drag on the party 's
guidance of production. "
The meeting of the powerful,
175-member Central Committee
was called for the specific task
of putting more life,into the ecc-nomy, much of which has been
hindered and stifled by excessive
The premier called for "radical bureaucracy but even more by
measures'' to shake up the par- lack of investnxeat . -capital.
ty's organization arid work patterns. He said, modern times de- Revealing next year's produe-"
tion plans, Khrushchev said there
mand this.
"Old organizational forms ," he should be an 8.5 per cent increase
declared, "are, to a degree, be- in capital goods. For consumer
goods the proposed increase is 6, 3
per cent.
"¦' ¦.'HirusKiS'hW': s'aid' capital investment would total more than 33
billion rubles. <one ruble is officially valued at $1.11).
As for agriculture, he called
for an increase of 32 . million
acres under field crops.
''

' '

The meeting war behind closed

dpors. Khrushchev 's speech was
reported by the Soviet news agen cy Tass. The session is expected
to last the rest of the week.
On the eve of the meeting, the
Communist party organ . Pravda
had defended the government's
Cuban rocket withdrawal and accused Red China of siding with
the imperialists. The article also
made an implied attack on Bed
China's border war against India.

125,000

100,000

New De Gaulle
Party Wins in
French Voting

75,000

PARIS (AP)-President Charles
de Gaulle today emerged fro
the first round of the National
Assembly elections with a new
and , resounding victory over
France's old line political parties.
The Gaullist Union for a New
Republic (UNR ) , with a oneplank platform of unswerving loyalty to De Gaulle , displaced the
Communists as France 's strongest political party.
The UNR won 50 of the 104
seats decided Sunday and led in
134 of the 369 districts of metropolitan France where runoffs will
b« held next Sunday. The party 's
share of the popular vote nearly
doubled , from 17.5 percent in 1956
to 31.9 per cent.
Although Interior Minister Roger Frey predicted the UNR would
wind up with a majority in the
481-mcmber assembly this appeared unlikely. Even if it won
all the runoffs in the races in
which its candidates led , it would
still be about BO short of a majority .

50,000

25,000

REFUEL THE ROCKET . . . Only a fully-fueled rocket can
do the job it's intended for . Likewise only a fully subscribed
Community Chest can adequately answer the call for assistance.
Today Chest leaders reported $96,320 of the $136,000 fund pledged
or 73 percent of the total. Again they emphasized the danger of
the drive falling short if it is permitted to lag over the Thanksgiving holiday, If pledges fro m cards outstandin g match the contributions of those already in , the campaign will go over the top,
team captains said.

Britain Supp lies
Arms to India

LONDON (AP )—Britain is supplying arms to India "solely for
the purpose of meeting Chinese
aggression " and they are to bo
returned when this threat is ruder!, (lie Common wealth Relat ions
Office announced Sunday nipjit,
Tim announc ement noted the
United States was shippin g nrms
to India on the same basis.

WEATHER
FEDERAL FORECAST

WINONA AND VICINIT Y-Variable cloudiness toni ght. Partly
cloudy and a little warmer Tuesday. Low tonight in 20s, high luesday 40.
LOCAL WEATHER

Official observations for the 24
hours ending at 12 m. Sundays
Maximum , 30 * minimum , 30; noon ,
7 Exec uted
32; precipitation , none.
Official observations for the 24
In Indonesia
hours ending at 12 rri. today; MaxJAKARTA , Indonesia (AP )—I n- imum , 33; minimum , 29; noon , 32;
donesian authorities said Sunday precipitation, none ,
AIRPORT WEATHER
the execution of seven Darul Is(N, Central Observations )
lam rebels clpscs the books on the
attempted assassination of Presi- Max. temp. 34 at noon; mill . 211
at 10 p.m. Sunday; sky overcast at
dent Sukarno last May 14.
The Central Army Information 2 ,000 feet ; visibility 0 miles; wind
Service snid the executions were 5 m-.p.h. from south; barometer
carried out Aug. 10, Sept. 5, Sept . 30.10 and falling ; humidity 71 percent.,
7 and last Wednesday.

ST, PAUL (AP) - The Minnesota Supreme Court held a hearing
today on a restraining order
sought by It.' Gov. Karl Rolvaag
preventing: the Watonwan County
canvassing board from rechecking
the votes in one precinct.
Rolvaag, DFL candidate, is in
a close battle with Republican incumbent Gov. Elmer L. Andersen
for the governorship.
The court's decision is expected
to affect such recour
"inpleted
in. at least a half d*
.ounties
which have sent amt .
county
totals to the State Canvassing
Board.

Chinese Cut Off
Indians' Retreat
Reds Moving
Toward Vital
Oil Deposits
By HENRY S. BRADSHER

NEW DELHI, India (AP)-Chl.
nese Communists have cut off Indian troops retreating from their
overrun defense positions on the
Se Pass and fighting is now going
on M air. miles to the southeast,
in the outskirt of Bomdila, a Defense Ministry spokesman announced today.
the Indian army had planned
to place its next defense line behind Se Pass ; at Bomdila, but the
surprise Chinese sweep around
the northeast end of the defenses
brought the attackers Sunday
night to Bomdila.

The. Watonwan board^es to
have ' met - at St. James. ^ %-

Rolvaag obtained the restraining order from District Judge L.
J. Irvine of Fairmont.
Sydney Berde, assistant to Rolvaag, said he would go before the
high court to ask confirmation of
Judge Levine's action. Berde's
main contentions that county canvassing boards have no legal authority to reconvene after they
once adj ourn.

Members of the Watonwan
board had assembled for the 9
a.m. meeting when the restraining order forced a halt. The meeting had been called to look over
votes cast in one St. James precinct where C. Donald Peterson
won over his lieutenant governor
DFL opponent , A. " J. Keith , while
Gov. Elmer L. Andersen finished
second to Rolvaag," DFL challenger. .
The gubernatorial election was
as much in doubt today as it was
before the election 13 days ago.
With official canvasses completed
in all counties but Hennepin , Rolvaag had 619,707 votes and Andersen, 619,667.
Rolvaag hat a iked the state
canvassing board not to consider
any recounts submitted on supplementary abstracts by other county canvassing boards. Le Sueur ,
Grant , Blue Earth , Koochiching,
Douglas and Olmsted counties
have conducted such recounts aft er certifying their original totals
to tho secretary of state.

Cool Culture
Comes to
White House

WASHINGTON (AP ) - Cool
culture comes to the White House
today,
A jazz concert—the first ever
held in the stately old executive
mansion—will be presented by a
young sextet that wants President
Kennedy to keep on sending U.S.
j azzmen abroad in the cultural exchange program .
The jazz session Is the fifth of
a series of Concerts for Youth
sponsored by Mrs. Kennedy.
Sons and daughters of ambatsadors and chiefs of diplomatic
missions here will j oin the children of Cabinet officials for the
late afternoon concert in the East
Ballroom.
Lender of the sextet, is Paul
Winter , 23, a saxophone player
from Altoona , Pa. A 20-year-old
Korean pianist, Ton II Han , will
be featured.
Winter and his buddies , college
students from Chicago area universities , won an international
jazz festival award in 1901, As a
result they were sent on a tour
of Latin America last winter.
They w«re the first student |aiz

group aeni abroad under a student
exchange; progra m and the enthusiasm with which they were
received startled them.

CHINESE RED ADVANCES . . . Red ChinaIndia frontier map locates Chinese offensives
as they outflanked Indian troops at Se Pass (1).
Another Red spearhead advanced beyond Walong
(2) , some 300 miles cast of Se Pass in the North

East Frontier Agency battleground. In Ladakh,
the northwest end of the' disputed border, the
Chinese captured an outpost guarding the vital
Indian airfield at Chiishul (3). (AP. Photofax
Map)
,

Western Europe Farm
Policies Under Fire
PARIS (AF)-The United States
told Western European trade officials today lhat their restrictive
farm import trade policies threaten the unity and strength of the

of Agriculture Orvllle L. Freeman
for delivery to the agricultural
committee of the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development. Its membership is made
up of Western European countries , Canada and the United
States.
Freeman 's talk had been approved by President Kennedy and
Secretary of State Dean Rusk.
"Not only maintenance of trade
but the continued unity and
strength of the Western world is
liep. Bob Wilson of Californ ia nt stake," Freeman told the meetchairman of the Republican Con ing.
gressional Campaign Committee, He snid the United States was
particularly about farm
said the U.S. must encourage concerned
policies being developed by the
Cuban refugees to invade Cuba nl European Common Market comsome future date nnd drive com- posed of France, Italy, West Germunism out of the hemisphere. many, Belgium , the Netherlands ,
In an article in the Communist and Luxembourg. Great Britain
party organ , Pravda , in Moscow , may become a member soon,
tho Soviet Union defended its West European producers of
withdrawal of missiles from Cuba wbont , feed gra ins , rice and pouland accused Red China of siding try—major U.S. exports to that
a rea—are being given preference
with the imperialists.
A claim that withd rawal of So- over American and other outside
viet missiles from Cuba has saved suppliers throu gh imposition of
peace was described as "pure import levies.
nonsense " by Peking People 's Steps being taken by
th* ComDally, Tho official Chinese organ
, "are
,
Freeman
said
Market
mon
charged that the "grave threat of going to be the largest single
facU.S. aggression against Cuba perwhether the agrisists " and (lint tiio Cuban crisis tor determining
cultural systems of the world arc
"is far from being over. "
mindful of the need for internaJohn M. McCloy, chairman of tional lmrmony or whether agriPresident Kennedy 's coordinating culture retreats into a shell of nacommittee on the Cuban crisis , was t ionalism. "
the luncheon guest of Vaslly V, Tho United Slates, he snid , has
Kuznclsov , Soviet first deputy for- n policy of promoting liberal
eign minister at the Soviet U.N, vvorld trade . Furthermore , he said
delegation 's Long Island country it believes the balance of Iho nonhouse in Glen Cove, McCloy said It Communist world should follow a
similar policy,
was just a social visit,
West. It warned that Washington
has the power to take retaliatory
measures.
The American view was outlined
in a talk prepared by Secretary

Cuba Grounds
Private Planes

WASHINGTON (AP ) - A primary reason behind the Cuban government' s grounding of domestic
aviation may be radar difficulty in
detecting and tracking U.S. reconnaissance planes.
The planes were grounded Sunday, following Premier Fidel Castro 's warning late last week that
surveillance craft flying over Cuba
will- be destroyed .
Low and high flying American
reconnaissance planes , keeping
tab on former missile sites and
other m i l i t a r y developments ,
aroused Castro 's ire.
Military radar for locatin g and
tracing aircraft has been installed
recently by the Russians for Cuba
but there appears to bo sonic
question about its efficiency in its
present form.
Military radar must be able to
separate friendly or false targets
from a true target. This requires
considerable "sophistication " in
the equipment and in tho ability
of crews to interpret radar
signals.
There were these other developments touching on tho Cuban situation:

The spokesman said Bomdila is
now threatened.
Indian troops from Se Pass,
caught between two Chinese
forces , are now trying to fight
their way back to a link with the
Indians around Bomdila,
Prime Minister Nehru had announced earlier the fall of the vital Himalayan Se Pass to a prong
of a massive Red Chinese offensive probing toward the densely
populated plains of Assam.
The Chinese outflanked Indian
troops on 13,756-foot-high Se Pass,
forcing them to withdraw , Nehru
told Parliament.
The loss of the pass came as
the Chinese Communists, attacking in waves, pressed their renewed offensive at both ends of
the l^,50ff-miie frontier stretching
from Burma to Kashmir.
At the eattern end of the battle

line, the Chinese posed a separate
threat to the Assam plains in an
advance of 12 miles from the key
defense post of Walong, which
they captured Friday. Walong lies
some 300 miles east of Se Pass.
In Ladakh , at the northwest end
of the disputed border , the Chinese have taken an outpost guarding a vital Indian airfield at
Chushul and fighting is continuipg
in the area, Nehru said.
His announcement of the new
reverses came after a speech
Sunday night in which he said the
Chinese offensive is threatenin g
Indian independece. He said other countries are now beginning to
realize that this is not a border
dispute but "naked, crude and
shameless aggression ."
A Peking broadcast quoted Chinese Communist Premier Chou
En-Iai as saying U.S. arms aid
to India will enlarge the conflict
"to the detriment of the Chinese
and Indian people and of the AfroAsian peoples." About $5 million
worth of badly needed- infantr y
weapons have been flown to India
by the United States.
Peking radio claimed that after
capturing So Pass the Chinese
pressed their advance to the
southeast In the direction of the
Indian army 's advance headquarters on the Dhirang River,
The Indian army was reported
planning to put their next defense
line in this area of tho northea st
frontier district at 8,726-foot Bombila , on the next ridge of an
Indian-built road running to Tenpur on the Assam plains.
The fall of Walong nea r tho
Burma border came alter the biggest battle since the Chinese first
struck.

Let s Wind Up the Chest Campaign Before Th anksgivin g
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Candidates List
PersonalCosts
Of Campaign

Topping the list of Winona County candidates who filed personal
expenses for the recent campaign
was Sheriff George L. Fort who
spent $1,424.43 in his successful
bid for reflection.
Other expenses, covering the
entire campaign and reported by
County Auditor Richard . Schoonover, follow (in all but one instance
these are expenses incurred by the
candidates only; candidates' volunteer committees have until Dec. *
to file):
Sheriff — Fort's opponent, Donald Berg, $969.37.
Clerk of Court — Clerk Joseph
C. Page, re-elected, $751.79; Donald W. Blake, $563.54.
Treasurer — Mrs. Teresa M.
Curbow, treasurer, ^re-elected,
$720.96; Stanley A. Wieczorek,
$356.88.
County Commissioner 2nd District — Leo R. Borkowski, elected,
$350.83; Commissioner Raymond
G. Kohner, $441.60.
County Commissioner 4th District — Carl 0. Peterson, elected,
$413.60; Commissioner Paul Baetj
$129.60.
Surveyor — J am es J. KleinSchmidt, elected, $20; E. P. Effertz , $20.
These candidates, who were unopposed, each had a $20 filing fee
as their only expense: Register of
Deeds Rollie D. Tust, Auditor
Richard Schoonover, Superintendent of Schools Jesse JB. Jestus,
Attorney S. A. Sawyer and Dr. R.
B. Tweedy, coroner.
City Representative — Mrs. Virginia Torgerson, elected, $179.90;
Rep. John D. McGill, $551.75,
Rural Representative — George
Daley, elected, $294.50 in personal
expenses, ' $711.21 spent by volunteer committee, total $1,005.71;
Rep. Donald McLeod, $357.05.
Senator — Roger Laufenburger,
elected, $743.01 ; Sen. James R.
Keller, $733.71:

Six Dead in

Accidents
In Wisconsin

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
W e e k e n d highway accidents
claimed at least six lives in Wisconsin as the state's traffic toll
for the year rose to 831 compared with 791 on this 'date a year
ago.
Dennis Burg, l?; of Route 1, Rubicon, in Dodge County, died in a
Hartford hospital*at 1:30 a.m. today of injuries suffered in an accident early Suiiday morning on
the Buchanan Road three miles
southwest of Hartford. Authorities
said he apparently lost control
coming over the crest of the hill
and was thrown out as the car
rolled 110 feet.
Thomas McCabe, 30, and M r s .
Ruth Belanger,. 38, both of Milwaukee, died early Sunday in a
two-car collision on Highway 59 in
Brookfjeld , Waukesha C o u n t y .
McCabe was alone in his vehicle
while Mrs. Belanger was in a car
driven by her husband, Curtis, 39.
Eastman R. Cornelius, 31, and
David Minham, 32, both of rural
West De Pere, were injured fatally
Saturday night when a car struck
a utility pole after leaving Highway
54 about a mile east of Oneida ,
Brown County.
Reported previously was the
death of Kenneth Christenson, 19,
of Black River Falls in a cartruck collision near Black River
Falls Saturday morning.

Moisture Possible
For ThanksgMng Silo to Vote
Near normal temperature but intermittent light rain or snow is
the weather prediction for the
Thanksgiving holiday in the Winona area.
A forecast of near normal tern-:
peratures, are predicted for the
Tuesday "through Saturday period
with .20 of an inch of light rain
or snow, mostly after midweek.
VARIABLE cloudiness is expected to prevail tonight with a low
temperature in the 20s. Tuesday
will be partly cloudy and a little
warmer, the weatherman says,
with a high of 40.
1
Partly cloudy and mild is the
outlook for Wednesday.
The weekend temperature hovered around the freezing mark
with a Saturday high of 36 and a
Sunday top of 33. The low Sunday
morning was 30 and this morning
29. At noon the thermometer said
32.
A few snewfiekes were m
evidence on several occasions
Sunday morning.
A year ago today the high in
the city was 38 and the low 12
with three inches of snow on the
ground. All-time high for Nov. 19
was 73 in 1930 and the low for
the day 2 in 1914. Mean tempera-

On Lewiston
Debt Nov. 25

ture for the past 24 hours was 31.
Normal for the day is 32.
An inch of snow fell at International Falls this morning where
the low temperature was 18.
Weather was cloudy in other communities. Rochester posted a low
LEWISTON, Minn:—Silo rural
of 24 after a high of 31 Sunday
and La Crosse had readings of 30 district, -whose consolidation with
Lewiston. High School was apand 30 for the same times.
proved by the Winona County
WISCONSIN'S bleak November Board of Commissioners Nov. 5,
weather was still around but some will vote Nov. 26 on whether to
areas at least had intermittent pe- assume the Lewiston debt, acriods of sunshine during the week- cording to County Superintendent of Schools Jesse Jestus.
end.
Jestus said he expects this
Temperatures early today ranged from a low of 22 at Park Falls week to decide what to do with
to 41 at Racine. Milwaukee had a request received last Tuesday
26, Green Bay 28, Beloit 27, Lone from St. Charles school board to
Rock 30, Madison 28, Superior 24, make a consolidation plat with
11 rural districts — Utica, Clyde,
Eau Claire 29, and Wausau 27.
Racine hit the high of 41 during Worth, Elba, Oak View, Dublin,
the day Sunday. Other maximums Saratoga, Summit, Paget and
ranged down through the 30s to Vowels, Winona County, and
thrke, Olmsted County.
Park Falls' 28.
Previously Jestus had received
At mid-morning today skies a request from Lewiston school
were cloudy throughout the state, board to place it on a plat with
with most temperatures below the Utica. This plat was sent to the
state department Nov. 6. The defreezing mark.
Orlando and Fort Myers, Fla., parment has acknowledged retopped the country Sunday with 85 ceipt and has 60 days in which to
degrees and Limestone, Maine, set act on it.
Utica, meanwhile, is in process
the low of 8 above zero early toof getting a new school board,
day.
the three former members, David
Christie, chairman, Alvin Schweider, clerk, and Kenneth Babcock,
treasurer, resigning about the
time a central area school was
voted down for Lewiston and St.
Charles. Everett Timm was appointed chairman and Kenneth
Holm treasurer by the outgoing
KELLOGG, Minn. (Special)— board. A clerk has not been apComments on his recent t r i p pointed by the two new memabroad and observations on the in- bers.
ternational situation — including
developments in Cuba — were given by Dan Foley, Wabasha attorney and a member of the American Legion's national executive
committee, at a Veterans Day program for Kellogg Post 546 of the
American Legion and its auxiliary
Thursday.
Seventy-five attended the Appreciation and Veterans Day banquet
at which Kellogg Legion Commander Donald Schouweiler was toast- BLAIR , Wis. (Special)—A record 1,199 persons were served at
master.
Blair First Lutheran Church's anAMONG THE guests were 1st nual supper and dinner, featuring
District Commander Charles Gav- William Schroeder 's S w e d i s h
in, La Crescent; district Adjutant meatballs with lutefisk and lefse,
Stewart Clark, La Crescent; Wab- here Wednesday.
asha County Commander Donovan Serving was from 11 a.m. to 2
Timm, Plain view, and district p.m. and 4:30 to 10 p.m. with the
Chaplain Edward Herman, Lake last tickets sold at 9 p.m. Persons
City. ,
from cities as distant as SheA report was received on the: re- boygan , Wis., and Minneapolis,
cently-completed Legion member- traveled here for the annual event.
ship drive during which an all- Women of the church met Tuesday to bake 260 lefse that augtime record was established.
The auxiliary voted a $25 dona- mented a supply of from one to
tion to the auxiliary gift shop, $10 three dozen contributed by famifor the Friendship Fund drive for lies in the congregation.
'
retarded children and $5' for the By the time the last persons
had
been
served,
700
pounds
of
luteVeterans dollar bill shower.
fisk, 700 pounds of potatoes, 300
Mrs. Eugene Deming, chairman pounds of meatballs and seven
of the auxiliary membership drive, bushels of rutabagas had been
reported the campaign went over eaten.
the top this year and a new rec- Preparations for the meals beord was established. She and Mrs. gan several days prior to the day
Richard Hartert were membership of serving and cooks didn't return
drive captains. Mrs. Hartert 's home until after midnight Wedneslosing team will entertain the win- day.
ners at the December meeting and Known throughout the area for
Christmas party.
his specially of Swedish meatballs,
As a part of this year 's auxiliary Schroeder ground and seasoned the
teachers Recognition Day duri/g meat for shaping and frying by the
American Education week Mrs. women of the congregation in acMrs. John Hager, auxiliary presi- cordance with longtime custom.
dent, spoke at schools at Kellogg,
Conception, Indian Creek , Weaver
and Minneiska. Each teacher was
presented a pencil sharpener in
the form of an apple with the
teacher 's name inscribed.

Weekend Auto Kellogg Legion
Crashes Raise Hears Dan Foley
Toll to 593

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Deaths over the weekend of a
Shakopee girl and men from Kettle River , St. Paul and Sauk
Rapids as a result of separate
accidents raised Minnesota's 1962
traffic toll to 593, compared with
660 through this date last year.
Janice Farrell, 15, Shakopee,
was killed Sunday afternoon when
the car in which she was riding
skidded off a Hennepin County
highway north of St. Bonifacius
and rolled over. The driver,
Duane L. Kahmeyer, 15, Waconia,
and another passenger, Sharon
Dorr, 15, Shakopee, were hospitalized in fair condition.

Ralph Reinert, 3t, Rt. 2, Sauk
Rapids, died in University of Minnesota Hospitals of injuries received Oct. 3 in St. Cloud, when
the truck he was driving was
struck by a Great Northern passenger train.
Raymond T. Kwapick, 36, Kettle
River, driver of one of the cars
involved, died in a headon collision 12 miles south of McGregor
on graveled Highway 27. The accident occurred at the crest of a
hill.
The Highway Patrol said the
other car was driven by Dale R.
Switzer, 26, Lakeville, Minn., who
was hospitalized with a skull fracture and a broken leg. Leonard
Micholski, 32, Sturgeon Lake,
Minn., a passenger in Micholski's
car, apparently escaped serious
'
injury.
Joseph P. Donlan, 64, a train
director at the St. Paul Union
Depot, died in a St. Paul hospital
Sunday. His wife, Rose, also 64,
was killed in the, accident last
Tuesday night.
Four persons died in Minnesota
traffic accidents late Friday and
Saturday.

CENTERPIECES for the banquet were arrangements of autumn foliage tinted blue and gold ,
the Legion colors, entwined with
red poppies.
Members of the banquet arrangements committee were Albert Leisen, Mrs. Raymond Slawson, Mrs. Earl Hilleishiem, Mrs.
Richard Hartert , Mrs. D o n a l d
Schurhammer, Mrs. Ervin Belter ,
Mrs. Connie Steuernagel , Mrs.
Henry Kirch , Mrs. Cecil Weir and
Mrs. Hager.

Kathleen M. Burke, 16, White
Bear Lake, was a passenger in
the car driven by Joan Lou Ann
Dittbrenner, 17, White Bear Lake,
when it went out of control. Authorities said the accident apparently happened after the driver
was startled by a wild animal
running across a road north of
St. Paul. Miss Burke was tossed
out and run over by the careening
car.
Eric Johnson, 62, Grand Marais,
Minn., was hit by a car Saturday
INDEPENDENCE , Wis. - Con- as he walked along Highway 61
Train Kills Man
struction started last week on a east of Grand Rapids.
new bridge over the Trempealeau Clarence M. Lessman, 60, Little
River in the south part of Inde- Canada, apparently fell asleep Near Green Bay
pendence,
while driving and his car crashed
GREEN BAY , Wis. MV-The body
Bassell , Van Vechten & Chop- north of Stillwater.
of
Wallace Smith, 74, of Green
were
notified
,
Wis.,
Baraboo
man,
Nov. 5 they had received the con- Roy W. English, 60, died of in- Bay was found in a swamp adtract at a low bid of $110 ,350, and juries suffered when his car hit jacent to the Chicago and North
were instructed to start the proj- a viaduct in downtown Minneapo- Western Railway tracks Saturday
night after he had been struck by
ect within 10 days.
lis.
The bridge is on Trempealeau i Susie Buer, 80, Madison , Minn., a train. .
County Trunk Q. The project in- Was killed along with Oliver E.
cludes grading and base course Bee, 45, Baton Rouge , La., in a
on a .212-mile section of the coun- collision south of Hayti, Mo., Satty trunk running south from urday. The Minnesotan was a
Independence. The bid includes passenger in the car driven by
everything but surfacing the ap- Francis Hempel, 75, Chicago .
proaches.
Hempel and another passenger,
The new bridge will be located Helen Bowman. 58, of Arnold ,
old
which
is
near the present one,
Mo., were injured seriously, as
and limited on weight . It is unsafe was William D. Oliver , 31 , Baton
for fire trucks and other heavy ve- Rouge, driver of the second car.
hicles. Bids on the project were
Nearly 5,000 deer were harvestopened by the state Highway
ed over the weekend in the river
Commission.
counties of Wisconsin , according
to incomplete data on the any deer
or antlerlesa zone compiled by the
flWMW W* WW
state Conservation Department.
Public Relations Director James
Cars driven by Arlo R. Stticve,
Winona Rt. 3, and Gary J. Kujak, Taylor, stationed at La Crosse for
15, 222 W. Howard St., collided the opening, said that in BUFFAat Highway 14-61 and Clark's Lane LO COUNTY 1 ,684 deer wei»e registered compared with 1 ,542 in
at 8:50 p.m. Saturday.
Stueve was driving west on High- 1960, the last any deer season. In
way 14-61 and Kujak was driving La Crosse County there were 498,
north on Clark's Lane when the or 100 more than two years ago.
However, the total on buck only
cars collided in the westbound lane.
Damage was more than $100 to from 10 sampling checking staStueve 's car and more than $2O0 tion s In the BLACK RIVER
MW MJUt "WST OWT
nMin
to Kujak's car. No one was in- FALLS , or Area Three zone, repO«KT'»«
HW
smH
resented a decline in the m spike
jured.
buck zone. The total was 2,728
compared with 3,010 in 1961. At
Black River Falls 528 bucks were
registered up to closing time Sunday compared with 586 a year
ago.
Mondovi had the heaviest regis$I#P Tuesday, Nov. 20, 7:30 o'clock
I
tration—626—in Buffalo C o u n t y,
¦
Nr
R. F. STOVER , W. M,
compared with 203 in 1960. Alma

Bridge Started
At Independence

Blair Lutherans
Serve Lutefisk
To Record 1,199

NO PLACE FOR DOUBTING TOM

Wrong Week for Turkey Flight

By HAROLD KNOLL
Daily News Staff Writer
"Gobble gobble," said the
world's biggest turkey, a 500pound Tom, as he limped to a
landing- this morning at Max
Conrad Field.
His tail feathers had been
shot away by jet interceptors
as he winged over the Duluth
Air Force Base. He was heading south from his breeding
grounds at Eagle Lake, Ontario, Canada, from which he
had been chased by some middle-aged baldjeagles.
He squeezed through the en-

Lions Check
JA Products

Samples of products made by
Winona's three Junior Achievement firms were displayed at a
Lions Club luncheon today at
Hotel Winona.
The products , which will go on
sale door-to-door next week, follow: A wooden tray made by
Trayed and discussed by Trayco
President Yvonne Dzwonkowski;
a utility case made by Jacco and
discussed by President Carl Girtler, and an identification bracelet made by Jaido and discussed
by President Don Zywieki.
The three officials also discussed
organization of their companies
which were recently founded at
the JA center in the Kresge building.
Stanley V. Spooner , executive
director of the local JA program,
said:
"The purpose of Junior Achievement is to let these young people
find out what business is all about.
One thing we like to get across
to them is that they can see for
tnemselves that business has to
make a/profit to exist."
Spooner said a fourth company
is being organized to conduct a
sponsored radio program for
youth. Spooner has urged interested boys and girls, 15-19, to
attend the next J A meeting at the
center at 7 p.m. Tuesday. Spooner,
who is Lions Southeastern Minnesota zone chairman, , took club
members on tour of the JA center after the luncheon. Lions are
painting the center.
John Blank was program chairman at the meeting. Presiding
was Lions President John Tlougan.

trance of the airport administration building and plunked
coins into the air trip insurance machine.
"I know I'll never make:it
out of the country before
Thanksgiving," the turkey told
an airport attendant who was
leaning on a broom' and reading the Air Force Times.
"You're a doubting Tom,"
the attendant said.
The turkey glanced nervously over his shoulder and tucked
his insurance receipt among
his ruffled feathers.
"I need every bit of protection T can get," the turkey
said. "I'll be passing a dozen
other Air Force bases between

here and the Gulf of Mexico
and they 're all alerted. I show
up as a suspicious blip on tljeir
radar."
A little boy, having a lean
and hungry look, slipped into
the lobby, spied the turkey arid
let fly with a slingshot.
Tom ducked, the boy fled
and. the stone struck a wall
portrait of Orville Wright ,
shattering the glass.
"Shoddy treatment for Orville ," the attendant said,
sweeping up the glass. "His
original plane was in service
here until a few months ago."
Tom squeezed out of the
building entrance, waddled to
the runway and took off ,

Traveling Gets
Little Cheaper
Travel by train, bus and airplane acquired a more attractive
look to ticket buyers over the
weekend following reduction of
federal excise taxes on travel.
Removed entirely was the 10
percent federal tax , on surface
transportation, effective Thursday
at midnight , while air fare taxes
were cut from 10 to 5 percent.
Beginning Friday morning, the
package price of a round trip
RAIL ticket from Winona to Chicago, for example, dropped from
$17.88 to the straight fare of $16.25.
The difference , $1.63 , was the
amount of tax charged by the government. Roupd-trip rail fare to
Minneapolis now is $6.30 instead
of $6.93.
Bus fare to Chicago and back ,
formerly $14.08, is now $12.80. The
price of a ticket to and from Minneapolis, formerly $7.15, is now
$6.50.

Chicago of $45.10 will now be taxed an additional $2.26 for a total of
$47.36. The previous rate was
$49.61. Round-trip fare to Minneapolis has dropped to $19.32 from
$20.24 .
Taxes were first imposed in 1941
as a wartime measure to help restrict unnecessary travel and to
provide extra federal government
revenue. The original rate of 15
percent was reduced to 10 percent
in 1954. The tax has been under
constant attack by transportation
interests since the close of World
War II.
While . Midwest railroads will
pass oh the tax reduction to passengers, lines east of Chicago are
continuing to charge the same rate
by imposition of higher fares equal
to the amount of tax reduction.
The rate increase has been
made, even though hearings on
the matter have not yet been held
NORTH CENTRAL AIRLINES before the Interstate Commerce
said the basic round-trip fare to Commission-.

Minnesotans in Washington

Quie Moves Up on
Education Committee

ascending in a tight spiral
above the airport.
Waiting at 60,000 feet was a
jet interceptor, a late model
Gizmo-1 equipped with rapidfiring chrome - plated weapons. As Tom flapped sluggishly southward he encountered
a deadly hail of BB's fired
with unerring accuracy by the
jet interceptor.
Necks craned, hungry Winonans waited on the main runway of Max Conrad Field. A
perforated flight insurance receipt fluttered to the runway
followed by a blizzard of feathers and finally, with a thud,
the plucked turkey.
Gobble gobble.

CentralChurch
Bid Opening Set

Specifications for the new Central Methodist Church will go to
contractors this week with a request that bids be returned to
permit formal opening on Dec.
19.
The announcement was made
to the congregation Sunday by
Dr. E. Clayton Burgess, pastor.
A fire on Jan. 22, 1961, destroyed the church edifice. Services
have been held in Central Guildhall since then.
Hensel Fink, Philadelphia, is
general architect, with the Eckert
& Carlson, local supervisors.

Christmas Lights
Going Up Here

Installation of Christmas decorations and lights downtown started
today and will be completed . Friday night, A. J. Anderson, secretary-manager, Winona Chamber of
Commerce, announced. • . _'
This service is sponsored by the
chamber 's Merchants Bureau. The
area involved is 3rd Street from
Johnson to Kansas streets and
Center Street from 2nd to 4th
streets.
Santa Claus will start making
his rounds downtown Nov. 30.
Free movie day at the Winona
and State theaters will be held
Dec. 1 for children, parents and
chaperones from the Winona trade
area. The first show starts at 9
a.m. and the last at 3 p.m. Shows
are continuous.

By RICHARD P. POWERS
Rep. John A. Blatnik made no
Associated Press Special Servke gains. He remains as 4th ranking
WASHINGTON (AP) — Minne- Democrat on the House Public
sota members of the House stand Works Committee and 6th 'on the
Government Gyrations
to benefit only moderately, if at House
Committee.
all , in committee rankings from
changes in the makeup of the new
Rep. Joseph E. Karth moves
Congress convening in January.
from 4th to 3rd ranking Demo
These rankings, based on senior- crat on the House Science and As?
ity, are dear to the hearts of tronautics Committee.
members of Congress. The aim is Rep. Ancher Nelsen remains 8th
to reach the No. 1 spot on a com- ranking Republican on the House
mittee and thereby become its Interstate Commerce Committee,
chairman if your party is in con- and moves from 5th to 4th on the
trol. If your party is not in control District of Columbia Committee.
Five changes in scheduled arriKELLOGG, Minn. (Special)-A you become the ranking minority
vals and departures of buses hero
Rep.
Odin
Langen
moves
up
one
Kellogg man, in his 30s, is a pa- member
and chief
minority
notch to 7th place on the GOP side are now in effect, according to the
tient at St. Elizabeth's Hospital , spokesman on the committee.
of the House Government Opera- Winona office of Greyhound Lines.
Wabasha , with a back injury and
Leaving a half-hour earlier than
fractured ribs received in an auto Rep. Albert H. Quie moves to tions Committee and remains 8th
formerly
are the morning buses
on
the
House
Interior
Committee.
accident about 3:30 p.m. Saturday. 4th place from 7th on the RepubAccording to the Highway Pa- lican side of the House Education Rep. Clark MacGregor stays for Mankato and Minneapolis. Both
trol , James McNallan was driving and Labor Committee. This will 10th in Republican rank on the now depart at 8:45 a.m. instead
of 9:15 as previously scheduled.
south on Highway 61, about 1V4 result from the primary defeat of House Judiciary Committee.
Evening arrivals from Mankato
miles north of Kellogg, when he Rep. Carroll D. Kearns of Penn- Rep. H . Carl Andersen, who
similarly
forced an approaching driver to sylvania , the retirement of Rep. was defeated in the primary elec- and Minneapolis are
The
inbound
bus
from
changed.
Clare
E.
Hoffman
of
Michigan
and
tion
,
from
would
have
moved
up
take to the ditch on his right side
defeat of Rep. Edgar W. Hiestand )rd to 2nd ranking Republican on Mankato now arrives at 8:30 p.m.
to avoid being hit.
The patrol said witnesses saw of California in the Nov. 6 election. the House Appropriations Commit- instead of 9 and bus which forMcNallan then swing back to his But Quie remains in 6th place tee if he had stayed in Congress. merly arrived from Minneapolis
at 8:45 is now in the station at
right lane, lose control , go into the on the GOP side of the House
Rep. Walter H. Judd, who was 8:15 p.m.
ditch, and strike a telephone pole. Agriculture Committee.
Also leaving a half-hour earlier
defeated by Donald M. Eraser,
The car was demolished.
than
before is the evening La
Democrat
,
in
the
Nov
.
6
election,
City Council members again
Officers said the investigation is
would have moved from 4th to 2nd Crosse-Chicago bus. Its new dewill take up the question of a continuing.
place on the Republccan side oi parture time is 8:30 instead of
Sunday closing ordinance for rethe House Foreign Affairs Com- 9 p.m. The 4:30 p.m. bus for those
tail stores at their meeting tomittee.
points remains on its original
night at City Hall at 7 p.m.
First introduced two weeks ago
Rep. Fred Marshall , who is re- schedule, Greyhound officials said.
by a delegation of Chamber of
tiring from Congress would have
Commerce members, the question
moved from 14th to the 13th rankElinor
M.
Kahle
425
W.
Broad.
was laid over until tonight by
ing Democrat on the House Apway,
and
Nathan
W.
Hale
,
West
unanimous vote of the aldermen.
propriations Committee if he had
End
Hotel
,
pleaded
guilty
to
sepCommunications
from
local
remained in Congress. Alec G.
(
arate
charges
in
municipal
court
Special)
Minn.
WABASHA
,
clergymen supporting a closing
Olspn, Democrat , was elected in
ordinace were read, with the op- The jury was called for 2 p.m. today.
his place.
Miss Kahle was charged with
position viewpoint supported by today to hear the first case on the
two city retailers and a Seventh calendar of District Court , Judge permitting illegal opeMtion of her Sens. Hubert H. Humphrey and
Nominations for the Winona
Leo F. Murphy presiding.
car and Hale was charged with Eugene J. McCarthy, Minnesota Transportation Club's 1963 officers
Day Adventist minister.
Scheduled for his afternoon was driving her car after suspension Democrats, will not benefi t from
Also up for discussion will be
will be made at the annual truck
whether to issue beer licenses to a $350 property damage case of his driver 's license. They were any changes in the Senate lineup. line dinner and meeting at 7 p.m.
brought
by
Arthur
Binder
against
two taverns which are to be operboth sentenced to pay fines of $30 Humphrey,
assistant
Demo- Nov. 27 at the American Legion
ated by persons simultaneously Joseph Maringer. Both are of or to serve 10 days.
cratic 'leader of the Senate , re- Memorial Club, secretary Richard
Plainview,
engaged in other employment.
They were arrested by police mains 3rd ranking Democrat on
The damage allegedly occurred at 2nd and Kansas streets at 1:05 the Senate Foreign Relations Com- T. Percy announced.
Assessment hearings for curb
Nominating committee members
and gutter on Clark's Lane south at an intersection collision at a.m. today. They have paid the mittee, 4th on the Senate Governare H. M. Percy, William Pelzer
of Highway 61 are on the agenda Plainview Feb, 1. Maringer has fines.
ment Operations Committee , and and John Saecker. The election
brought a $120 countersuit.
for this evening 's meeting.
James E. Christopherson, 20, 17th on the Senate Appropriations will be held by mail and new
Lewiston Rt. 1, Minn,, pleaded Committee.
officers announced in January.
guilty to one charge and not guilty McCarthy remains 9th Demo- At the dinner , sponsored by local
to another' charge today.
crat on the Senate Finance Com- truck lines, the club will show a
He pleaded guilty to operating mittee and 10th on the Senate film about the 1961 world chaman unregistered motor vehicle and Agriculture Committee.
pion Green Bay Packers .
pleaded not guilty to using the
license plates issued to another
vehicle.
He was arrested by police at
Broadway and Mankato Avenue at
11:50 p.m. Saturday.
He was sentenced to pay a fine
At 8:15 a.m. Saturday Jensen
had 349 compared with 228, and
Merrick Park-Fountain City had a ambulance, Hixlon , brought Rob- of $25 or to serve eight days on
total of 377 compared with 306 two crtMronsides , 42, Oshkosh, Wis., to the first charge. Trial on the
years ago. Nelson station , new the hospital with a gunshot wound second charge will be Nov. 28 and
this year , had 126.
in his right leg. The shot fractured bail was set at $30. He paid the
Early reports indicate a de- bones both above and below the fine and posted bail.
— AVIATION —
crease in the total opening days kneecap. 'He was transferred to
total registration , Taylor snid. Marshfield , Wis., hospital.
However , in the buck zones the
The victim 's hunting compandeadline is not until a day after ion , Tom Harris , administered
Federal Aviation Agency Approved 16-week (1 night a week)
the close ol tho season. In the first aid with a tourniquet , probcourse.
Completion will enable you to pass FAA written exam
antlerless zone the deadline for ably saving the man's life , the
registration is 10 p.m. today.
required
for a Private Pilots License. You will enjoy learning
because
conservation warden said ,
The buck season in the antler- he lost a great deal of blood. They
with the most modern Audio-Visual training equipment.
Burglars forced the fron t door
less zone continues through next had been hunting in the Hatfield
of the East Side Bar, 851 E. Waweekend.
area.
basha St,, and took $50 cash from
• SEE THE DEMONSTRATION FILM
The Wisconsin Forest Service
About 3:30 p.m. Sunday Donald the cash register early Sunday
issued a fire warning today. With- Little , Withee , Wis., 17 today, was
• SPECIAL FAMILY HATES — ' i PRICE
out snow, forest areas are gelling brought in from near Bruce Mound, morning, according to Chief of
Police
George
Savord.
• STARTS FIRST WEEK IN DEC.
dangerously dry.
Clark County, with a flesh wound
The front door is located on the
Wabasha Street side of the buildJACKSON County Conservation on one leg.
Call 9100 or Come Out to See Bob Dunn ot
Charles O'Havcrn , Milwaukee, ing. Burglars did not force the
Warden Werner Radke reported
after
cash
register
according
to
Sa,
three persons had been shot and was admitted Saturday
brought to Krohn Hospital , Black accidentally shooting off a loe vord. The burglary was discoverRiver Falls since the deer hunt- from his right foot. The warden ed by a janitor Sunday noon.
Max Conrad Field
ing season opened Saturday morn- attributed it to careless handling Dominic L. Jereczek owns the
bar.
of his gun.
ing.

Greyhound Makes
Schedule Shift

Kellogg Driver
Injured in Crash

Sunday Closing
Topic Again

Suit Scheduled
In Wabasha Court

Police Charge
Two in One Car

Transportation
Club to Elect

Nearly 5 ,000 Deer
Taken in River Counties

Two Cars Collide
At Clark's Lane

4

A

STATED COMMUNICATION

Burglars Get $50
At East Side Bar

GROUND SCHOOL COURSE

Winona Aviation Service, Inc.

£a&L night
9L Mnppsmsd.

By Jimmy Hatlo

They 'll Do It Every Time

Disarming
Before U.N.

Sad Birthday tor
Linda Christian

By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK — It was a sad 39th birthday. for luscious Linda
Christian
Summoned to Hollywood by Income Taxers demanding she pay
$120 ,000 for '55 and '56, she told me with quivering lips that she
can 't raise it even selling the big .Bel-Air house where her nude
statue smiles openly upon the world
"That amount's sheer nonsense! ' blazed Linda.
In a beautiful sari , she was Twisting and Bossa-Novaing with
escorts George DeWitt and Robert . Hadjab — never forgetting
she's married to Edmund Purdom.
"For the first time" — we were
side by side at the Encore at a
big soiree — "I'm tying to sell
the house." •
(Where Liz Taylor, Eddie Fish L
err Paul Newman , Joann e~~Wo63¦
ward , . among othersTTivedv. - I
ven"Some rumor-mongers,"
tured , "think you're stayin g away
from Purdom rather long." (He's
in Europe, filming.)
By GERRY NELSON
"Oh, no, he's so loyal . He underST. PAUL (AP) — Sometime in
itands ," Linda said.
the next few months, either the
"Understands what?"
"That I'm still in love with Ty. Minnesota Supreme Court or the
On my birthday four years ago I legislature , may have to write the
story of
did not get a card or telegram final chapter to a tangled
¦
from Ty for the first time. Two borrowed money - - •
days later I learned that he was The innocent - sounding subject
of the story is "certificates of indead. "
Some handsome gentleman swept debtedness" — a kind of security
ago to get around
Linda out on the dance floor at conceived years
.
that moment, and her arm around the $250,000 limit oh state .debt.
ills neck, and her upturned smile, Voters removed that debt limit
No. 2
left my sad love symphony unfin- by approving Amendment
last week, and many voters no
ished.
doubt felt that by voting "yes"
THE LOUIS Nizer$ and Ben they were endorsing the $29.3 mil(Algonquin * Bodnes are Florida- lion building package approved by
vacationing, Atty. Nizer being sat- the 1961 legislature.
isfied that rumors of -a quick Liz It appears some more legal
Taylor-Richard Burton marriage hurdles lie ahead before the stallaren 't true . . . FCC Boss Newton ed building program can be
Minovv told an audience that all the cranked up.
doctor and nurse TV programs Here i a bit of tlw history :
have been sold — "the only health
sold is Back in 1909, the Supreme Court
program that hasutt been
¦
President Kennedy 's" .' . ...¦ . "We approved the issuance of certifihave a Chicago night club where cates of indebtedness for a new
business is so bad ," reports Jack building at Stillwater Prison. The
Herbert , "that the owners are court of that year held that such
stealing from the bartenders" . . . securities were not general obli"The trouble with being punctual gations of the state.
Is that there 's nobody there to ap- That opened the gates , and a
recent compilation showed $116.*^
preciate it" (Tex O'Rourke).
these certificates outComedian Alan King's suing the million of About
$50 million are
Americana Hotel — some stage standing.
while the
hands moved the steps and he held by state trust fundsopen
bond
crashed onto the floor hurting his rest were sold on the
market
,
leg. Knowing lawsuits, he figures
Isthat in 1972 he'll be awarded $8 All of these certificates wereprodamages, $25,000 of which he'll owe sued for new state building
his lawyer . . . In Massachusetts, grams.
Margo Atwood announced the sale Right along; presumably, there
of eight horses this, way in a were doubts about how this money
brochure: "Forced to sell because could be borrowed in the face of
of illness (My husband is sick of the $250,000 debt limit. But each
time the courts based their defeeding them)."
cision on the 1909 case, Brown vs.
A BROADWAYITE who always Ringdal.
talks too fast , begging me to help
In 1958 the Supreme Court apa charit y show, pleaded , "It's for
a very wealthy cause" .. . I sus- proved a whopping $46 million in
pect he was right . ... A morning certificate , but the storm clouds
paper's news index erred and re- were gathering. The court tossed
ferred to the Supreme Court boss in a footnote saying that it seemed
as ¦ "Chief Justice Earl Wilson" about time to amend the consti.' -. ' , From the Times of India: tutional debt limit in the face of a
" 'Had to shoot my dog' . . . 'Was growing pile of outstanding certifihe mad!' . . . 'Well, he wasn't cates.
The court noted th at it was takexactly pleased. *"
ing
"an ever-increasing applicaTODAY'S BEST LAUGH : Take
a look at your next tax bill, and tion of legal ingenuity " to get
you 'll quit calling them "cheap around the $250 ,000 limit.
The legislature took heed and
politicians. " — Bozeman (Monseveral
constitutional
amendtana) Tribune.
ments were introduced in the 1959
WISH I'D SAID THAT; Voters session.
One version called for a
are asked to remember that , no $250 million
limit , another 5300
matter who wins, the American million. But they
all died in legisway is to join hands after the elec-.
tion — and blame everything on lative pigeonholes.
whole thing came to a head
the new administration. — Harold in The
1960
when the court was asked
Coffin , S. F. Examiner.
to rule once more, and approved
EARL'S PEARLS: The average issuance of certificates on a split
wife is endowed with three voices decision .
— a telephone voice , a voice she
uses with company, and a voice Stripped of iri legal language,
she uses on her husband. — Roy the maj ority decision said: "We'll
Brenner , Quote.
approve the certificates this time,
"If you really want your friends because that 's what we have done
to remember you this Christmas ," in the past. But if the issue comes
suggests Arnold Glasow, " — give up again , we'll declare it uncon'em something cheap. " . . . That's stitutional. "
The highlight of this 1960 case
earl , brother.
SEE IT TONIGHT AT 7:1$ & 9:20
OpTTWT ^TTi nfc
¦i ULXj *~A^J .\
Adult! 71c, Junlori 10c, Children 15c
*

Final Chapter
Awaited in State
Lending Story
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By GRETCHEN L. LAMBERTON
YORK,
N.Y. — One of the most fun things to do in
NEW
New York is to eat around at lots of different types of
restaurants. This past veek I've sampled a wide range of restaurants from the fanciest to the most jam-packed plebian. The
brilliant and lovely South American restaurant . La Fonda del
Sol in the new Time-Life building has already been described in
this column.
One of the most fabulous restaurants in New York is the
Four Seasons in the new Seagram building where my son took
me the other night. There are several rooms, and we walked
through a passageway that displayed a vast mural by Picasso
valued at $300,000. It had been painted by him orginally as a
backdrop for the Russian ballet performance of "Three-Cornered Hat",: was rolled up and forgotten backstage in New York.
Some years' later it was discovered and sold at a fabulous price.
After viewing the famed mural -we went into, the next room
to dine in the lovely and spacious Pool Room with fountains
plashing into central pools surrounded by tropical greenery.
The food is absolutely superb. For an hors d'oeuvre my son had a
cheese tart made with Gruyere and sap-sago cheese, while I had
a near-east moussaka made of exotically spiced rice, lamb, pine
nuts and currants baked and molded into, a small igloo with deep
purple eggplant wrapped around it. For entrees my son chose
duckling cooked with miniature oranges, and I had a mound of
delicate lemon sole with a dreamy sauce . With this, a perfect
salad of paper-thin slices of raw white mushroom and Belgian
endive.
. . . - . '''

By HAL BOYLE
NEW YORK (AP)-Things a
columnist might never know if he
didn't open his mail: .
You have two chances in a million of finding a pearl in an oyster..
A survey found that the average
U.S. male girl-watcher spends
four times as long looking at a
girl's figure as he does her face.
An upstate drive-in gives away
free dog food on Friday nights.
The bingo craze has spread to
service stations in Britain. . Motorists are given a numbered card
when they stop for gas. The first
customer, to get a card , matching
one on display in the station window wins a prize.
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was a dissent by Justice Oscar
Knutson , now chief justice of the
high court. In the closest thing to
table - pounding rage ever found
in a court opinion, Knutson demanded that the court declare the
whole idea either constitutional or
unconst itutional .
"It cannot be one thing today
and another tomorrow, " he wrote.
Then he added : "Apparently the
idea is that if we have enough
erroneous decisions the constitution may . . . become so completely eroded that we need pay
n. further attention to it. "
His dissent had its wry moments: "Courts should not close
their eyes to that which is generally known to everyone olso ."
Knutson agreed that the $25O,D0O
debt limit probably was unrealistic but snid the court should hnve
recognized its past errors and
come to grips with the proble m
right then.
What now?
The 1961 building ) program carries major improvements slated
for the University of Minnesota,
state colleges , state hospitals and
state parks. The legislature put In
n delayed - action clause putting
the whole tilin g on the shell until
Dec. 1 of (his year , apparently on
the theory that passage of Amendment No. 2 would clonr things up.
llul Capitol sources sny It' s very

possible that bond experts will
still demand better proof of legality than passage of the amendment and refu se to market the
certificates.
This leaves two avenues open—
another trip !o the Supreme Court ,
or n plea to the legislature to reenact the whole package without
fuss in tho early weeks of the
session.
The latter course would be a
reasonable one "if they don 't open
up the whole bill ," said one state
official. This man said the worst
outlook would be that the legislature take the bill apart and not
gel it , pul back together until late
in the session , thus delnyin g the
stm t of construction until well into
(he summer,
On the other hand , a trip to the
court also might bo hazardous.
Some legal minds have already
voiced private opinions that It was
not legal for the legislature to
hinge its if>61 building bill on a
1902 election possibility.
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If the folks
!
can't make it
for Thanksgiving... j
bring the fun
to them
by telephone!

FAMILY RESTAURANT

"Where Is
Everybody?"

¦ "¦'

Advocate! of tax cuts and simplification say that the general
economy suffers as a result.
Economists at the First National City Bank of New York put it
this way: "In high brackets, extra
work is no longer worthwhile. Our
punitive tax rates have led to the
enactment of countless special reliefs that have complicated the tax
laws and made them costly and
difficult to administer and obey."
Morgan Guaranty economists
add that half-price thinking has
played a part in the wage-price
spiral of inflation since World War
II, since companies have felt that
half of the wage increase would
go for taxes otherwise and so
haven 't tried, until lately, to halt
the spiral.
Half-price thinking also affects
the manner ot financing business
expansion. Instead ot ofiering new
stocks many companies hav e relied on borrowing money. Interest
payments are charged off before
taxes, and thus seem half-price.
Stockholders expect dividends, but
these are paid out of a company's
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Not EVERYBODY, but more
and more folks are visiting the
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSIONSERVICE & EXCHANGE for
their auto transmission work.
See Us For:
• All Makes of REBUILT
Transmissions
~k ANY Type Transmission
Service
• GUARANTEED
Workmanship
•k FREE Estimates
• WHOLESALE and RETAIL

AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION

Service & Exchange

218 West Third Phone 8-3763
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FALLS AT ST. CHARLES
ST. CHARLES , Mtan. (Special )
—Albert Polzln , 95, fell as he was
going downtown Wednesday from
St. Charles eonvalescont home,
where he resides. He is n patient
at Community Memorial Hospital ,
Wlnonn.
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Lower Tax Rates,
Fewer Loopholes

profits after tax net income, and
By SAM DAWSON
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y, (AP )
thus seem full-price.
Analyst
Ntwa
Buslnesj
AP
—A resolution calling for new disSo, there's more to tax rates
armament negotiations and a NEW YORK (AP)—A whole way and systems than just the pain of
progress report by mid-April was of life is involved in the plan to filling out tax forms and getting
expected to win overwhelming ap- cut taxes and reform the system. up the payments.
¦
¦
proval in the United Nationsr to- And that's likely to complicate ac•
day.
tion in the next Congress far beAnother resolution recommend- yond the simple popular slogan of Nuclear-Powered
ing that nuclear weapons be lower rates and fewer loopholes.
Savannah at Frisco
barred from Latin America faced
of business
an uncertain future because of An entire generation
inother
countless
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - The
Cuban demands that it apply to executives and
dividuals are addicted to what is nuclear-powered passenger and
U.S. bases in the Caribbean.
k n o w n as half-price thinking. cargo ship Savannah cruised into
Tho General Autmbly't 110- Many products and programs San Francisco Bay Sunday, estional main political committee seem to cost only half of what corted by a flotilla of small craft
scheduled morning and afternoon the ticket says because of the tax and observed by thousands from
meetings in an effort to reach a saving. Or, the other way around , vantage points here and in Marin
vote today on the two proposals. many seeming advantages or re- County.
The first resolution , sponsored wards are worth only half what
ship arrived from
by 31 countries* calls on the 18- they promise because of the extra The 22,000-ton
Seattle on its first visit to San
naUon disarmament committee to tax liability.
Francisco. It will remain here unresume its negotiations in Geneva
"expeditiously and In a spirit of For one example, charitable or* til , Nov. 26. wh en it leaves for Los
constructive compromise, until ganizations know that much of the Angeles.
agreement has been reached" oh gifts from corporations, is tinted
general and complete disarma- by the knowledge that if it wasn't
given, taxes would take half of it
ment with effective controls.
RADIO-DISPATCHED
anyway. Some charities are wonThe proposal asks the disarma- dering today if their income will
EQUIPMEIIT -«_ .
ment committee to report to the drop if tax rates do.
assembly on its progress not . later than the second week of April. Or, the other side of the coin,
The committee, which recessed many with executive skills know
Sept. 8 to allow for the U.N, de- that a better paying job will net
bate, is scheduled to meet again only a part of its face value. In
the higher tax bracket a large
Nov. 26.
The second resolution recom- part of the raise Will melt away.
mends that the countries of Latin Critics of the present high' tax
America agree to dispose of any rates argue that often it doesn't
nuclear weapons or nuclear deliv- seem worth the effort to try to
ery vehicles which' may be on produce more and earn . more. Or
their territory, and not to manu- those at the top turn to other
facture, receive, store or test such forms of compensation—stock opdevices. It calls for verification tions, company bought insurance,
salary payments deferred till aftprocedures.
Bolivia, Brazil, Chile and Ecua- er retirement.
dor , sponsoring the proposal,
were expected to confer on their And th* tax laws aro now to
future course in view of the Cu- complicated , especially at the corban-U.S; disagreement . There was porate level, that perhaps 100,000
speculation that they might with- tax specialists work full time
hold the resolution from a vote tackling others' problems.
Corporations also hire execufor the time being.
.- ¦
tives and countless clerks to handle the many official forms and
Goldwater Committee seek out the most advantageous
Includes John Kennedy approach.
Avoidance of taxes is an art in
JACKSON, Miss. (AP) - The itself , both for corporations and
Barry Goldwater Dinner Commit- for individuals. Many business
tee includes John Kennedy.
brains that might be concentrated
Kennedy, a Hoily Springs at- oit earning more income are occutorney, was named Sunday to the pied in trying to save on taxes.
committee for the State Republi- Business and individuals often find
can party's Nov. 29 fund-raising they're ahead this way in the long
affair.
run.
xx

Christopher Columbus f i r * *
brought rice to the New World on
his second voyage. Incidentally, a
signature by Columbus is worth
up to $50,000—but one by Napoleon
brings only about $10 on the autograph market.
¦r-The best way to tackle cranberry stains on your tablecloth is
to immediately rub the spot with 31 Arrested in South
an ice cube.
. On the less exotic side, one
Courtship is simple among the African Street Fight
ied , and we ended up having
ni ght an old friend took me to lunch at the fabulous old Del- Panama Indians. IE a girl offers JOHANNESBURG, South Africa
mon icos just off Wall Street. you her loin cloth , that' s a sign (AP)—Thirty-one persons, includthe Yale Club high above the
Built in 1832 it has never been she likes you. If you accept it, ing four whites, were
arrested in
city where we could look down changed since the days when you're married.
Durban Saturday night after anon thousands of lighted office
Diamond Jim Brady, Jim Fiske
Our troops stationed in the other street demonstration against
windows. The food is marveand other old-time robber-bar- arctic
suffer nearly three times as the government' s practice of placlous and of the good no-non- ons of Wall Street used to many injuries
as troops elsewhere, ing alleged subversives under
sense type. We had thick
champ their gourmet meals mainly from falling on ice.
house arrest for up to five years
broiled lamb chops, fresh white
there. The interior -is all red
major copper without trial.
One
of
the
world's
plush , gleaming mahogany, and deposits is under the street of New A similar protest meeting had
asparagus and French pastry
and coffee. One day four of
ancient rose-shaded lights. The York City. It consists of more been dispersed earlier in the day
us visited Wall Street , the
food is simply superb. We had than 300 million pounds of Copper in Capetown.
Stock Exchange and old Tritiny Niantick Bay scallops, veal cables.
Justice Minister Balfhazer Vorsnity Church where Alexander
Viennoise and curry of lamb
Vice President Lyndon B. John- ter , who imposed the house arHamilton , Robert Fulton and
rith fruit in kirsch and coffee son once worked as a bootblack. rests and has published the names
other colonial patriots are burlater.
David Sarnoff , head of RCA . be- of hundreds of 'persons , to brand
•
gan as a telegrapher.
them publicly as subversives,
For some of the less glamorous spots I lunched at one of the
Juvenile delinquency isn 't just a says these and other , perhaps
many good old Schraffts twice and found the food not as good or big city problem. The number of sterner , measures are needed to
as carefully prepared as it used to be—a chicken and rice dish court cases involving children has save South Africa 's white governfull of chicken skin and gristle and a cherry pie that was far too doubled in rural areas since 1911. ment from white leftists and Afrisweet. But their gooey sundaes are still as good as always. Hamcan nationalists.
burger Heaven with its three establishments around town serves
Eating an apple a day really
excellent broiled hamburgers on toasted buns at 75 cents. They does help keep the doctor away. bers of the student body.
also serve a "Protein Special" consisting of oversized hamburg- An experiment at Michigan State It was Clarence Darrow who obers, cottage cheese and one egg at $1.50. One noon 1 tried their University showed that students served , "If a man is happy in
cottage cheese souffle with cherry sauce and found it delicious. who ate apples daily suffered one America , it is considered he is doOne of the best "quickies" with inexpensive food has the re- third fewer colds than other mem- ing something wrong."
voltin g name of "Chock Full O' Nuts. " With many branches
around town they serve a limited but excellent menu of homemade
soup, really good sandwiches , a few simple desserts including unusually good home-made brownies. There are no tables but only
counters and stools , and as you can imagine , they are always
crowded ,
One noon I took two little girls and two little boys to see Walt
Disney 's wonderfu l picture "Lobo" and later we went to the automat for lunch. But unfortunately we hit it at the very peak of the
rush hour and it was hideously crowded , noisy, confused and
messy—with quite bad food. A more or less shattering, experience.
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Holiday rates in effect
all day Thanksgivingl
SAVE MONEY..,CALL STATION-TO-STATION
SAV E TIME,.. CALL BY NUMBER

P.S. Make your Thanksgiving
plans by phone, too!
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Veteran MM.
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Blair High FFA
Makes 2 Awards

BLAIR, Wis. (Special)—Donald
H a r d i e received the honorary
chapter farmer award and Chester E: Meissner, supervisor of the
Blair school system, the outstanding service award at the Blair
parent and son banquet.
This first parent and son banquet for the chapter was attended
by 120 Thursday evening.
Speaker was C. H. Bonsack,
Madison, executive secretary of
the Wisconsin FFA Association.
Arden Hardie, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Hardie and 1962 recipient
of the American Farmer degree,
discussed "What it Means to be
an American Farmer."
The Fev. K. M. Urberg, pastor
of the First Lutheran Church, gave
the invocation. Group singing was
conducted by James R. Davis and
Kennedy Berg, chapter president,
was ' master of ceremonies.
The Blair FFA chapter is com-

WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen.
Dennis Chavez is dead of a heart
attack at 74,
The veteran New Mexico Democrat died unexpectedly early Sunday in Georgetown University
Hospital.
His successor will be named by
Gov . Edwin L, Mechem, New
Mexico's outgoing
Republican
chief executive. Mechem, who
leaves office . Jan . l, is considered
a prime prospect for the Seriate
term which runs until , the general
election in 1964.

If the post goes to Mechem or
a fellow Republican , he will be
the first GOP senator from New
Mexico in a generation. The lineup of the new Seriate had been
68 Democrats and 22 Republicans.
Mechem said at Albuquerque
that the death of Chavez was a
tragedy and that he would not discuss the possibility ot a successor
for .some time.
Chavez entered the hospital on
Nov. 7, the day after the general
election. He had a virus infection
and a high fever he is believed
to have contracted while campaigning in New Mexico for Jack
Campbell, who defeated Mechem
in the governorship race.
Doctors said the illness, coming
afier 18 months of treatment for
cancer of the neck, led to the
heart attack. Chavez had planned
to leave the hospital Sunday to
recuperate at home.
Chavez was chairman of the
Senate Public Works Committee
and a member of the Appropriations Committee: '
The body of Chavez will be
flown today to Santa Fe, where
it will lie in state in the New
Mexico Senate chamber . It will
be taken to Albuquerque Tuesday
evening for services Wednesday
morning at the Immaculate Conception Roman Catholic church .

Rochester Principal
Lake City Speaker
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special ) —
Laurel pennock, a Rochester elementary school principal and Minnesota representative of the National Education Association , will
speak at Lincoln High School's
open house program Tuesday evening.
. . .'
A former chairman for a number of years of the Minnesota
Education Association's resolutions
committee, Pennock will address
guests at a program beginning at
8:15 p.ni:
A Lincoln faculty member, L. C.
Bringgold , will welcome guests and
outline the evening's program. The
Lincolnaires and seventh grade
girls triple trio will sing. Members of the Lake City chapter of
Future Teachers of America will
serve as guides during classroom
tours from 8:45 to 9:45 p.m. Lunch
will be served by the PTA. The
open house replaces the November
PTA meeting.

St. Charles Catholic
School Hosts Parents

ST. CHARLES, Minn. (Special )
—The Rev. James Fasnacht spoke
on the 3 M's of the classroommarks , manners and minding—a t
an open house for parents Friday
at St.. Charles Borromeo Catholic
School here.
Parents visited classrooms and
picked up their children 's report
cards and attended a general meeting at which Father Fasnacht
spoke.
Eefreshments were served by
Hugh Watson Post of the American
Legion and its auxiliary. Mrs. Louis' Wilkins , auxiliary president , presented flowers to the teachers.

"Guess Who
Won the
Football
Pool Again!"
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This man of the house is both
happy mid lienllliy. fi ood hciilth
enn be enhanced by regular
checking wllh (he doctor and
heeding his advice. Wo arc always ready to compound the
doctor 's prescriptions correctly
and promptl y .
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posed of 17 greenhand members
and 38 chapter farmer degree
members. Officers are: Berg,
president; Dennis Swiggum, vice
president; Jon Wangen, secretary,
and Robert Twesme, treasurer.
William Pickerign is the adviser.
The dinner was prepared by
members of the FHA and *heir
adviser, Mrs. Walter Kling. It was
served in the new school lunchroom. The banquet will become
an annual event.
¦

East German Escapes,
Girl Friend Cauqht
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Everyone Should Read
Bible , Says Kennedy

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS in special audience all the U/.S
attending the Roman
President Kennedy urges that bishops
Catholic
Ecumenical
Council at
everywhere
"read
the
Bipeople i
the
Vatican.
ble in whatever version or translation they choose." In a message Cardinal Spellman said Pope
to the American Bible Society in John had always wanted to see
New York, Kennedy said it is not America, "but his reply was nonenough that the Bible be trans- committal." No Pope has been
lated , published and distributed . outside Italy since Pius VII went
"It must also be read ," he said. to Paris in 1804 for Napoleon's
coronation.
' .. * ' ' . * ' ¦ *
"I
Prince Albert de Ligne, uncle '
of the King of Belgium, and his i Senate Majority Leader Mike
wife were injured when their car Mansfield arid Sens. Claiborne
skidded on a wet road and hit a Pell, D-R.L, J. Caleb Boggs, Rtree in Orleans, France . Both Del., and Benj amin A. Smith II,
were hospitalized , the prince -vith D-Mass., are in New Delhi on a
a broken left leg and tie princess three-day visit. Mansfield told rewith face injuries.
porters he carried no message
from President Kennedy to India 's
Sir Osbert Sitwell, poet and nov- Prime Minister Nehru . "We just
elist, reported the theft from his came to talk with the ambassador
London -home of three silver- (John Kenneth Galbraith) and
point drawings by Pablo Picasso look around ," he said.
—drawin gs made with a silverlead pencil. The drawings were Leonlyne Price, noted Negro
valued at 600 pounds — $1,680 — singer from the United States, will
each,
be among guest performers ap» . ' •»
•
pearing this season at the La
Pope John XXIII has been in- Scala Opera House in Milan ,
vited to visit the United States. Italy. Igor Stravinsky, RussianFrancis Cardinal Spellman, arch- born composer now living in the
bishop of New York, made the in- United States, will be among the
vitation when the Pope received guest conductors.
¦
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England has shifted its Earned
Greenwich Observatory from the
prime meridian to the ancient
castle of Herstmonceux in the
clear air of Sussex.

LEAVING ON AERIAL ROUNDUP . . . Vilas Hanson, Arcadia, left, and Arnold Thorpe , Blair, vice commander and commander respectively of the Trempealeau County Council of American Legion Posts, take off Sunday at 10:15 a.m. from Arcadia
Airport for Wisconsin Rapids to report 669 members this year.
Whitehall and Eleva posts went over the top. Membership by
posts are: Arcadia, 119; Blair , 100; Ettrick , 72; GaleSville, 67 ;
Eleva, 47; Independence, 62; Osseo, 99, and Whitehall , 103. (King
Studio photo)

PEOPLE IN THE NEWS
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BERLIN (AP)—An East German
refugee escaped under gunfire to
West Berlin today but his woman
companion was wounded and captured.
West Berlin police said Red
guards fired about SO shots at the
pair as they scrambled through
wire fences dividing the city.
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Upper Midwest Gets
Less Than It Gives
MINNESOTA AND Wisconsin aren't
doing weir in the give and take of federal
cash. - •
Their businesses and residents give a.
lot of money to the federal government in
taxes but the two states get back much
less in return in the form of federal spending. ;

How Do You Stand, Sir?

New Frontier
Practice Hit

¦."
¦Advertising's .- Part in

WRITING IN the magazine Successful
Grocer, John W. King observes that in
every community t h ere are ret ail ers wh o
have lifted themselves above the mere
existence level, an d t h ese are th e ones
who are "leading the way in better advertising . . . Advertising . . . has two
jobs to do . . . sell merchandise and sell
the store " . '
Mr. King 's article is devote d to grocery supermarket operations in a competitive system, but the points he emphasizes
apply with equal force to ju st about every
kind of store, and just about everything
sold at retail to the general public. Consumers h ave w id ely varied wants and
ideas—and price is just one of the elements that determine their judgments.
"Selling the store" through advertising
Is certainly a basic goal in any successful merchandising operation, It means
creating—and jus tifying—faith in the integrity of the merchant. It means honest
claims and representations. And it means
keeping the name in question constantly
before existing and potential customers.
ANOTHER THING tho good merchant
does is to make his full contribution , in
all ways, to the welfare and development
of his community. He does that in his own
interest, if for no higher reason. It used
to fee charged that some stores had no interest in the communities in which they
operated except to take money out of
them. This quickly proved baseless—for a
retail outlet can prosper and progress only
as the community prospers and progresses. Merchandising is a purely local
business. Each store must compete locally, and meet the particular wants of local people.
¦
Ho who trusts In his riches will wither, but
tha righteous will flourish like a graen '•«'•
Proverbs 11:28.
BBS
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AND WE FOUND THESE IN THE WRECKAGE OF HIS CAR!'

Today In National Affa irs

Peop le Not Told

By SEN. BARRY GOLDWATER

Speaking in a single voice, the nation 's news
media over the past few weeks have carried
on a sustained attack on the New Frontier's
"single-voice" concept of handling the news.
The controversy is perhaps the most important
of all the disputes the administration has
That's the conclusion of a recent report
got itself into because of an excessive preoccuby the Upper Midwest Research and Depation with the advantages of executive power
velopment Council which is interested in
and control.
fostering economic growth in this area.
This one grew out of the Cuban crisis and
In 1980, Minnesota 's f ed eral tax burden
the difficulty newsmen encountered trying to get
was $1,474,000,000—nearly $1% billion. In
the most ordinary type of news
return the state got $1,335,000,000—$139
out of the Department of De. '. .
million less than the money that left the : fense.
¦«"'
state in the form of federal taxes.
It began almost as soon as
the tense situation between the
WISCONSIN DID even worse. WisconUnited States and the Soviet Unsin's 1960 federal tax burden was $1,799,ion eased after the Kennedy000,000—more than $1%' billion. Federal
Khrushchev agreement. And in
expenditures in the state were $1,5.01,000,- p r e s e n t i n g the administration ' s defense, Pentagon n e w s
000. That means the money that left Wisboss Arthur Sylvester made the
consin exceeded the federal money th at
matter
infinitely worse than it
came in by $298 million.
had been.
It should be remembered that
On a per capita basis , a Minnesota ; resiGo'dwJter ^
Sylvester, Assistant Secretary of
dent's federal tax burden was $432—$41
ueiense, was tne civilian otticial through whom
more than the $391 in federal expendigovernment chann eled all of its news to the
tu r es p er ca pita in Minnesota. The Wis- the
public of what our ships and planes were doing
consin resident's federal tax burden was
to enforce the American blockade of arms shipeven higher — $455. . That's $75 more
ments to Cuba. As anyone , who watched the perthan the per capita federal expenditure
formance on his television set- will remember,
of $380.
many vital and some quite ordinary questions
went unanswered for no apparent reason.
These stat istics are of concern to us i n
council's
the Upper Midwest because the
DURING THIS period, of course, th» tradistudy shows that Uncle Sam is distributtional facilities for gathering news at the Pentagon were denied, so the newsmen—and through
ing federal money, in the form of expenthem the public—were left entirely under the
ditures exceeding taxes, to favored sections of the nation—the South, Southwest , control of Mr. Sylvester and his Defense DeMountain States an d t h e Pacific Coast partment assistants.
But to get back to Mr. Sylvester's excuse for
States. These areas get more from Uncle
the elaborate control mechanism. He says the
Sam than they give him, largely b ecause
situation was "unique" and adds this astoundMinnesota, Wisconsin and some other
ing observation :
states are picking up the tab.
. . .. :. 'T can't think of a comparable situation , but
in . the kind of world we live in, the generation
MINNESOTA and Wisconsin are among
of news by the government becomes one weapthe 15 states in the council's study that get
on in a strained situation. The results, in my
less from Uncle Sam than they give. Min- opinion
, justify the methods we used."
nesota gave 2.7 percent of its state income
SINCE MR. SYLVESTER offered his opinion;
to Uncle Sam in federal taxes in 1960 while
of course, newsmen representing newspapers, raWisconsin gave 4.1 percent.
dio, television and editorial groups from all over
To make matters worse, the report
the nation have taken a strong dissent. But , in
shows that Minnesota is one of 29 states my opinion , none of them did it quite so well
as the Washington Evening Star in a lead edwith per capita income below the national
average. Twenty-two of these states with itorial.
This is what the Star had to say :
below average per capita income get more
"Mr. Sylvester is to bet commended for his
from the government than they give in
frankness,
at least. But he has let an ugly cat
taxes. But Minnesota is one of the states
out of the bag . ; . .,
income
that
with below average per capita
_ "Weigh those words. Their meaning is truly
gets less in federal expenditures than it sinister.
In an administration that is becoming
gives in federal taxes.
quite notable in its efforts toward achieving man-WE BELIEVE THE Minnesota-Wiscon- aged control of the news, Mr. Sylvester may
sin area should, of course, pay its fair have overlooked one likely result of 'the methods
we used.' This
share of federal taxes. But the tax burden his superior , result is that Mr. Sylvester and
from this time on , are suspect.
would be easier to carry if Washington They have, in our opinion, recklessly and
thoughtgave this area a fair share of federal ex- lessly forfeited a confidence that in this counpenditures.
try has been the rule rather than the exception.
What they say from now on, as arbitrarily established sources of public information, may be
the . truth. But that truth will be accepted w"ith
a grain of salt.

Successful Merchandising

...

"THE 'KIND OF world we live in' seems
now- to be a world in which the truth given
the American people of what has happened is
that part of the truth selected by officialdom
to piece together a desirabl e image. That image
may be a distortion , the inevitable result of an
attempt to use the press and its news as instruments of national policy.
"One , may hope that having tested the fruits
of a use of power more readily identified with
the Soviet Union , with Hitler , Mussolini and a
long string of new if lesser dictators than with
our own country, those in high places will now
realize that this fruit is poison and discard
it before an antidote becomes necessary."
I suggest that no matter what the circumstances or what kind of world we live in , the
end never justifies the means if it is achieved
through the suppression of freedom and the
people's right to know the truth.
How do you stand , sir?

IN YEARS GONE BY

Ten Years Ago . . . 1952

Cornelia Gemes has been named state winner
of the J. R. Watkins Co. scholarship for her
outstanding record in 4-11 club work.
Mrs. John Parish was elected president of the
local Toastmistress Club,

Twenty-Five Years Ago . . . 1937

The Primary Club of Winona State College
will entertain the entire student body and faculty at a Thanksgiving dancing party in the
gymnasium at Somscn Hall.
At an organization meeting a local branch of
the Women 's Auxiliary to the Minnesota State
Medical Association was formed by wives of Winona county physicians and surgeons.

Fifty Years Ago ... 1912

At the high school Alfiletic Association meeting Principal J. V. Voorhces was elected manager of the 1912-1913 basketball team. Captain
¦
Parr will at once commence prep arations and
regular practice will be in order. T. W. Garcy
of the YMCA will likely conch the team.
Tho City Council has for considerably more
than a year past been working to secure the
removal of the numerous wires strung across
tho high wagon bridge , and Is in particular dcBlrous of securing the removal of the high power wires there which hnvc already caused ono
death.

Learn to

Problems

THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

Castro Threat ens f oGet
Aid From Red China
By DREW PEARSON

WASHINGTON — I n t e 111gence reports fro m Havana
regarding the talks between
Fidel Castro and Soviet Deputy Premier Anastas Mikoyan
are fragmentary and difficult
to put together. However, one
source, considered reliable,
reports that Castro flew into
a carpet-biting fury during his
first session with Mikoyan .
The bearded bombast-hurler
got hysterical and accused the
Eussians of humiliating him .
by
agreeing
to -dismantle
missile bases
without consulting h i m
or even givin g advance;
notice.
Castro even
c o mplained
bitterly t h a t
he h a d been
barred
from
i n s p e c tPearson
I ¦ n . g missile
llneoc nn . hie ri\x;n

cnil

He shouted and threatened .
The patient Mikoyan tried to
calm him , reminded him that
Cuba was 80 percent dependent on the Communist bloc
for its industrial heeds , even
buttered up the eccentric premier by promising to ship Russian factories in place of dismantled missiles. He also paid
lip service to Castro 's demand
for the withdrawal of U.S. Naval forces from Guantanamo.
However, he was not able
to budge Castro, either on U.N.
inspection of the missile sites
or the removal of Soviet bombers. .
Mikoyan could , of course.
do what the United States did
to Prince Phouma in Laos
when he refused to go along
with the American policy of
a neutral Laotian government.
We cut off his aid. Russia
could also cut off Castro'sj iid.
But Castro is reported to have
wa rned Mikoyan that in this
case he would get aid from
Red China , and Red Chinese
lenders , already critical of
Khrushchev as a Munich appeaser in Cuba , have stated
that they would suppl y the
aid.
IF CASTRO war* a disci-

plined Communist, the Russians would have no trouble.
But he isn't. It was a surprise
to the Kremlin when he an
nounced last year that he was
a confirmed Leninist. He is
anything but that. A confirmed Leninist would have bowed
to Mikoyan five minutes after
he arrived in Havana.
Note — One intelligence report from Moscow claims that
Premier Khrushchev is more
upset with Castro than Kennedy is.
Tom Mclntyre, t h e n e w
Democratic senator from Republican New Hampshire; paid
a courtesy call on President
Kennedy the other day.
Mclntyre tried to think of a
tactful way to tell the President that he would have to
put New Hampshire's interests
ahead of party loyalty.
"Sometimes I have to tell
the folks I don 't like Harvard, "
he warned gently, referring to
the President's favorite university. "And I also read the
New York Herald Tribune. "
Kennedy chuckled appreciatively.
Note — During the same
White House visit . New Hampshire's Democratic Gov.-Elect
John King reported that he
had defeated his Republican
rival by 40,000 votes. The
president scratched his head
unbelievingly.
PRESIDENT Kennedy didn't
confine his conversations with
Chancellor Konrad Adenauer
last week to the momentous
crises confronting the world.
The President also brought up
the barnyard subject of chickens and eggs, which could become a crisis of its own to
poultry producers.
Earlier this year, West Germany s l a p p e d a tariff on
American poultry products. If
other E u r o p e a n countries
should follow suit, the American market would become
glutted with so much surplus
poultry that it would almost
have to be given away.
This would bankrupt most
poultry producers and start a
depression down on the. farm.
Kennedy was so alarmed
that he wrote a personal letter to Chancellor Adenauer
last June about the poultry

jihLiL
JJUL *

Seventy-Five Years Ago . . . 1887

problem. Secretary of State
Bean Rusk raised the question
again during a visit with Adenauer .
The weather-worn old German leader agreed to take up
the matter with his cabinet,
which decided to consult the
European Common Market's
top policy commission.
Result: The poultry tariff
was reduced, but only until the
end of 1962.
Now it looks as if not only
West Germany but other Common Market rfatioas are preparing to raise the tariff again.
The President spoke gravely
to Adenauer about the problem, reminded him that the
United States could play the
same game and raise tariffs
on European imports.

ONE ME MB E R of Sen.Elect Birch Bayh's family is
sorry the Indiana Democrat
was elected to the Senate. His
son, Birch Bayh III , age 6,
doesn 't want to leave the first
grade in Indiana . . . Bayh
has let it be known he will
serve happily on an Senate
committee to which he is assigned. But secretly, he has
his eye on the Agriculture
Committee . . . Sen. Tom Mclntyre of New Hampshire, an
admirer of Tennessee Sen,
Estes Kefauver , would like to
serve with Kefauver on the
Senate Judiciary Committee
. . . Secret service agents are
wondering idly whether a former job applicant, who tried
lo join the Secret Service in
the 1940's, may now renew his
a pplication. His name is Dick
Nixon . . . During Nixon 's angry outburst at the press, he
growled that he had never
canceled a subscription to a
critical newspaper as President Kennedy did. The truth
is that Nixon canceled his subscription to the Washington
Post twice, because of political
cartoonist Herb Block's unflattering cartoons i '. . . Ted
Kennedy may get a chilly reception in the Senate. Some
senators are grumbling privntley that he is throwing his
weight around to get a seat
on the powerful Senate Forc i g n Relations Committee.
They also don 't like the idea
ot having the President's brother listening to their private
conversations In the Senate
cloakroom.
RUTH IS A RACER
NEW YORK Wt-Singer Ruth
Jtobart has a racing namesake.
Because Miss Kobart must
chase her stage spouse nil
through tho performance of
the Broadway musical , "A
Funny Thing Happened on
tho Way to the Forum ," one
of her friends named a racing
greyhound after her. The canine won six ol 10 recent races
in Florida.

WINONA DAILY NEW S

The outside walls of the foundation of tho
new courthouse are nearly finished.
A new well will probably be placed at the
city waterworks as the supply of the present
pump is insufficient for tho demand.
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One Hundred Years Ago . . . 1862
The wells about town arc very lovt , mid many
of them have "dried up" due to the very dry
weather of the past two months j ind the low
itage of tho river.
¦
If the football upsets continue, coach es
are apt to start hanging themselves in
effigy.
¦
Klcctric toothbrushes arc selling like
mad. Tlio next thing will be a rack to
hold the toothbrush up to your mouth.

By DAVID LAWRENCE
WASHINGTON — Why were the American people not told
before the congressional election that the federal budget would
show a deficit this fiscal year of an estimated $7.8 billion? Why
did President Kennedy in his message to Congress only last January make an estimate of a surplus and lead the people to believe for the last 10 months that there would be no deficit at all
in the current fiscal year?
These questions are being asked because they go to the root
of democratic government in
contrast with a totalitarian
To Your Good Health
state where the facts are manipulated and the truth is for
certain intervals concealed
from the people.
Certainly the reason could
rot have been an ordinary error in estimating the figures
for the current fiscal year,
which runs from July 1, 1962,
to June 30, 1963. The treasury .
By JOSEPH G. MOLNER , M.D.
must h a v e
known for sevDear Dr. Molner : My
eral
months
husband is 49 and last year
that such a
began losing weight. It was
large discrefound that he had diabetes.
pancy did not
Almost at the same time
the
justify
he developed a cough and
continuing imafter X-rays and bronchodespy we were told that he
pression
h a d bronchiectasis a n d
rived from the
'
"some"' emphysema.
optimistic esThe diabetes was brought
timate made
under control with pills but
last January.
tlie bronchiectasis was . Could poliLawrence
spattered in both lungs"
tics have been
"
and surgery was not postne reason .' me j auumy t" *sible.
diction of a federal surplus of
He lost 55 pounds of
$463 million for this fiscal year
which he has gained back
was used all through the. cam10 to . 15. Our , doctor say* ,
paign to emphasize the comit would be good if he gainparison with the big deficit of :
ed back 30, as he was 25
the Eisenhower administration
pounds
overweight.
was
This
year
1959.
in fiscal
I am concerned at his
a red figure of $12.4 billion-the
lack of energy and pep. , "
largest in any peacetime year.
It has been seven months
since the lung diagnosis.
When , however, th« ?7.8 bilThe specialist told him he
lion deficit estimated for fiscal
could "live to be 90" if he
year 1963 is added to the $6.3
takes care of himself, that
billion deficit for the fiscal
he must "learn to live with
year 1962—both under the Kenthe coughing, " and at times
nedy administration . — it
the chest condition will
amounts .to $14,1 billion for the
seem to be : better ¦ and :
two years. .' Whether it was insometimesworse.
. ;. ¦ ¦ ¦
it's
curred in one year or two,
Are
we
being
impatient
still a total deficit of huge proabout his weight? He
portions. Even without the tax
breathes
shorter than he
,
the
promised
being
cut now
used to, and any heavy lift1964 deficit is expected to be
ing or pushing makes him
in excess of $10 billion , making
cough , but he is able to
in
billion
a total 61 about $24
worlt
as usual .
only three years. No such toWill his energy improve?
tal of deficits has.been run up
Are we overly concerned
in any three-year period hereabout the bronchiectasis?
tofore in peacetime.
How serious is it? Is it
But the public is entitled to
very common? We never
know why the official figures
heard of it before we were
in the current fiscal-year budtold he had "it. —Mrs. R. B.
get were suppressed until just
Yes, you're too impatient in
after the congressional election
my opinion , but I think you've
this month.
had excellent medical advice
and care. The diabetes is conIn every year since 1956, the
trolled. .You 've been assured
mid-year, review has been
that the lung conditions aren't
made available much earlier
a threat to life if he takes
than the time the estimate -was
care of himself , and you have
given out this week. Thus , in
been warned that they aren't
1956, it was .published on Aug.
curabl e — that's what "learn28. In 1957, it came out on
ing to live with a condition"
Oct. 1. In 1958, it was issued
means: Can't be cured but you
on Sept. 11. In 1959, it was
can get along in spite of it.
disclosed on Sept. 24.
Bronchiectasis (or pouch-like
As for 1960), the figures were
places where phlegm can pudreleased on Oct. 4. This was
dle) is far from.uncommon but
during the Eisenhower adminit isn't a "dramatic" or highlyistration , and the people had
publicized ailment so you , like
at least a month before the
many others, don't rem ember
election to pass judgment on
hearing about it until it bethe facts revealed about the
comes a personal matter. I've
fiscal policy of the administrawritten about it numerous
tion in power . Even in 1961,
times because so many people,
like you , skim over things that
when there was no election , the
don 't at the moment concern
mid-year review was available
them. This is human nature !
in October.
The excuse that doubtless
will be given for the delay this
year is< that Congress didn 't
adjourn until Oct. 13, but the
fact is the figures could have ,
been issued before the election
if desired by the administration , particularly since the
mid-year review just issued
this week is an abbreviated
Troubled with GETTING UP NIGHTS
version of those of the prior
Pains In BACK, HIPS , LEGS
six years and is much more
Tiredness, LOSS OF VIGOR
of a summary than a detailed
review.
If you are a victim of these
What the public didn 't know
symptoms then your troubles
during the election campaign
may be traced to Glandular
was that the estimated rate of
Inflammation, Glandular Inspending has risen from $92.5
flammation is a constitutional
billion to $93.7 billion , even
disease and medicines that
though the estimated receipts
merely give temporary relief
were declining from $93 to
cannot be expected to remove
$05.9 billion.
the causes of your troubles.
The government knew (hat
Neglect of Glandular InIts receipts were declining,
flammation often leads to prebut tho Democratic party,
which controlled Congress, was
mature senility and to incuraauthorizing expenditures far
ble conditions.
above the intake.
The past year men from
Actually, the national debt
1,000 communities have been
is growing year by year besuccessfully treated here at
cause of the perennial defiExcelsior Springs. They have
cits. The Democratic party
found soothing relief and imhas been in control of Congress
proved health.
for nine out of the last it
years, and the .U. S. Treasury
TJt« Excelsior I
Medical Clinic,
shows a total deficit of $45.5
REDUCIBLE
devoted to the
billion In that period, liven on
treatment
of
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a cash basis, the Treasury
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In private business , IF year
nftcr year more money is
spent than is taken in and
there seems no prospect of
turning trie tide ns more nnd
more deficit!) ore. envisaged ,
the usual result Is bankruptcy .
The federal Treasury could
keep on borrowing to meet dol'icits but nl a higher and higher rate of interest.
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Changing Society, Hollow
Traditio n Clash in Play

Cruelty, frustration and the tra- strength and economy stripped
gedy resulting when a changing , away a facade of respectability to
society meets the unyielding force lay bare the evil benuath.
ui o iiuuuw , meaningless tradition
is the theme of the "House of THE PLAY deals with tin famBernarda Alba " by Federico Gar- ily of Bernarda Alba, whose huscia lorca which was presented at band has just died. Bernarda dethe College of Saint Teresa Fri- crees an eight-year p e r i o d of
day, Saturday and Sunday even- mourning for her husland and orders that her house be closed for
ings . .
In strong, undisguised, econom- that time.
ical lines the Spanish playwright Angustias, the e 1 d e s t daughand poet lashes out against the ter by another father who has
inferiority, conformity and frus- left her a srhall inheritance, hopes
tration of women in the Spanish to marry Pepe el Romano. Pepe,
social order. In bringing the Eng- much younger than she and the
lish version of lorca 's play to the only eligible man of her social
stage of the College of Saint Ter- class, is in love with Adela, the
esa, the 14 young women of the youngest of the daughters. When
cast, under the direction of Miss Bernarda discovers that Pepe and
Eileen W h a 1en , with superb Adela are haying an, affair, she
attempts to shoot him but misses.
Thinking him dead , Adela commits suicide.
Patricia Travin in the lead role
of Bernarda, the domineering mother of five daughters, portrayed
the force upholding tradition opposed to change. Bernarda, sure
that she is able by sheer force
of ;ber will to control the tragic
situation so obviously growing
about her remarks several tiroes,
"I haw my eyes wide open!"
Seeing only what she wants to
see, blind to reality, Bernarda is
unable even to accept the truth
behind the tragic death of her
youngest daughter which marks
the climax of the play.
IN BERNARDA, In La Poncia,

MRS. LUDWIC B. Gartner,
St. Columbah's parish, Preston , Minn., was elected second
vice president of the National
Council of Catholic Women
at the biannual convention in
Detroit last week. She is a
former president of the Winona
Council and was serving on
the national executive board
as director for the province of
St. Paul. .

Roger Benson,
W ife at Home
At Anchorage
Mr. and Mrs. Roger W. Benson
are at home at 1025 Elm St., Apt.
680, Anchorage, Alaska , following
their marriage Oct. 27.
The Rev. Frank Walkup performed the ceremony for the marriage of Miss Sara L. Badertscher ,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Badertscher of Bluffton , Ohio, and
Mr. Benson , son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ervin Benson , 360 W. Mill St ,, at
the First Presbyterian Church,
Anchorage.
The bride who was given in marriage by her father , wore a white
satin street-length dress, the
siirt fashioned with deep impressed pleats and accented by four
panels r of satin braid roses and
seed pearls. A crown of seed pearls
and crystal droplets held her veil.
Miss Jeanne; Post of Anchorage
was maid of honor . She wore a
green satin street-length dress
made with cap sleeves and bell
skirt . She carried stephanotis and
carnations. Harols Sampson of
Anchorage was best man and Roland Wallace of Anchorage and
Bill Hand of Fairbanks were
ushers.
Following the ceremony, a reception was held at the AnchorageWestward Hotel. Mrs. Holland Wallace, Mrs. James Cody, Mrs. Dan
Bradford and Miss Marie Doody
assisted.
The bride is a graduate of BluffIon College, Ohio, and teaches
first grade at the Elmendor f Air
Force Base. The bridegroom is a
graduate " of the University of Minnesota and teaches and coaches
at West Anchorage High School .
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thi servant, portrayed by Barbara
O'Brien, and trie live daughters,
played by Sharon Naslund, Normandy Hamilton , Anne Kratch ,
Anne Joyce and Maureen Holly,
the audience met : Lorca, the playwright and social critic. In the
grandmother , beautifully handled
by Phoebe .Yaeger, the audience
met Lorca , the poet. Freed by
age and insanity from the straight ,
hard lines which move the action
of the play forward so rapidly, the
grandmother in the language of
the poet is Lorca 's comment on
the cruel conflict in which she has
.
no immediate part.
Lorca's play might easily he
called a study in black and white.
His lines though rich in depth of
meaning, are never shaded or disguised. In carrying out the Spanish setting of the play, Miss Whalen has also presented a study in
black and white. All of the characters clad in black mourning
dress moved before white stucco
walls made more stark by a vivid
blue backdrop.
John E. Marzocco, chairman of
the department of speech and drama , was the technical director of
the production. Robert Oram was
the house manager; Kathleen MacKrill was in charge of costumes
and Anita Matzkanin was stage
manager.
CHAPTER CS, PEO

. Chapter CS, PEO will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Fred Boughton , 257 W. Broadway.
Mrs . J, T. Robb is co-hostess
and Mr. Boughton is in charge of
th« program.
BEREAN FELLOWSHIP

Berean Fellowship of the First
Baptist Church will meet Sunday following the evening service at the church. Officers will be
elected. Mrs. Floyd Fahrenholtz ,
Mrs. Glenn Fisclier and Mrs. R.
t>. Cornwell are on the nominating committee. Hosts and hostesses
will be , Mr. and Mrs. Cornwell and
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Moe.
CHRISTMAS CHORUS

GALESVILLE , Wis. (SpeciaHA rehearsal for the Music Study
Club Christmas chorus will be held
in the Isaac Clark room of the
Bank of Galesville at 7 tonight.
The Music Study program will be
held at 8 p.m. Mrs. Mark Ronning, Ettrick , will present the program on Handel and the "Messiah. "

Looking for Sunday Diversion?
Try Wi nona State Jazz Concert
ay PRANK UHLIC
The question of where to go on
a Sunday evening in Winona was
answered well and forcefully last
night by Director Fred Heyer and
his dedicated student crew of jazz
vendors at Somsen Hall Auditorium.
Conceitgoers and red-eyed refugees from the Electronic Curtain
of mediocre television welcomed
the live; and vibrant big band
sound in no uncertain fashion, a

fact amply demonstrated by their Heyer, man of many instrunumbers and their response.
ments, led the outnumbered but
fully adequate reed section and
SOMEWHAT overloaded on the- conducted the concert with the
brass side, the band nevertheless happy air of a kid inviting the
maintained an acceptable balance, neighborhood in for a free afterthanks to the efforts of Jerry noon at his dad's candy factory.
Paulson, who is emerging as a
good lead trumpeter, and John Reinforcement of the three-chair
Uniess, first trombonist. The six rhythm section could have added
trumpets and five t r o m b o n e s further authority to their admirphrased with clarity and restraint, able job of marking out an unreserving full power for a few dy- wavering beat for the 16-horn ensemble.
namic and effective finales.
In addition to some familiar
Heyer arrangements, the b a n d
MR. AND MRS. STANLEY
demonstrated cultural coexistence
Public School
Johnson, Lanesborb, Minn., anwith North Texas State College in
nounce the engagement of their
Faculty Entertained
showcasing several originals by
,
daughter, Suzanne Adele to
composer-arrangers from t h a t
For Education Week
Terry A. Sorom, son of Mrs.
Lone Star hotbed of jazz . "Alto
Soliloquy" was pleasant with its
Marty Sorom, Lanesboro, and
Members of the faculty of the haunting overtones of "Harlem
the late Marty Sorom. Miss
Winona
Public
Schools
were
enPEPIN, Wis. ( Special) - Miss
and a serving of meJohnson is a senior at Northat a tea Wednesday aft- Nocturne,"
Eleanor Sandberg, Pepin, and tertained
dium-tempo
jazz was tastily done
western University, Evanston, JaYnes Belmore, Eau Claire, were ernoon by the Winona Education up in "Easy Side Up."
Association.
HI. Her fiance is a graduate married Nov. 10 at tie EvangeliA. L. Nelson superintendent ef Faculty Member Jacque Reidelof Luther College, Decorah, cal Lutheran Church in Eau schools
addressed the group on the berger appeared as a guest artist
Iowa, and is a medical stu- Claire. The bride is the daughter need for a constant re-evaluation to play a solo on a unique, 14-foot
dent at the University, of Minn- of Edwin Sandberg of Eau Claire of a school's curriculum. He point- long wind instrument .
esota. The wedding is being and tlie bridegroom, the son of ed out that our accumulated LINDA HEYER, a ninfr-year-old
Mrs. lone Belmore of Eau Claire. knowlege is doubling every decplanned for June 22.
of excellent rhythmical
The Rev , Herbert Juneau per- ade and a teacher would become possessed
sang "An Apple for the
formed the ceremony.
obsolete if he continued to use old sense,
Teacher" and "I'm Sittin * on Top
Tlie bride 's sister , Mrs. Robert methods of instruction.
of the World ." Her 15-year-old
Brownell of Eau Claire, served The committee in charge of the brother , David , illustrated t h e
tea,
given
in
honor
of
National
as matron of honor 1and another
flashing technique of art accomsister, Mrs. Richaro Kreye, of Education Week , included Miss plished percussionist in a drum
Marlys
Youngck,
Mrs. John BreitWabasha , Minn, was bridesmaid . low
. Miss Marj orie Baggs, M i ss solo, "Dave's Madness."
A brother of the bridegroom, Bruce Claudine
Daley, Miss Fern Elli- As a group, the band was parBelmore, Eau Claire, served as
effective in its renditions
CALEDONIA, Minn. (Special) - best man and Thomas Belkamp, son, Mrs. V. A. Gilbertson , Miss ticularly
of "Taking a Chance on Love ,"
Theme for the quarterly meeting Eau Claire, was groomsman. Rob- Norma Grausnick , Miss Dorothy
'
"No Greater Love," "I Want to
Df the Caledonia Deanery of the ert Brownell and Thomas Lake, Hall and Mrs. J, . P. Werra. Mrs, Be
Happy," featuring Director
Sherman
Mitchell
and
Mrs.
David
Winona Council of Catholic Wom- both of Eau Claire, ushered.
Mahlke poured. Ernest Buhier is Heyer on baritone sax, and "Per»h. (WCCW) was the importance
"
j f parish work and Cooperation as A reception for 1O0 guests was President of the Winona Education dido.
Personnel
of the band! included:
-parlors.
held
in
the
church
Association.
member's share of responsibility
Trumpets—Jerry Paulson, B o b
The bride is a graduate of the
in the lay apostolate.
Wood , Tom Zitnak, Earl Hughes,
The women met at Holy Cross Pepin High School. Since graduSandra Sariness, Judy Ness.
ation
she
has
been
employed
in
Church hall, Dakota , Wednesday
Trombones—John Urness, Miles
afternoon. The theme,was stress- Minneapolis and last summer she
Ostrom, loyal Johnson , M i l e s
was
employed
as
a
secretary
to
convensd in reports on the WCCW
Van Auken , John Edstrom.
;ion at Worthington , Minn., by an architectural firm in Eau
Saxophones—Fred Heyer , L e sMrs. Ross E. Johnson, Caledonia, Claire The bridegroom attended
ter Miwa , Bea Nyrud , Terry Cutand on the organization of Catholic school in Eau Claire and is em- Dates for project lessons for the ting, Renee Sonsalla.
Women and development of pool- ployed by the Rayette Co. in Winona County Home Council were Rhythm—Drums, David Heyer ;
ng information , effort and money Minneapolis..
announced last -week at a meeting bass, Ri ck Heyer; piano, J a n
3j- Mrs. M. A. Morse , Dakota, The couple will be at home at at the home of Mrs. Henry Heub- Schreiber.
vlinn.
54U4 Walter St., Eau Claire.
.' ¦• "
lein , Lewiston, Minn.
¦
.
Mrs. Albert Gernes, Winona, reMrs. Keiller Vaiix, commander
ported on the National Council of
of support area No. 1 which , con- Daniel Hehnens
Miles
Whee
lers
Catholic Women 's convention at
sists of 16 counties in Southeastern
Detroit, showing the rofe' -' pf tne
Minnesota , will be guest speaker At Home at Marsha11
Christian in a changing 'world and Make Home
at 1:30 p.m. at the city hall. St. Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Hennen
his relationship to family, commuCharles, L e w i s t o n and Winona
nity and the world. The Rev. At Whitehall
areas will participate in a . Christ- will be at home in Marshall , Minn.,
Frank Glynn , Dakota, reported on WHITEHALL , Wis. (Special)- mas craft training lesson the . last following a two week trip to Las
the Ecumenical Council and its at- Mr. and Mrs. Miles Wheeler are week, in November. Leader train- Vegas, Nev. and Santa Fe, New
tempt to revitalize religion to a at home in the latter's residence ing lessons in knitting are sched- Mex. They were married in Ivanhealthful realism in the 20th cen- on Anderson Street following a uled for Jan. 14 in Winona, Jan . hoe, Minn. Nov. 10, Mrs. Hennen
tury. He cited the difference in wedding trip to Bloomington and 15 in St. Charles and Jan. IS in is a niece of Dr. and Mrs. L. F.
accuracy and openness of mind in Fox River Grove, Jll.
Lewiston. Each group is to send Johnston, 1297 Lakeview,
Miss Mari Johnston was a
press coverage on the present con- Mr. Wheeler and the former an experienced knitter.
bridesmaid
at the wedding. Dr.
council
of
Hostesses
last
week
were
Mrs.
ference and that of the
Mrs. Blanche Halvorson were
and Mrs. Johnston were host and
1870-71.
married Nov. 10, the 7 p.m. cere- Verena Mabbutt , Mrs. Wayne Vest hostess for the reception held at
The next deanery meeting is mony performed by the Rev. O. and Mrs. Fabian from the St.
scheduled for February with wom- G. Birkeland at the Chapel of Our Charles area. The next council the Chalet Club in Marsh all. Mrs.
en of St. John the Baptist Church, Saviour 's Lutheran Church . They meeting will be held at the home Johnston was the bride 's personal
attendant and served as co-ordinCaledonia , as hostesses.
were attended by Mr. and Mrs. of Mrs. Walter Grutzmacher at ator for the wedding reception.
Lewiston
Jan.
15.
Mrs.
Alfred
Lyle Pavek, Whitehall.
Steuernagel , U t i c a , and Mrs. Mrs. Hennen has been a frequent
BIRTHDAY CLUB
Frank Johnson, Winona , will be. visitor in Winona. —- .¦
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)— PEPIN LADIES AID
assisting hostesses.
Mrs. Edward Klindworth , rural
)
Lake City, was hostess to the PEPIN, Wis. (Special - Mrs. A film on better lighting was
Four Corner Birthday Club at her Kenneth Bocksell was elected shown by Mrs. H o h m a n and
home V/ednesday evening. Hus- president of the Ladies Aid of the Christmas c r a f t articles w e r e
bands were guests. Winning the Lund Covenant Church for 1963 at chosen.
¦
prizes in euchre were Mrs. Virgil the annual meeting held recentlyLAKE
CITY
CLUB
Other
officers
elected
were
Mrs.
Battels, high ; Mrs. Marvin Freiheit , low ; Mrs. Rudolph' Meyer Rol and Johnson , vice president ; LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)lone hand: Donald Lane, low ; Mrs. Robert Pfielsticker , secre- The Lake City Women's Club will
Merlyn Rabe, high. Mrs. Elmer tary; Mrs. Harry Nelson, vice sec- meet Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
Windhorst received the door prize. retary; Mrs. C. R. Swansbn , First Methodist .Church parlors
Refreshments were served by the treasurer , and Mrs. Melvin An- with Mrs. Eugene Meyers and
Mrs. A. J. Ward as hostesses.
derson, vice treasurer.
hostess.

Eleanor Siandberg
Becomes Bride
At Eau Claire

Area Women
Speak at Council
Deanery Meeting

County Home
Council Plans
Project Lessons

LAKK CITY , Minn. (Special)—A
delegation of women from Bethany Lutheran Church in Lake City
and St. Peter 's Lutheran Chwch,
Belvidere , attended the Christian
Workshop held Thursday at Imnanuel Lutheran Church in PlainAttending were Mrs. Fred
I •view.
-Anderson , Mrs. E. Richter , Mrs.
I Hoy Watson and Mrs. Ernest Stehr
fi from Bethany Lutheran Church ,
p and Mrs. Walter Zemke and Mrs.
;|
i| S. J. Meyer from St. Peter 's LuJs theran. They were accompanied by
s;j
iij the Rev. E. W. Ilichter , pastor of
5$ Bethany Lutheran who spoke on
h
"Man 's Response of Love to God
§
j;;J and Man. " The meeting was spon| sored by the Winona Zone LuI li e r a n Women 's Missionary
^
|i
j, League of the Lutheran Church ,
,
>? Missouri Synod
¦\\\
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TO THE FOLLOWIN G WINNERS OF OUR
GRAND OPENING PRIZES:

*v

LUCHE DUNN
*
MRS. VINCENT CERRATO

•

ir ELAINE HILDERMAN
Winner, may »»«>p at our ttort for thilr fnw gift I

FREE GIFT EACH WEEK!
Coma in and regl»h»r.
HOSIERY • BLOUSES
« GOWNS • ROBES •
» SWEATERS • UNIFORMS

J/ uhf
154 Main Str*»t

KELLOGG . Minn. (Special) —
The golden wedding anniversary
of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Graner
was observed Nov. 11. with a reception and open house for 150 at
their farm home.
Mrs; Graner is the former Susan
Tentis. The couple was married
Nov. . 12, 1912, at St, Agnes Church
parsonage, the late Rev. Arthur
O'Moore officiating. Their attendants were Mrs. Grace Holland ,
sister of the bridegroom, and Allen Tentis, brother of the bride.
Both attended the celebration.
Mr. and Mrs. Graner had five
children , R a I p h, Kellogg; Mrs .
R a l p h (Albertav Cook, Seattle,
Wash. ; Mrs. Blanch Schones and
Miss Deloris Grander , Kellogg,
and the late Marcella Graner.
They have 10 grandchildren and
one great-grandchild.
Mrs. Charles Wehrenberg poured coffee, Miss Bonnie Cook served the cake. Miss Marcella Graner circulated the guest book and
Mrs. Thomas McNary Jr. was in
charge of the gifts. They are
granddaughters of the couple. Children of the couple arranged the
party. .
Mr. Graner , 76, and Mrs. Graner, 75, have lived their entire lives
in the Kellogg area and have resided on their farm 45 years.
CLINICS AT LAKE CITY

LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special) —
Students at Jefferson , Washington
and Lincoln schools here will be
immunized against diphtheria ,
tetanus and whooping cough at
school clinics Tuesday. Today pupils received Mantoux tests for
tuberculosis. Children at Oak Center and Zumbro Falls schools had
test and innoculation last weelc.
' u '
By 1980, say experts in urban
affairs , expanding communities of
the Atlantic seaboard may be
merged all the way from Bangor,
Maine, to Miami.

(Wriirwibtra Stwila)

Canton Legion
Auxiliary Observes
Education Week
CANTON, Minn. (Special)-The
American Legion Auxiliary Thursday observed American Education
Week with nine members of the
Canton Boy Scout troop and their
leaders, Roland Erickson and Bill
Hbhenhaus. The Boy Scouts presented the colors, gave the scout
pledge, explained the purposes of
scouting arid the uniform and put
on a demonstration on first aid at
the meeting at the
home of Mrs.
Charles Ward . ¦
Miss Florence Mitson, who is retiring after serving 35 years as an
officer, was presented an auxiliary
ring and a corsage. She reviewed
the history of the auxiliary since
it was organized in 1928. New officers are; President, Mrs. Arbey
Bodeker ; secretary -treasurer, Mrs.
Gordon Johannsen, and junior
leader, Mrs. Loring Stead.

Scranton Won 't Seek
Presidential Post

HOBE SOUND, . Fla. (AP) 1
— Pennsylvania's governor-eiect,
William W. Scranton , says he
won't seek the 1964 Republican
presidential nomination.
Holding his final news conference at his vacation home Sunday, Scranton commented on possibility of getting one of the two
places on the national ticket;
"I have no intention of asking
the nomination for either position," Scranton said.
Asked whether he would accept
a draft , Scranton laughed.
"I think I have already answered that question," he said.
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The Daily Record
At Community
Memorial Hospital
Msdlcsl and
Visiting neurit
patfenhi 2 to . < and 7 to .1:30
'
chlldrirt urx)«r 12).
Maternlly PBUBMS S I «9 J:30
1:30 p.m. ' (adults- onlv>.

surgical
p.m. Ine
.
.
and 7 to

SATURDAY
Admissions

Mrs. Garhardt Schewe, 1825 Gilmore Ave.
Edwin Losinski , 505 E. 4th St.
SUNDAY

Admissions
Mrs. George Lubinski, 679 E.
King St.
Frank C. Vondrashek , 562 E.
Broadway.
Carl L. Peterson, 10 Otis St.
The Bev. A. C. Therres , OP,
St. Peter Martyr Priory.
Rudolph Boyum , Peterson , Minn.
Mrs.; Paul Schultz , 159 Chatfleld
,..
St. ' . .
. - .
Mrs. Victoria Klagge, 620 Lafay. ' •- . ette St.
Mrs. Amelia A. DePuy, 603& W.
5th St.
Miss Cecillia O. Braegelman,
Richmond , Minn.

¦ ¦
• ' '''.

¦" : Births

Mr. and Mrs. Jerome C. Rozek,
576 E. Wabasha St., a daughter.
Discharges
Brother J. Leo, FSC, St. Mary's
College.
Leslie A. Ford, Winona Rt. 3.
Richard J. Baylon, 4645 7th St.,
Good view.
Mrs. Richard Lilla, Winona Rt.

Mrs. Roland A. Pasche and baby,
Minnesota City Rt. 3, Minn.
Ben F. Merles, Fountain City,
Wis.
Baby Daniel J. McCarthy, 1775
W. Wabasha St.
Mrs. Eugene E. Johnson and
baby, Stockton , Minn.
Mrs. Joseph R. Bronk and baby,
Red Top Trailer Court.
Russef W. Phillips, 1749 W.
Broadway.
Baby Eba E. - Savoy, . '.159% E,
3rd -St .OTHER BIRTHS

NOVEMBER 19, 1962

Winona Funerals

Two-State Deaths

William H. Struck
William H. Struck, 70, a former
Winonan, died at Milwaukee
Thursday morning after suffering
a heart attack. He had undergone surgery.
He was born here Sept. 9, 1892,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Struck.
He was a former employe of
Leicht Press.
Survivors include his wife; three
daughters. Mrs, A. (Lucille) Rierner, Mrs. E. (Elaine) Anderson and
Mrs. R. (Mary Lou) Zuhlke, Milwaukee ; four sisters, Mrs. '•£.
(Ida) Boehm, "Vincennes , Itid.;
Mrs. VV. (Doris) Gauger .and Mrs.
Eleanor Krueger, Milwaukee, and
Mrs. A. (Helen ) Prigge, Winona ,
and two brothers, John , Winona,
;
and Arthur , Belmont , Calif.
Funeral services were held in
Milwaukee Saturday afternoon
with the Rev. Mark Wegner, Christ
Memorial. Lutheran Church, officiating. Burial .-was in Wisconsin
"
Memorial Park.

Sigvard M. Gudrnundson
LANESBORO, Minn, (Spccial)Sigvard M. Gudmundson , 72, died
of a heart attack at his home Saturday evening. He was a retired
farmer.
He was born April 10, 1890, in
Fillmore County, near Mabel , fo
Martin and Lena Gudmundson.
He married . Maria Hongerholt
Nov. 26, 1919, and. the couple
farmed in the Lanesboro area
until 1959, when they moved to
the village. . . .
Survivors are: His wife; four
sons, Siebert, Peterson; Gordon,
Fountain ; LeRoy, Winona , and
De Lyle Gudmundson, with the
Air Force in Tennessee; two
daughters, Mrs.. Raymond (Myranda) Evjen , Rochester , and Mrs.
Olaf (Vivian ) Thompson , Winona;
three brothers, Edwin . and Carl
Gudmundson , Whalan , and Gerhard 'Gudmundson, Rushford , and
one sister, Mrs. Magna Langum ,
Mabel. His parents, two brothers
and one sister have died.
Funeral services will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Highland
Lutheran Church, the Rev. Jacob
Enderson officiating. Burial will
be in the church cemetery.
.
Friends may call at Johnson
Funeral Home Tuesday afternoon
and evening and at the church
Wednesday after 1 p.m. A family service will be held at 1:45.

W EATHER
Minnesota: Temperatures Tuesday through Saturday will average 4 to 8 degrees above normal
northwest and near normal east
and south. Normal highs Z6-34
north , 34-39 south. Normal lows
12-17 north, 17-22 south. No important day-to-day changes. Precipitation averaging .10 inch north
to about .20 inch south , in intermittent light rain or snow, most
likely after midweek.
WISCONSIN — Temperatures
are expected to average near normal. Normal highs 29-41 and
normal lows 16-27. Warmer about
Wednesday or Thursday and a little colder about Friday or Saturday. Precipitation will total near
one-quarter of an inch in snow or
rain about Tuesday or Wednesday
and again about Friday or Satllf A ^X T

OTHER TEMPERATURES
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
High Low Pr.

Albany, clear ... ..... 31
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special ) _ Albuquerque, clear .. 46
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Hinck, Fort
Dodge, Iowa , a son Nov. 11. Grand- Atlanta, cloudy ...... 62
parents are Mr. , and Mrs. Henry Bismarck , clear ..... 39
Hinck, Lake City.
i Boise, cloudy ......... 39
KE1LOGG, Minn. (Special)—Mr. I¦ Boston , clear ........ -43
and Mrs. Harold Johnson a daugh- Chicago, cloudy ..... 40
ter Friday at Tallahassee, Fla. She !
is the former Louise Johnson , Cleveland , cloudy ..." 40
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Denver , .;¦ clear ....... 27
Johnson , Kellogg, Ilinn.
Des Moines, cloudy .. 32
MADISON, Wis.—Mr. and Mrs. Detroit , cloudy ........ 41
Leon D. Larsen, Madison , : a son Fairbanks, cloudy ... 33
Friday. Mrs. Larsen is the former
cloudy .. 53
Barbara Benz, daughter of Mr. Fort Worth ,
...... 39
cloudy
,
Helena
767
E.
and Mrs. Elmer J. Benz,
Mark St., Winona.
Honolulu .............. 84
: KANSAS CITY,Mo. — Mr. and Kansas City , snow ... 39
Mrs. A. F. DeCesaro, Kansas Los Angeles , clear .. 68
City, Mo., a son Sunday. Mrs. DeCesaro is the former Marilyn Memphis, cloudy ...... 49
Fochens, daughter of C. A. Fock- Miami , clear .... .... 79
ens, 262 Laird St., Winona.
Milwaukee, cloudy ..... 40
Mpls. -St. Paul , cloudy 32
IMPOUNDED DOGS
New Orleans, cloudy ..68
No. 1609—Male, black and brown New York , clear ..... 40
pup, part ¦tab and part collie; first Omaha, snow . ...... 30
:
Philadelphia , clear .. 44
day. • ;
64
, clear
Phoenix
Available for* good homes:
clear . 33
Me.,
,
Portland
None. '"
•
Portland , Ore., rain .. 52
Rapid City, clear ..... 41
FREE TB X-RAYS
St. Louis , cloudy ..... 43
Salt Lake City, clear . 40
5 p.m.
(Mon. • Wed. - Fri., 1 ¦
San Francisco, clear . (IS
Room 8, City Hall)
50
Winona Co. residents jrce ,
Seattle , rain
others, $1 each.
Washington , cloudy . 48
Taken last week . . . . . . .
168
Since March 8, 1953 ... 46,299

MONDAY

14 .01
25 .07
38 .05
18 ..-.
¦¦
27 ¦ ' ,.
27 .40
35 T
28¦¦ . ..;
15 ,07
30 ...
26 . ...
11¦. "..
38 ..
33 ..
72 ..
37 T
51 ..
42 ..
69 .01
26 ..
25 ..
54 ..
29 .55
29 .04
26 .97
43 ..
25
43 .01
18 ..
40 ..
21 .02
r>7 ..
47 T
30 .61

John P. DeFrang
LAKE CITY, Minn . (Special)—
John P. DeFrang, 77, longtime
area farmer, died at Lake City
Hospital Saturday on his 48th wedding anniversary.
He was born April 14, 1885, in
Luxembourg to Mr. and Mrs.
Frank DeFrang, He came here
at the . age of six months. He
farmed in the area until 1948.
He married Agath a Koob Nov, 17,
1914, at Wabasha.
He vas a member of St. Mary 's
Catholic Church and of the Knights
of Columbus and was clerk of the
Lake Township school board District 6 for 30 years.
Survivors are : His wife;, five
sons, Leo and Robert , Rochester,
and Kichard , James and Ralph ,
Lake City ; five daughters, Mrs .
Paul (Dorothy ) Holmstadt and
Mrs. John (Mildred ) Holland , Lake
City; Mrs. Knute (Eileen ) Holte ,
Rochester; Mrs. Frank lElanor)
Martin , St. Paul, and Mrs. Leonard (Carol ) Kane, Millville; 19
grandchildren; four brothers, Joseph and Frank , Lake City ; Roy,
Millville , and Fred , Port Angeles ,
Wash,, and one sister , Mrs. Grant
(Louise) Norton , Hastings. Ris
parents, one daughter , two brothers and four sisters have died,
Mass will be 10 a.m. Tuesday
at St . Mary 's Catholic Church , the
Rev. Henry Russell officiating.
Burial will be in the church cemetery .
Pallbearers are William Lichtblau , Elmer Wieck , John Funk ,
Lloy d Laqu a, Steve Meyer and Edgar Asleson.
Friends may call at PetersonSheehan Funeral Homctoday and
until time, of service. Rosary will
be at 8 p.m . today.

DAILY RIVER BULLETIN
Flood Stage 24-hr.
Stag* Today Chg.

Jesse Pritchard
UTICA . Minn. (Special' - Jesse
Pritchard , 64, longtime Utica area
farmer, died suddenly at his farm
near here Saturday after an illness
of several years.
He was born at Utica March 24 ,,
1898, son of Mr . and Mrs. John
P. Pritchard. He was a member
of Evergreen Lodge 46, AF&AM ,
Clyde, and of the Scottish Rite ,
Winona.
Survivors are: Two brothers ,
Robert and Dennie , Utica; two
sisters, Mrs. Paul Johns , Winona ,
and Mrs. Henry Kalmes , Altnra ;
four nieces and two nephews. His
parents , two brothers and one sister have died.
Funeral services will be nt 2
p.m. Tuesday at Utica Presbyterian Church , Hie Rev . John Munehoff , Lewiston , officating. A Masonic service will be conduct«d in
Oakwood Cemetery, Utica.
Pallbearers are Jesse Buckhee ,
Russell Hirshey, Wendelin Dudl num , Leo O'Meara , Vernon fiarcey
and Dale Hulslii '/er.
j 'j -iends way call nt Sellnerdecide Funeral Home until noon
Tuesday and at the church after
1 p.m.

WEATHER FORECAST . . . Scattered snow
flurries are forecast for tonight in upper Great
Lakes area and the upper Mississippi valley while
rain will cover the area from the Ohio and
Tennessee valleys southwestward through the
Gulf coast states to the southern Plains. Some
years ago.
Survivors are: Her husband; two
sons, Arthur, Eau Galle, and Laverne Schafer , Cumberland , Wis.;
four daughters, Mrs. Lawrence
(Ethel) Lieffring, and Mrs . Joseph
(Grace) Bechei, Cumberland, and
Miss Martha and Miss Agnes'
Schafer, Eau Galle; 12 grandchildren; 11 great-grandchildren;
three sisters, Mrs. Ernest (Clara)
Ricken , San Diego, Calif. -, Mrs. J.
H. '. (Elizabeth ) Steyer, B o y c e vi'Ie , . Wis., and Mrs. Robert (Ella) Brirerly, Birmingham , Mich.,
and one brother, Henry J. Weber, Mondovi. :
Funeral services will be Tuesday at 10 a.m. at St. Henry's
Catholic Church , the Rev . Walter
Brey officiating. Burial will be in
St. Henry 's Cemetery.
Friends may call at Rhiel Funeral Home, Durand , where Bosary will be said at 8 pm. today .

2-State Funerals
. Mrs. Henry Rambath
BUFFALO CITY, Wis. (Special )
— Funeral services for Mrs. Henry
Rambath, Buffalo City, -who died
at her home Saturday morning,
will . be held Tuesday at 2, p.m . at
Dr. Martin Luther Church , Buffalo
City, the Rev. Karl Newman officiating. Burial will be in the Buffalo City Cemetery.
Pallbearers will be Allyn and
Wayne Wick , Irwin Geor«e , Frank
Johnstone, Ottmar Probst and
Norman Hansemann.
The former Kathryn Robach , she
was born in Milwaukee Nov . 14,
1881, to Christian and Catharine
Robach. She was married to Henry
Rambath Sept. 24 , 1901, and they
lived in Buffalo City until 1909
when they purchased a farm in
the Town of Lincoln; They farmed
there until retirement in 1935 when
they returned to Buffalo City and
built a home.
The couple celebrated their
golden wedding anniversary in
1959 ini the same place in which
they were married , now the Mississippian. They observed their
60th anniversary there in September.
Survivors , are: One son , Clyde
Rambath , Whitehall; one daughter ,
Mrs. Claytus (Mae) Wick , Winona;
one grandson , Dell Wick , Town of
Lincoln; five great-grandchildren
and one brother , Christ Robach ,
Buffalo City. Her husband , parents,
one son, six sisters and one brother have died
Friends may call at Slohr Funeral Home, Alma , today and at the
church Tuesday after noon.

14 2.6 — .1
Red Wing
Chief on Institute
Lake City . . . . . . . . .. . fi .3 - .. ••
Flow—17,800 cubic feet at 8 a.m. Wabasha
12 7.L .. ..
Planning Committee
today.
Alma Dam . T.W.. .. .. 4.3 -|- .1
SUNDAY
2.5 -|- .1
Whitman Dam
Chief of Police George Savord
12:10 a.m.—George W, Banta , 8 : Winona Darn , T.W. .. 3.5
was appointed to the planning
barges, downstream.
: 13 5.S .. ..
committee- for the chief's institute
Winona
at a meeting of the Minnesot a
3:30 p.m.—Mobil St. Paul , 3 Trempealeau Pool .. 10 ,1 -|- J.
Chiefs of Police Association nt the
barges, upstream.
Trempealeau Dam .. 4,3 .. ..
University of Minnesota Friday.
' .' . .. V<> ' ;. ••
5:30 p.m. — Arrowhead , 11 Dakota
The appointment was made by
9.5
.
.
.
.
Dresbach
Pool
...
..
,
barges downstream.
Chief Waller Wiski , Duhith , presi-)- .1
7:30 p.m.—Lady M i g n o n , 6 Dresbach Dam ... .. 2,1
dent.
La Crosse
12 4,!) . . . .
barges , upstream.
The institute is an annual threeTributary Stream!
(1:35 p.m.— A r t h u r J. Dyer , 4 Chippewa al Durand... 1.9 — .0
day seminar at the university for
barges , downstream.
chiefs of police. Last year more
Zumbro at Theilman. ..2U.9 — .5
Small craft—none.
than 75 attended .
Tremp. at Dodge , , . . . —0.2 ,. ..
Savord continues as association
TODAY
La Crosse at W. Salem 1.4 -|- .2
treasurer and is a member of its
<l.5 .. ..
!>:30 a.m.—Eleanor Gordon , ' 14, Hoot at Houston
educational committee, This comRIVER FORECAST
downstream.
mittee ia formulatin g plans for
r>:30 a.m.-Rabert R. Gipson , 2 (From Hastings lo Guttenberg )
standardizing
police training and
change
in
Mrs.
Fred
Schafer
There
will
be
little
biii'Hes , downstream.
i) a .m.—Colonel Davenport , 4 river stages in this district in EAU GALLE , Wis . (Special)- for establishment of a state police
Mrs. Fred Schafer , 73, died at her academy for the train ing of all
the next 24 hours.
b arges, downstream.
Minnesota police officers.
home here Saturday at 9 a .m .
The former Ida Weber , .she was CPA UNIT NAMES CROWLEY
horn May 19, 18H9, at Farm Hill
Raymond E. Crowley, 407 W.
in Pierce County to (he late Air. 4(li St., lias been elected a memand Mrs. William Wqber . She was ber ot the American Institute of
murried Nov. 3, 1909, at Eau (i .il- Certified Public Accounta nts. He
le, They observed their golden is assistant controller of Buy Slate
wedding anniversary here three Milliiii ; <,'o.
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Personalized \rVI>h
Your Own

H.;M Bierce
Dies at 83

H. M. Bierce, dean of . Winona
County attorneys who practiced
law here for more than 52 years
before his retirement early in. 1959,
died Sunday morning, at Community Memorial Hospital where he'd
been a patient since Oct. 12. He
';
was: as.
A native of Ionia, Mich., who
came to Winona in the fall of 1905,
Mr. Bierce entered the law office
of Webber and Lees for study of
law and the following year was
admitted to practice before the
Minnesota bar. His father , 0. A.
Bierce, operated a real estate and
loan firm in Winona , platted West
End property and: was responsible
for the: naming of Bierce Street, former chairman o! the board-of
FOR MORE than 50 y«ar.i Mr. trustees of First Congregational
Bierce maintained an office in the Church and served six years as
Hirsch Building at 69% E. 3rd St. a member of the Winona County
In 1958, when the building Was re- Board of Education. He -was a
modeled, Mr. Bierce moved . his past president of the Winona Counoffic e to the Richardson Block , WV> ty and 3rd Judicial District Bar associations arid for nine years a
IV. 3rd St.
Although he engaged in a general member of the board of governors
law practice , Bierce specialized in of the Minnesota Bar Association.
commercial law and proceedings In 1959 he was honored fcy the
in bankruptcy. He served as a Minnesota Bar Association for his
referee in bankruptcy under ap- more than 50 years of. law pracpointment of the U. S. District tice.
Court . ' more - than 30 years and Mr. Bierce was a former special
when he . retired in 1953 ranked municipal judge here, a member
10th in seniority among 163 referees of the Winona County Historical
Society and was long active in the
throughout the United States.
He was instrumental in the or- Winona County Old Settlers Assoganization ,of the National Associ- ciation.
ation of Referees in Bankruptcy, Surving are his wife; two daughfor 23 years was its secretary and ters, Mrs, Richard C. (Janet)
founded, and ^or a number of Northrup, Iowa City, Iowa, and
years edited , the association's Mrs. Lyle V. (Charoltte) Mayer ,
quarterly journal. During the as- Big Rapids, Mich., and three
sociation 's silver anniversary: year grandchildren.
in i952 Mr. Bierce was elected its
PRIVATE funeral servic»s will
nation al president.
be Tuesday at 2 p.m. at Fawcett
BORN SEPT. 25, 1879, at Ionia, Funeral Chapel . The Rev. Harold
he later lived in Detroit , Mich., Rekstad , pastor of First Congregaand in 1902 was graduated from the tional Church , will officiate and
Detroit College of Law before mov- burial will be in Woodlawn Cemeing - to Winona. He and his wife , tery.
Lucinda , lived at 701 Huff St.
Friends may call at Hie chapel
Mr. Bierce was one of the or- from 7 to 9 pm. today. ,A memoganizers of the "Winona County Law rial is being arranged.
Library,' chairman of the library 's
board of trustees, a member of the
committee on bankruptcy of the
Commercial Law League of America and a member of the special
committee of the American Bar
Association.
He was an organizer and first
president of the Rotary Club of
Winona , 57 years ago helped or- DURAND , Wis. (Special ) —
ganize and was elected first presi- Bernard Sneen , 60, died -today at
dent of the Saturday Night Club , 4 a.m. at the Spooner hospital
a discussion group, and was a past where he. had been a patient since
supreme representative of the Friday. He had suffered a stroke
Knights of Pythias. '
while deer huntin g.

Durand Hunter
Suffers Stroke;
Dies at Spooner

IN THE EARLY years of this

century when the Winona County
fairgrounds was . on the present site
of • Westfield Golf Course , Mr.
Bierce was a director of the TriCounty Fair Board , served for two
years as a director of the Winona
Association of Commerce (now
Chamber of Commerce ) , was a

MONEY
iJoLG minute
It' s high lime for lioli<I;ty cosli! Call JRcncficinl for yours
right now, Oct cash for shopping, for paying hills , for
any good reason. And get Bencficial's fast , friendly,
holiday service, too. Beneficial likes to say "Yes 11! Phone
. . . this very minute!

BENEFICIAL
FINANCE SYSTE M

JttMHH ^kmPM HH M MH nHHHH sflHHHH MHHH I

Beneficial Finance Co. of Winona
511/ iWEST THIRD ST. (Over Kresgo) WINONA
Phone: 3346 • Ask for tho YEB MANorjor
OPEN cvrNiNr , 1? nv APr-oiNt Mi Nt~ I'H ONH ron nouns

... "Open On Saturdayi ? A.M. 16 1 P.M.

Until Chrlatmav " ..„

Municipal Court
WINONA

¦ ¦

Cuba to Ask
Release of One
Of Three Seized

Forfeits: :
Michael J. Rankin , 25, Chicago,
$25 on a charge of speeding 48
m.p.h. in a 30 m.p.h. zone. He
was arrested by police at Sunset
Drive and Gilmore Avenue at 2:10
p.m. Saturday.
. Thomas R. deGrood , 78 E. Sanborn St., $10 on a charge of fail- NEW YORK (AP)-The Cuban,
ure to stop for a stop sign, He delegation
a formal prowas arrested by police at Main test to the readied
United Nations today
and Sarnia streets at 3:45 p.m. seeking the release of an attache,
Sunday.
one of three men charged in an
Melvin Sanden, 1719 W. 5th St., alleged Cuban sabotage plot.
$10 on a charge of operating a An FBI spokesman said ; the armotor vehicle in violation of his rested trio was believed planning
instruction permit. He was arrest- to blow up. oil refineries in New
ed by police at 2nd and Johnson Jersey, set off incendiary bombs
streets at 5:06 p.m. Sunday.
and smoke . devices in New York's
Mary M. Galewski , 22, 653 E. major department stores and
Broadway, $10 on a charge of op- throw hand grenades into- crowds
erating a motor vehicle in viola- of Christmas shoppers here.
tion of a driver's license restric- "It was a questipn of moving in
tion (glasses) . She was arrrested before they had a chance to use
by police at . her home at 1:20 a.m. their equipment ," said John MaSunday.
lone, agent in charge of the New
Gordon D. Rasmussen , 19, Wha- York FBI office. He referred to a
Ian , Minn , $10 on a charge of cache of explosives and incendifailure to stop, for a 1 traffic sig- ary devices which the FBI connal. He was arrested by police fiscated.
at 3rd and Main streets at 12:42 The FBI also disclosed,
in mak.
a.m. Saturday. .
ing
the
arrests
Friday
night
and
Peter P. Stanislawsli, 20, 207 E.
that 10 others were beHoward St., $10 on a charge of Saturday,
trained here in the art of
operating a motor vehicle in vio- ing
sabotage.
have been sublation of his instruction permit. He poenaed byAHa 10
federal grand jur y,
was arrested by police at Broad- the
FBI said.
way and Franklin Street at 12:30 One of the three arrested. Roa.m. Saturday.
berto Santiesteban Casanova, 21,
Jerome M. Iverson , 214 W. Wa- is an attache at the Cuban U.N.
basha St., $15 on a charge of driv- mission. Ho arrived here Oct. 3
ing a motor vehicle in the wrong on a plane bringing Cuban Presilane of traffic. He was arrested by dent Osvaldo Dorticos to New
the Highway Patrol on Highway 14 York for a U.N, session.
at 10:29 p.m. Nov. 2.
The FBI said .Santiesteban had
Gilford Swanson , F o u n t a i n applied for diplomatic immunity
Minn., $25 on a charge of speed- but the State Department had not
ing 43 m:p.h. in a 30 m.p.h. zone. given the application final apHe was arrested by police at Gil- proval at the time of his arrest.
more Avenue and Vila Street at
Ambassador Carlos M. Lechu8 a.m. Saturday;
Charles P. Suchla , 139 W . Main ga , head of the Cuban delegation,
St„ $10 on a charge of failure to said in a statement that he was
stop for a stop snjn. He was ar- "asking the United Nations to see
that the international agreements
rested by police at Main and Sar- on
immunity are carnia streets at 7:53 p.m. Saturday. ried diplomatic
out. "
Carole J. Goede, 19, 56 E. 2nd A U.S. delegation note
to the
St., $10 on a charge of operating Cuban
delegation
said
a motor vehicle in violation of>a two other Cuban Saturday
U.N . attaches
driver 's license r e s t r i c t i o n took part In "a criminal conspir(glasses) . She was arrested by po- acy " with the sabotage ring,
and
lice at 5th and Hamilton streets demanded that the pair le/ave this
at 11:35 p.m. Friday.
country.
The two , Jose Gomez Abad , 21 .
two sons, Marshall , Appleton , and his wife , Elaa , 20, furnished
Wis., arid Malcolm , Chicago. Fu- the explosives to be used by the
neral services arc being complet- saboteurs , the FBI said. They
ed by the Goodrich Funera l Serv- were not arrested because of dipice, Durand.
lomatic immunity .

¦
IBGROCERIE S NOTHING TO BUY!
STDP AND REGISTER
at "The Neighbors"
ALBRECHT'S Super Fair
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Cities Service ¦

Loans $25 to $600 On Signature , furniture or Car
•£ This handtom* 18k gold plated car k«y and key ring l» youn
ABSOLUTELY PRBK when yeu »n|oy any NEW First National
Bank Strvlca.

He had been manager of the
Farmers Union Cooperative at
Durand 21 years .
He was born May 10, 1902, at
Menomonie and had been a resident of Durand 24 years. Prior to
that he had been a grocer in Eau
Galle.
Survivors are: His wife, Eva;

MAPS supplied by the U.S. Weather Bureau predict near
normal temperatures and precipitation for the Winona area for
the next 30 days.

flft£ fl(S» tf &

CZsaXl for

you^wraxv* it

snow also is expected in the southern Plateau.
Rain and : drizzle is forecast for the Pacific
northwest. It will be cooler from the ¦/ ¦southern
Plateau eastward to the Atlantic coast and northward to New England. (AP Photofax Map)
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By LESLIE J. NASON, Ed. D.
These students need help since
Professor of Education,'
they obviously have not hit upon
University of Southern California
the right techniques If a student
Parents quite rightly are con- knows how, he wdi try Few stucerned about what happens to dents are lazy at this age
their children.
1 have found that , in most
Yet, at the same time, when cases, when a student has estabthe children reach high school age,
they should take over more and lished an efficient plan of atmore responsibility for their own tack on his school work, other sitlives.
uations improve as well.
A high school student should
How can parents help their
high school youngsters , solve have at least some general goal
their problems without seem- of vocation or college. Lack of
ing to interfere? What is the such planning may be a danger
correct balance between par- signal. .
A student may feel he is not
ental control and student recapable of reaching a goal acceptsponsibility?
able to his parents, school coun
Parents of high School students selors or fellow students.
should be on the alert for changes
It is of little avail to tell a
in attitude.
If your son or daughter stops child he can become a good
talking about school or stops bring- machinist or .a carpenter if he
ing home assignments, something lacks confidence in his ability
is wrong. You should search to work with his hands. Only
promptly for the underlying cause successful experience in trainrather than wait until drastic be- ing his hands for these skills
will bring about a change.
havior sets in.
A student's behavior depends A student may feel that his parlargely upon what he thinks his ents would not approve of his
parents want for him ; how cap- plans. Misunderstanding is easy
able he thinks he is; what he in this area. Usually, it has an
thinks his future may be .
effect on the student's
Often , what the student thinks adverse
school work.
may not be the actu al siuatioh.
The direct approach to such a
A parent may want his child
problem gains little. You can 't to: go to college\ ; But the son
convince a student that he is or daughter may get the idea
brighter than he thinks he is mere- from other family discussions
ly by t elling him. The feeling : ¦• ¦' that there will be insufficient
of inadequacy is at the bottom of funds—and that his parents
many behavior problems at the would resent spending tlie
high school level .
money for college.
Working with hundreds of
I suggest that parents first dissuch cases I have found that cuss problems with the school
these students lack some need- counselor. Parents need to know
ed study skill. It may be facil- something of -their child's abiliity in handwriting. It may ties before they try to help him
be skill in: taking tests.
solve his school problems.
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Lets' Get Gtmino

By A. Ft jSHJIlA
Water, Air And Plants

X

'

Private Services
Held for Vining

j

MIAMI, Fla. (AP) - Private
funeral services were planned
fcere" today for Arthur Vining
Davis, 95, former board chairman
of the Alutjninurn Company of
America.' -;; ' < - ¦•: Further services and biirial-;will
"be at j tbcust .Valley, Lpnji Island,
NY., later this week. . , . > •
Davis , whose wealth was- variously estimated at between $350
and $500 million , started his career in . 1888 as ; a $60-a-month
clerk.
A widower, Davis left no close
relatives.

Head of Vast
Shubert Theater
Chain Dead

Shubert enterprises are located In the business. They are John's
Philadelphia, Chicago, Cincinnati first cousin, Lawrence Shubert
and Boston.
Lawrence (he changed his name) , President and Mrs. Kennedy.
: when her father took her with him
manager of Shubert' s Forest TheA family ipoVatmars said thi ater in Philadelphia , and .his sort, She is almost 5 now, and her to church in Washington . Then she
value of the Shubert holdings, in- JLawren.ee (Larry) S, Lawrence conduct was in sharp contrast to busied herself with such pastimes
cluding real estate housing movie Jr., manager of Shubert's Majes- that of a Sunday two years ago as climbing over a pew.
theaters, is aevera! hundred mil- tic Theater on Broadway.
lion dollar?/ But the business is
¦
"
so vast, the spokesman said, that
even the Shuberts can't pinpoint Caroline Goes to
an exact figur*.. ;
:'
IS! Choata BolWInj
Phoru 4417
: John Shubert died ol an appar- Church With Parents
ent heart . attack Saturday at S3
while aboard a "train en route to Wn>DLEBURG, Va, (AP) Modern Chiropractic
Caroline Kennedy was on her best
Clearwater, Fla.
she went
A porter who had leen instruct- behavior Sundayherwhen
and Electrotherapy
parents.
ed to wake him found Shubert's to church wit^
body in his private compartment She stood at the right time, sat
Monday thru Friday» a.m. t» 5 p.m.
on the Atlantic Coast Line's West at the right time and knelt at the
Opan Friday Evinlng 7«9 by Appointment
time;
right
fidgeted
She
hardly
at
Coast Champion.
Clestd Saturday
all during the 50-minute Mass. ¦'• '
J. J. Sbubarfi death left «nly
It is the firstto time she is known
church with both
two other Shuberts still active in to have f^one

Dr. C. W. Gruler

. Perhaps the average gardener thinks more about preparing the
VNJEW YORK (AJP) —.'John Shusoil, planting, fertilizing and cultivating than any other aspect of
tfert's body has been returned to
gardening, except watering.
New York, after liis death in FlorIf watering is neglected when setting out plants, the oversight
ida, amid speculation today as to
will be brought forcibly to the attention, by the wilting or drying
who will succeed him as head of
out of the plants... This is evident in all phases' of Hardening, whether
the vast Shubert family theater
with house plants, , or those outchain.
doors. Some varieties require more of the tissues
The Shubert empire includes 24
water than others. The water hold- and the air. come from the water
An 1852 law, passed in the reign theaters of the legitimate stage,
ing properties of the soil largely
determine the amount of water WHEN IT IS stated that a gar- of Napoleon II, called for regular amon« them 17 of the 33 on
necessary for best growth.
den soil is good, -or rich, we think inspection and repair within Paris. Broad way. Other theaters in the
Water is the solvent by means of it as containing ample humus,
of which plant processes take nutrients and 'beneficial bacteria
place, the medium by which sub- for best plant growth. Its water
stances are transported throughout holding properties should be high.
' . tie system of ducts and cells. Its Such a soil should be friable
use is necessary in the formation and sufficiently porous to contain
of certain compounds such as su- the necessary underground air that
gar. Approximately 80 percent of is such an essential requirement
the entire living plant consists of of ' .plants'. The addition of a good
water.
amount of humus each year will
¦
¦
¦
There are three periods during help to maintain the garden soil
MB K H I.a^a^aH~|l|
v8^"I ¦?¦ aH 'I^H'I^H ¦
^'^BHl-BJ- • BK' ¦^t^^^BBB
the life of plants when a good sup- in good condition. On* of the best
ply of water is necessary. The sources of such humus is the com¦ M JmWW^^^
_ .^^^^J-^m^*m
A^LmmWiaBaWr^^^.VkV ^> aW '
BBL • . '^sam. ¦•
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^^^Bsft ^^^^^ mmmmw^^**^
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first of these is during the germi- post heap.
nation of tfie seed. Very dry conditions at such a time will not only
delay, or prevent, germination, but 39 Fatalities Counted
may stunt , or even kill, the seed- So Far in 1962 in
lings.

L& "Stout ^^
$
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THE SECOND occasion when
ample water is necessary is when
a plant is transplanted from one
location to another. This is true
of air seedlings as well as perennials, shrubs and trees.
The third period is the time of
maximum growth when plants are
large and the rate of water evaporation is high. This is especially
so during a hot and dry season.
Mature plants are .less apt to suffer at such a time than rapidly
growing ones
Now, let us turn to the air which
Is as necessary to the survival of
plant life as the water. Air is not
only vital to plants above ground ,
but is necessary in the soil as
well. Water is derived by plants
from the soil, except a small
amount that is aborbed through
the leaves. The air space within
the leaves absorbs carbon dioxide
direct from the air.
THE WATER with minerals in

solution, together with the carbon
dioxide, react in the presence of
sunlight to manufacture the food
elements. A plant utilizes only the
hydrogen that is contained in the
water and does not take any of it
from the air. The oxygen in the
water is liberated into the air as
a gas.
Carbon plays an important part
in ttie make-up of plants. As stated
above, carbon is absorbed direct
from the air in the form of carbon
dioxide. It comprises about 45 percent of the dry weight of most
plants. This seems remarkable
when it is realized that carbon
dioxide makes up only a small
fraction of one percent of the air.
Water atfd air must be considered as food elements. Only about
two percent of pl ant tissues are
composed of minerals absorbed
from the k>il and these can be
utilized by the plants only when
in soluble form . About 98 percent
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Blood Transfusions
Can't Stop Wedding

HI!

vaaa aajaaaaa
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MADISON, Wis.-Of the 780 persons who lost their lives in Wisconsin traffic- accidents during the
first 10 months this year, seven
were in Trempealeau County , S
in Buif alo , 11 in Eau CJaire County, aiid 8 each in Jackson and La
Crosse counties.
Pepin County had no fatalities
through October this year, but
counted two in October last year.
Trempealeau County had seven
deaths through October last year
also; Buffalo, 11; Eau Claire, 14;
Jackson , 4, and La Crosse, 6.

ATLANTA (AP) — An emergency trip to a hospital couldn't keep
Matilda Powell , 19, arid Charles
Miles, 23, from hecoming Mr.
and Mrs.
Matilda became ill Saturday
just a few hours before her wedding. She was rushed to a hospital
where her illness was diagnosed
as a perforated ulcer.
After blood transfusions, the
marriage was performed 15. minutes behind schedule.
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CRANBERRY
* MARSHMALLOW CREME
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VALU SALAD CHERRIES
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* SUPER
SCOTKINS HYDROX COOKIES
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One Wisconsin
Serving in Armed Forces Hunter Dead of
The NAVY'S Officer information the award because of his outstandteam will be at tlie Winona col- ing performance ol duties, military
eges Monday, Tuesday and Wed- bearing and efficiency as being a Shotgun Wounds
nesday, Navy Recruiter R. M. true representative of the Air
Winters announced. The team will
be at St. Mary 's Monday and
Tuesday, and at Winona S t a t e
Wednesday. The Navy 's Officer
arcl Nurse 's information team, will
be at (he College of Saint Teresa and Winona State Monday.
A competitive exam for entrance
to the COAST GUARD .ACADEMY
will be held in Minnesota Feb. 1819. Any prospective high school
graduate 17 through 21 will be eligible to fake the exam given in
St. Paul or Duluth . Winners of the
exam will be offered a fully-paid ,
four year course at the Academy
in New London ,. Conn. Application
forms and additional information
can be obtained from : Commandant (PTP-2 ) , U.S. Coast Guard ,
Washington 25, D.C.

Force. He entered the Air Force
in 1860 and was stationed in Iceland prior to his assignment at
Walker.
Merlin P a n 1son, son of Mr.
and Mrs. A u s-;
tin Randal , h a s
been
promoted
to c o r p o r a 1.
His a d d ' .r e s s
is: Enlisted P e rsond 0 f f i c e,
Barracks U. 16,
Navy
Air
Station , N o rFolk, Va.
¦
'

•

.

-

¦
*
-

THEILMAN , Minn.—The n e w
address of A.l.C. Konald Funk, son
of Mrs. Ed Rupkalvis , is AF 17572
681, 21st OMS, Box 226 , APO 919,
PRESTON , Minn.-A. B. D e n - San Francisco, Calif. He had been
nis M. Benson, son of Mr. and stationed in Japan for two years.
Mrs! Clyde E. Shaw, is being reassigned to Amarillo AFB, Tex., WABASHA , Minn.—Gary Ruehfor technical training as an Air mann , son of Mrs. Alice RuehForce supply specialist. He attend- mann , is serving in the medical
department aboard the USS Bared Preston High School.
ry, a destroyer which is reported
LEWISTON , Minn.—The address to have pulled along side the Rusof John Micheel is: SN592-66-85 , sian Merchantman , Asinov, in the
Administration VAW-11 NAS NI, waters near San • Juan , Puerto
San Diego 35, Calif. He recently Rico, in a check to see if the ship
spent a 25 day leave at the home was actually carrying missiles
of his
which had . been dismantled. Eueh¦" parents.
¦ •¦ ¦
'•¦¦
mann was a member of the La
.
ETTR1CK, Wis. ( Special)-The Crosse Naval Reserve and went
address of Pvt. Charles Paulson , into active duty in , October 1961.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Paul- His latest tour of duty was in tlie
son, South Beaver Creek, is: RA Mediterranean area with stops at
176372 98, Delta Co., 5th Bat , 3rd Spain, France and Italy. He also
Trng, Reg. Basic, Fort Leonard was at the Guantanamo N a v a l
:Wood, ¦ Wo.
base in Cuba;
¦
¦
'
'

'

¦ ¦ ' • '- . " ¦ ¦• . '- . '. • ¦ .

LANESBORO , M I »n. — A.l.C.
Wesley T. Austin , son of the Truman Austins, was selected as the
Outstanding Airman of the Quarter for base personnel at Walker
AFB, N.M> An administrative specialist for the 6th Strategic Aerospace Wing individual proficiency
training branch , Austin received

¦k

'.

A.' R C A D I A, Wis. (Special -)A.3.C. Larry Urbick, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Lambert Urbick , arrived home for a furlough after completion of basic training at Amarillo, Tex.
A.3.C. David Mueller, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Alphonse Mueller , is
spending a furlough at the home

WORLD TODAY

War Circles
Cuba+ World

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Wisconsin has recorded one man
dead of gunshot wounds and seven
from heart attacks in the first two
days of the deer hunting season
which began Saturday morning.
The 1961 toll was nine shot %
death and sis victims of heartattacks.
The body of Howard Hermanson, 42, of rural Neosho was
found Sunday morning a half mile
from his farm. Art Fischer, Dodge
County deputy coroner, said Hermanson was shot accidentally by
his own gun when he apparently slipped on the edge of a
small hill and rumbled down the
incline.
Heart attack victims were: Elmer Minton , 48, rural Waupaca;
wadam Bednarek, 45, rural Princeton; David Zdroik, 23, Milwaukee;
Raymond F\ Gross, 63, Winneconne; John J. Randa , 69, Milwaukee; William G. Maloney, 72,
Stiles, and James Bong, 65, North
Lake.
of his parents after completing
basic training at Amarillo, Tex.
The new address of A.3.C. Bernard Schank, son of Prosper
Schank, is: Af 17624580, 3399 Sch.
Squadron , CMR4, Box 15335, Keesled AFB, Miss.
'
¦

• •

RUSHFORD , Minn.-The n e w
address of Dean Rentmeester, son
of.Mr. and Mrs. Amos Bakken , is:
AF 17624114, 1953 Communications Squadron, APO Box 172, San
Francisco, Calif. He is stationed
;. Misawa Air Base, Japan, arid
recently spent a 16-day furlough at
the home of his parents.
The new address of John R.
Culhane, son of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Culhane, is: AF 17403374—Box
290, 1934th Comm... S'q'u a d r o h ,
(AFCS ) , APO 856, New York, N.Y.
He is stationed in Bermuda and
recently spent a 30-day furlough
at his parents' home.

By JAMES MARLOW
Associated Press News Analyst

WASHINGTON <AP ) - This
crisp and lovely autumn has been
a time of death , fear, revolution,
uncertainty and disillusionment
for men and nations, stretching
across seas and continents.
Death and disillusionment hit
Asia. Swift and sudden revolution
burst in the Middle East, There
was uncertainty in Europe. Fear
of war circled over Cuba and the
world.
In India Prime Minister Nehru>

use it for desperate peaceful
needs of his country..
^
He thought the answer to time
and money was in staying aloof
from the contest between the
West and communism. He even
thouglit in the end Russia would
save him from the Chinese. It
¦, . , ¦ ¦

didn't

Now he finds the Communists
used and abused htm. Meanwhile,
his people are dying under the
Chinese guns. But even now, in
his moment : of Indian agony ,
while he cries for Western arms
he", still clings to neutralism.
In Yemen revolutionists: overthrew the king in a savage stroke
which may be only the beginning
on bloodshed in the Middle East if
the kings of Jordan and . Saudi

who ducked reality in trying to
play shrewd by playing neutral
talked in terms of brotherhood
with the Red Chinese.
? This autumn he had to watch
almost helplessly as Chinese
forces smashed across the Indian
frontier , killing Nehru 's illequipped troops as they went, for "' ¦ 0mm - - " •
/
reasons they haven't yet chosen
to reveal.
As this is being written the bewildered prime minister doesn't
165 East Third Street
know whether the Red armies will
sweep down out of the mountains
and across the plains of India.
FRESH DRESSED
He needed time to build a decent society out of the colossal
poverty of India. If he didn't have
to spend money on arms, he could
FRESH DRESSED " •.' . '¦ . >

Arabia, fearing their own future, or else—international j itters shook *nd forth. Castro.made denwds
;"
move in.
the - world. If Russia refused, war of his own.
• ' "' •
quickly.
could have come
It could
't
settled.
So
Cuba
isn
In Europ*, Chancellor Adennasty. The "West doesn't seem
auer's regime was shaky from the Premier Khrushchev agreed to get
to know at this minute whether
discontent of West Germans with remove the weapons. Supposedly Khrushchev
will turn Berlin into
he
has
carted
them
off
on
ships.
his defense minister, Franz Josef
bomb , by setting a new
Strauss, Tor the way he cracked But this can't be positively known a time
quick deadline for settlement
down on his critics on the staff of unless Cuba can be inspected. and
city.
on
that
Castro
refuses
that.
Fidel
a magazine, Der Spiegel.
a year ago hardly anyday
This
Khrushchev
left
his
bombers
in
In France elections Sunday
happening except masthing
was
Cuba.
Kennedy
said:
Get
them
seemed to strengthen the hand of out. too. Thev wrote letters back sacre in the Congo.
president Charles de Gaulle who
has been trying to strengthen the
office he holds at the expense of
Parliament and the French political party system which in the
past has been erratic to the point
of irresponsibility;
¦ ¦¦ ¦
For one week after President
. ' "' ¦; „—~—=^====i¦ i
Kennedy demanded the Russians i
For
Thanksgiving!
get their missiles out of Cuba— »
JF'TST'BrSi ^B^^^^r I

FALSE TEETH ! • DUCKS

DO

Rock, Slide or Slip?

FASTEETH, an improved powder to
be sprinkled on upper or lower platee,
holds false teeth more firmly In place.
Do not slide, slip or rock. No gummy,
gooey, pasty taste of feeling. FABTEETH is alkaline (non-acid). Doee
not sour. Checks "plate odor" (denture breathO. Get FA8TKETH at any
drug counter.
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YOUNG GEESE » ¦ - ¦ t,35c

YOUNG DUCKS - - - - Lb 39c

AdvertH^riient

Does BLADDER
IRRITATION
MAKE YOU NERVOUS?

FRESH DRESSED WHITE ROCK

ROASTING CHICKENS
SWIFT'S PREMIUM

After 21, common Kidney or Hadder Irritations affect twice as mans woman *>
men nnd may make you tense and nervoui
from too freaueiit, .burnlw or Itching
urination both day and nliht. Secondarily,
you may lose sleep and suller IromHeadaches. Backache and leel old, tired, depressed . In aucb. Irritation , CYSTEX
usually brings fast, relaxlni comfort by
curbing Irritating germs in strong, acid
urine and by analgesic pain relief. Get
OTSTEX at druggists. Peel better fast.

SLAB BACOM - - - -
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TURKEYS

I

LOCKERS

I
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PORK SAUSAGE - - - „45c
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WARNKEN'S BANTAM
SUPER MARKET
AND LOCKER PLANT

\
<

STORE HOURS: 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday thru Saturday. J
Sundays 9 a.m. to 12 noon.
i
477 W. 5th St.
, Winona , Minn.
Phone 3151 j
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Fresh Dressed
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SUMMER
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We Do Custom Curing,
Smoking and Butchering.

Roasting Chickens

i ¦ FOR
: - RENT
& . :. : \S V '
FRESH

„ 35c

FRESH HOMEMADE BULK

We Will Have
BROILER,HEN
and TOM

I
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| .GEESE

500 HUFF ST.- PHONE 8-1531- FREE DELIVERY - ANY ORDER $5 OR OVER
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APARTMENT 3-OJ

By Ed Dodd

.

REX MORGAN, M.D,

"

By Alex Kofclcy

By Dfll Ciirtfc
MARY WORTH

MARMADUKE

I

By Saundsrs and Ernst

DENNIS THE MENACE
NANCY

By Ernie Bushmlller

destroy it has been to force us to
divert our resources—very limited resources—to defense rather
than development."
¦ '

Get your nose cot of our stew ! Your steak
is in the breiUrl

DEAR ABBY:

|

Hubb/ W ho Hits
Wo man Is Sick
By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN

DEAR ABBY : After 19 years of marriage, I finally hit my
husband wSQi the first thing I could get my hands on. It was a
tea kettle and it caught him on the elbow. He's been using me
as a human punching bag (and in front of the children ) for years
and I finally couldn't take it any more. If I had . it coming, I
wouldn't complain, but he hits me for things like rolling the
car; window up when lie wants it down. If I do something he
doesn't like, instead of telling me he just gives me a crack: across
the jaw. Was I wrong in throwing the kettle at him? He says
a wife is not supposed to hit her husband back.
BEATEN AND BRUISED
DEAR B AND B: A man who would repeatedly give his wife
a crack across the jaw is sick. And a woman who would stick
around for a repeat performance is sicker than the guy who
Viite lipr PI TI H n nsvehiatrist witVi two conches.

DEAR. ABBY: I am a bank teller and I
have a special depositor who comes to my window regularly with his deposit. My last name
is TUCKEK , and he has asked me several
times if I knew where the expression, "all
tuckered out" originated. I have tried to find
out and have exhausted my sources, Can you
help me?
A TUCKERED-OUT TUCKER

ine miass 01 me uuiuui my nusuauu reiucu nvu.

Abby

how delicious the "chicken" was. Our host piped up and said it
wasn 't chicken —it was rabbit. My husband turned green and
left the table. Later he came back and offered a rather teeble
apology , saying he had a pet rabbit when he was a boy, and
had never eaten rabbit before. Our friends were cool to us all
evening. When we got home my husband told me never to take
him anywhere unless we knew the people well enough to ask
what they were serving. I told him rabbi t never killed anybody
and if he hadn 't been told it was rabbit he'd have thou ght it was
SMALL BATTLE
chicken. Who was right?
DEAR SMALL: Many people regard rabbit meat as a
real treat — others can 't even digest the thought of it. Don't
subj ect your husband to another such experience (if you con
help it). It' s apparent that his prejudices are stronger than
his stomach.
DEAR ABBY: That letter signed "BORN TO LOSE" from
the "other woman" made my Wood boil. You would think she
was doing a noble thing to give up what wasn't hers in the first
place, About 99 out of 100 girls who go with married men arc
"born to lose " because the men have no intention of breaking
up their families for these tramps, I don 't sit around and cry
when I see the danger signals. I just go over to the "other wornBORN TO WIN
en's" house and pull her hair out.
What' s on your nnind? For a personal reply, send n self-nddressed . stamped envelope to Abby, Box 3365, Beverly Hills, Calif.

St. Charles to Hear
Report on Business

Hi

sario Sol Hurok ; economist Bruce
McDaniel ; author Robert St.
John; Eric Johnston, president of
the Motion Picture Association of

America; Brig. Gen. S. L. A. Marshall, military historian, and Willian , L. McFetridge, AFL-CIO
vice president.

l
AITURA 18- to 23-lB. AVERAGE
ut0fej * **j '*T~
ST. CHARLES, Minn. (Special)
—James Clark, who has been
state commissioner , of business
development, will speak at a din ner meeting of St. Charles Cham'IKNEW SHB WAS SICK WHEN SHE LET MS
ber of Commerce Tuesday at 6:30
EAT LUNCH WITHOUT ttWSHWAiYHANDS'* p.m. in the high school activity
^^^^^a^^^^ P^^^j^ P»rf»et Birds— No Parts Missing!
room.
Clark arrived here today to look
10 to 17-lB. AVERAGE ... . .
. ... lb. 39l«
India s Way of life
^^l
l p^llP^
over the possibilities and advanof St. Charles. He will disAttacked by Red China tages
cuss the conclusions of his twoSWIFTS PREMIUM—20-lB. AVERAGE
WASHINGT ON (AP) — De- day findings.
,^8Ei*fc !k*w
struction of India's way of life is Perry Jenks, president, will
Red China's prime objective in its outline¦ the duties of his commit,
attack on India, says Indian Am- tees.
bassador B. K. Nehru.
He says he believes this "because the Indian way of life Truman Receives
through freedom and democracy
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS was achieving a degree of suc- Israel's Medallion
There'll le no surf boarding un- cess which if it went on would BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (AP)
der moonlit skies or sipping pine- have convinced, or helped, other —Former President Harry S. Truapple juice under swaying palm people to the concept that this is man presented Israel's Medallion
way to develop." ~%
trees , but the Long Beach Chiefs theNehrr,
in a television interview of Valor to 11 Americans and rePAN READY
of the American Basketball —Meet
¦ #?
¦%
ceived an Israeli award himself
League seem to be enjoying the day : the Press, NBC-said Sun- Sunday night.
move to the mainland from their 'After all, this is a problem of Truman was awarded the Israel
Hawaii outpost.
the
underdeveloped
War of Independence standard at
The Chiefs, who called the is- China and India have countries.
adopted a state of Israel bonds dinner .
Mb.
5 to 7-Lb, ib. ^QA
lands home last year, won their different systems of development. The 11 winners of the Medal^^C
second in two start's at their new Ours has been a little more suc- lions of Valor were Dr. Salo W.
Avorago
<J9v
Roll
^^^ # '
Long Beach base Sunday night by cessful, I think. The best way to Baron , Columbia University hisagain beating the Kansas City
Steers. They did 103-74 after a
105-96 decision Saturday.
TOP QUAUTY, IARGE
The triumph left the Chiefs with
j ^ ^i t/ ^ B ^ ^i
the only unblemished record in
the league in the earJy-season
going.
In other games Sunday, the
Oakland Oaks won their first in
three starts with Joe Gardere
providing the impetus for a 119-115
them in bulk. jPI
overtime •victory over the Chicago
^%f / ^ ^ ^Wf f S Kf ^ ^M
Major s and the Pittsburgh Rens
rolled to an easy 113-83 triumph
over tlie Philadelphia Tapers,
SWANSDOWN CHOCOLATE, YEUOW, WHITE
FESTAl
The Chiefs, employing a fast
break as their major weapon,
I Special For Limited Timet Johnson's
raced to a 20-11 first quarter lead
and were never headed. Ben
Warley paced Long Beach with
Z Cans lwC
A.G. PURE VEGETABLE n
20 points but scoring honors went
Vacuum Packed
to the Steers' Bill Bridges, who
had 21.

No Pineapple
Juice But
Chiefs Win

Attractive Assortrmnt of

BLAIR PATIENT

BLAIR , Wis. (SpcciaU-Melvin
Gunderson had surgery at Lutheran Hospital , La Crosse . He
also had surgery there in May.
MOVE TO BLAIR HOME

BLAIR. Wis. (Special)-Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Johnson , rural Taylor , have purchased a residence
on Center Street from Roger Halvcrson. The home was moved
there more than 45 years ago to
make way for a new parsonage.
The last pastor to live in tho residence was the Rev. Ole Gulbrandson who served Zion Lutheran
from 1B94-1014.

FANCY WHOLE
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Good to look at — Delicious
to eat.

Herb Seasoned — ready to
use, Enough for 5-lb. bird.

A Treat for Thanksgiving Breakfast!

Lb 85c

Jones Sausage Links
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PEPPERIDGE FARM
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Mixed Salted Nuts '^ 89c
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! MIXED . OTlsHp. -

DEAR TUCKERED OUT : Now , I am
also "tuckered out" trying to run down the
origin. Does anyone out there know ? .
DEAR ABBY : My husband and I were invited to the home of neighbors for dinner . In

•

tory professor; comedian Jack
Benny, Gen. Omar Bradley, former chairman of the U.S. Joint
Chiefs of Staff; pianist Van Cliburn; Dr. Nelson Glueck, theologian and archaeologist; impres-
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\ Perfect for .tews
^L frying, raw. M
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New Crop Largs
WALNUT
HALVES. Lb.

C4 Oft
^JLtfcJl

,-.

Bauer's Delicious

CHOCOLATES
Largs assortment from
which to cliooss.

Folger's Coffee -S«JL, $1.79
POPPYCOCK HUSH PUPPY

Pecans, Almonds and Popcorn
In a »ruly delicious butter
crunch.

$2.00

SNACKS
A tasty snack with the d««p
South tradition.

49c

113 East M^pi Phone
Third ^sBfja. 2333
_...

i

-^

Roasting Chickens

Pork Sausage

SLICED BACON
5«9ib L 39c

LUTE FISK

and LEFSE

FOLGER S COFFEE

1 i *1.19

PUMPKIN

CAKE MIXES 3»° 79c

«—

SHORTENING 3£69c ¦

Blueberry Pis Mix

BAKER,
ANSE1 FlAKE

3 £..' $1.00 COCONUT - - C 49c
HERSHEY'S

Chocolate Chips
1 2-ox. OH^
Pk0. OJC

SALTED

MIXED ; NUTS

- 'JT 59c

KRAFT

"—^
DATES
TT \crn7

X 39c
Q
Marshmallow Creme r 2!c

¦*™""*" ^——— «^>a

HERSHEY'S

PEANUT BRITTLE

CATSUP

5 ':;-. 35c

CH0C0LATE SYRUP " 19c

ICE CREAM -

°° 59c

KINO SIZE

PEPSI-COLA ~ 45'

———————
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CORNER NINTH AND MANKATO AVENUE
^

OPEN EVENINGS ,
i
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buildingservice
PHONE 7446

GEO. KARSTEN
General Contractor

COMPLETE

Welding Service

JOB or CONTRACT WORK
PORTABLE EQUIPMENT

Our Services Also Include:
• Sheet, Plate and Structural
Steel Work
• Boiler Repair Work

WINONA BOILER
S STEEL CO.
PHONE 5965
163-167 West Front Street

MODERNIZE
your Plumbing

¦

M

Phone 7010

\

' m Modernization
m
Estimates

\ '- ' '
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By JULES LOH
A new idea in home design—so
new there's no narne yet to describe it—makes its appearance
today as a House of the Week selection . Because of its logic and
unquestionable economy, its popularity is all but assured.
To illustrate, this model provides a total of 2,374 square feet
of living area in only 930 square
feet of ground cover.

FIGURES LIKE that appear to
indicate the house must be built
along the lines of the Washington
Monument. On the contrary, its
exterior is as modern as tomorrow and as sleek as anything in
suburbia today.
It provides t h i s : enormous
amount of usable space in such a
small basic area by combining the
two most efficient forms of home
construction , 1%-story and bilevel, and until someone coins a
better name for the new design
we'll call it; a "raised 1%-story."
The imaginative architect who
conceived of the idea is Rudolph
A. Matern. He said it dawned on
him while he was pondering how
to accommodate today 's increasingly large families faced with increasingly small lots on which to
build."THE STORY-and-a-half uses a
steeply pitched roof to make the
attic habitable," Matern explained. "The bi-level does the same by
raising the basement slightly out
of the ground.
"I decided both of these techniques could be used in the same
house, without sacrificing exterior
looks or, to a large degree, interior convenience. "
The house, design J-48 in the
House of the Week series, has a
mid-level main entry foyer (like a
bi-level ) and the housekeeping
area is six steps up from the
front door.
Architect Matern calls it the intermediate level, and it contains
the living room , dining room, lavatory, and kitchen-breakfast area .

M
and a large family's needs.
¦ "Ideally," said architect Matem, "all the bedrooms should be
M
on the same level. ; On the other
hand, some people prefer a master bedroom on a separate level,
and in some cases a nursery also.
That's what this house provides. "
Matern appears more concerned with the "ideal" than are most
heads of large families who . mainly want more stress on function
than on aesthetics. This model provides the function—and doesn 't ignore the aesthetics.
FOR EXAMPLE , look at the interesting breakfast balcony, (he
stair bay and the covered balcony
porch; all examples of glamor
with utility.
Another dramatic design feature
is the U-shaped stair with its
floating platform a half flight
above the intermediate level. The
platform edge is 18 inches away
from the front window wall which
has a rail across. Viewed from
both above and below , the pl atform appears to "float" at this
level.
THE PROBLEM of traffic circulation , which becomes more acute

[GO GAS

world's largest selling
tiome heating equipment

^•%rtioatoi, up-f h >^N
\<md if <j m-f h modelt /

Enjoy clean, fresh, gentlymoving air for perfect
indoor comfort
Whothe ryou 're buildtag . or remodeling,
L«nn<)x has the practlcal Answer for economlcal heating and
cooling, Over 400
models to choose
from —all with the
famou s Hus hton e
blowa r/fllt e r that
•petit c-o-m-f-o-r-t.
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Como In and tee tho latest

HEATING AND
COOLING UNIT

now on display in our store.

QUALITY SHEET
METAL WORKS
HAROLD OPEN LOCH

87 E. 2nd St.

Phone 5792

City Issues
23rd House
Permit of '62
NEW CONCEPT : This house can be termed
a "raised l-&-story," since it combines a bi-level
(with its mid-level entry and basement) with
a story and a half (which has a steep roof pitch

as a family grows in size, is
greatly eased by having staircases
in both front and rear between the
lower and intermediate levels.
Traffic to (he recreation room ,
utility room and the lower bedrooms needn 't cross through the
intermediate level at all.
¦.
SCAFFOLD'S BETTER
One advantage of using a scaffold instead of a ladder when
you paint the outside of your
house is that you are able to paint
straight across and thus avoid
the possibility of lapmarks which
sometimes occur when a strip only
a few feet wide is painted.

Contracting Co.
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Concrete

Products

• Wayfite Blocks

• Concrete Blocks

If ? Satr„'S
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In the last 2,000 years about 100
animals and the same number of
birds have been wiped out forever.

^

Full Hpusepower allows full use
of lighting—the home decorator's
new room "cosmetic"!
We can install concealed lights
in valances and cornices that bathe
wall J with light—create a sense_ of
spaciousness in small, low-ceiling
rooms .
A master switch beside your bed
permits instant control of lighting
anywhere inside and outside the
house ,.. floodlights and spotlights
beautifully illuminate flower beds
and treesat night.
Let us show you how full Housepower helps you bring the glamor
of modern lighting and electrical
living to your home.

^^

Install a "Shell Head"

KLINE

mmRf c

KRANINC

Sales and Service

How to Build, Buy
Or Sell Your Home

Electrical
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large family requires, yet covers only 930 square
feet of ground area. .

A Happy House
can be GLAMOROUS

1962 dollar volume . $2,592,385
Residential ........ 404,013
Commercial ....... 1,418,882
Public (nontaxable)
769,490
New Houses
23
-Volume same daft
1961
...$3 ,401,168

THE PERMIT was on» of six
written during a week in which
the total dollar volume of new
building was $9,870. That brings
OIL BURNER
the total for the year to $2,592,385.
At this time last year the figure
CoB vt today for a ffW**p«mwr
was $3,401,168 and 45 new house
REPLACE YOUR PRESENT
Hating, And rumtmbf, FULL
permits had been issued.
Last week's OTHER PERMITS
OIL BURNER FOR
HOUSEPOWER
went to:
maktt a HAPPY HOAtf
G. R. White, 163 N. Baker St.,
$i..50O for installation of stone and
aluminum siding by Viking AlumNo money down. Up to 36
inum Products, La Crescent, Minni.
Elmer Brommerich, 813 E. Mark
months to pay with terms
St.. $50 for installation of an overas low as $4.30 a month!
head garage door.
Anthony Chelmowski, 220 Mankato Ave., $20 for interior reFLOOR PLANS: The lower level, excluding the heater room,
modeling.
"Serving Winona for Over
contains 831 square feet; the intermediate level , excluding the
Mrs. Herbert Streich , 1719 W,
Half a Century "
garage and covered porch , has 825 square feet; and the upper
5th- St., $250, for construction ,of a
level contains 718 square feet — a total of 2,374 square feet of
4- fcy 12-foot addition to her home.
122 W. 2nd St.
Phone 5512
The contractor is Earl Blood.
living area in a ground cover of only 930 square feet.
WARRANTY DEED
"Licensed Bonded Electricians"
F, A. Krause Co., Breezy Acres,
Florence Peterman to Kenneth J. PeterPhone) 8 2026
$50 for construction of an addition 1005 W. 5th
man et ux—Lands In Sec. 12-107-8.
¦
•¦ ¦
Harry A. Johnson (o Elmer ,B. Sfedman to a building.
¦'
¦ •
.. .
i
.
—Lands In Sec. 32-108-10Virginia Hehthorne, 1124 Marian
Residence Unlimited, Inc., to City ot
Winona—Flv« ft. strip between Lots 19 and St., received a permit to remove
20 and Lots 1 and 2, Block. 5, Wincrest
a wall from a building at 924 : W.
2nd Add. to Winona.
Minnie A. Benz to Leonard A. Strange 5th St.
ef ux—E'/i of Lot 5, Block 7, Hubbard's
Permits for GAS-FIRED.installAdd. to Winona.
James S. Pelowskl to Arthur C. -Elllng- ations were taken by Jerry 's
huysen et al—W. 75 ft. of S. 3? ft. of Lot Plumbing Service, for Bernard
i and W. 75 ft, of N. 27 ft. of Lot 7,
/
Hutchins, 213 W. Sarnia St. Winona
Block 27, OP to St. Charles.
Frank P. Allen et ux to Clarence A. Heating & Ventil atin g Co., for
Hermanson et ux—Lot 7, Block 14, Blrge 'i Jerry Meier, 366 E. 3rd St.; the
1st Add. to-St. Charles.
Fred Denzer et ux to August H. Gensmer City of WJiona , for the lift staet ux—Lands In Sec. 2-107-8.
tion at West 2nd and Olmstead
August H. Gensmer ef ux to Edward H.
Jerome Rozek, 576 E. Wabstreets;
Matinees et ux—Lands in Sec. 2-107-8.
Otto H. Biltgen et ux to Roger J. Blltgen asha St.; P. Earl Schwab, 74 Kanet ux—Lot 1, Block 15, OP Winona, ex. sas St.; Mrs. Edward Crawford ,
W'ly 20 ft. thereof.
Dray
J. J. Stroll et ux to Ronald Bergan et 113 N. Baker St.; Winona
ux-^-Outlot 45, Auditor 's Plat of Lewiston Line, 55 Zumbro St.; Edward Hol"East Side. "
may, 512 E. 4th St., and Dr.
Otto H. Blltgen et ux to Harold G. Blltgen et ux—Lots 1 and 2, Block 22, and Nels Minne, 721 Main St.
their extension to Mississippi River In
Floyd Carney, for Mrs. Lue B.
Village of Homer.
St. Paul Meier
Franklin A. Krause et ux to George J. Putnam , 361 Laird
Plumbing Co., for Hilke Homes,
Karsten—Lands in Sec. 36-107-7.
Harry J. Kaiser et ux to Robert Wolter Inc., at 347 Oak St. Adolph Michet ux—Lot 3, Block 20, OP to St. Charles.
Owl Realty Improvement Co. to Thurman alowski , for Mrs. Herman Michael,
H. Rasmussen et ux—Lot 17, Block 1, Win- 217 E. Howard St.
crest 1st Add.
A' permit for an OIL-BURNER
QUIT CLAIM DEED
Donald Elliot et al to Florence Peter- installation was drawn by Abrarns
man—Lands In Sec. 12-107-8.
Furnace Co., for Albert Ross, 162
Janet Jonson et al to Florence PeterN. Baker St.
Full study plan information on this architect-designed House of man—Lands in Sec. 12-107-8..
¦
. ¦
the Week is included in a 50-cent baby blueprint. With it in hand you Herbert C. Hultgren et ux to Kenneth W.
Abraham et ux—Lands In Subd. ot Sec.
The first presidential veto was
can obtain a contractor 's estimate.
21-107-7.
John D. Tepstra et ux to Carrie Owen disapproval by George Washington
You can order also, for $1, a booklet called "YOUR HOME-ffow —Lot
3, Block 2, Brown's Add. to Dakota. of the first Congressional apporto Build, Buy or Sell it. " Included in it are small reproductions of 16 Kenneth W. Abraham et ux to Herbert tionment act based on the first
C.
Hultgren
et ux—Lands In Subd. of Sec.
of the most popular House of the Week issues.
U.S. census in 1790.
21-107-7.
Come in to our showroom !See fashion-coordinated kitchens
CONTRACT FOR DEED
Send this coupon to the Daily News or you may purchase the
Home Buyers, Inc., to Robert W. Mc- et al—Lot 8, Block 4, Laird 's Add. to
keyed to individual tastes. Discuss your ovm ideas
plans or the booklet at the information counter at the Daily News.
Dermott et ux—Lot 9, Block «, Wapashaw Winona.
•with St. Charles designers. Find out how easy it is to havo
fo Goodvlew.
Helena Pfeltfer , decedent, to Milton
Enclosed is 50 cents for baby blueprint J-48.
? Add.,
Elmer F. Walter et ux to Robert L. Ffeiffer et al—Lands In Riverside, Norton 's
a kitchen that reflects your own preferences in
Enclosed is $1 for "YOUR HOME" booklet
Campbell
et
ux—S'ly lh of Lot 5 and and Belmont Add. Subd. of Sec. 20-107-7,
? N'ly
>', of Lot 8, Block 9, Sanborn 's Add. Jtnklns and Johnston's Add. and Goodvlew
period styling, arrangement of components , colors,
to Winona.
Subd. of Sec. 36-106-7.
NAME
choice of materials, everything ! After all , you
finishes,
Robert Wolter et ux to William A. Shole!
PROBATE DEED
et ux-Lot 2, Block 20, OP to St. Charles.
William J. Luehmann, decedent, by adyour work in the kitchen. Shouldn't it be
do
most
of
FINAL DECREE
ministrator, to Raymond C. Speltz et ux—
STREET
.
designed to your working habits and personality?
Pauline DudzlnskI, decedent, to Stella Lot 6, Block 2, Benlke and Volkmann's
Dudzlnski et al—Lot 1, Block 29, Hamilton 'i Add. to Lewiston.
• We think so, and so will you. Come in soon , won 't -you?
CITY
r ............
STATE
Add. to Winona.
DEED

""

^^h^^

to make the attic habitable). The house con-

; tains five bedrooms plus all the other rooms a

The city's 23rd new house permit
of the year was issued last week
by the city engineer 's office.
It was taken by Mrs. Cecilia
Orlikowski, Suffolk, Va., for construction of a 28- by 24-foot house
with 12- by 22-foot garage at .1010
E. Broadway.
The contractor is Leo Prochowitz , construction cost is estimated at $8,000 and the house will
have gas-fired forced air heating.

Property Transfers
In Winona County

ABOV E , on th» upper level, are
three bedrooms and a bathroom ;
below, on the lower level, two
more bedrooms, bathroom, recreation room and utility room.
Its basic dimensions are 25 feet
8 inches deep by 32 feet 6 inches
wide. The overall dimensions, including the projection of the attached two-car garage on the sid e
and front , are 32 feet 9 inches
deep by 57 feet 1 inch wide.
Architect Matern has blended
brick , vertical boards, hardboard
panels and pierced masonry block
into an extremely fetching exterior.
(Incidentally, you can get a 35
millimeter color slide of the original artist's drawing of this house
free for the asking. Details are on
the J-48 study plan, )

/ CHAS.J. 1
I OLSEN I
on the inside is
I & SONS I thatTHEof BLEND
an arch itect's ingenuity

¦
PLUMBING
¦ & HEATING
¦ 109 Center St.

Building in Winona

..
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Scp tlC Tanks

: and Dry Wells
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*frVGWfKV
Mf/ltj ?6ACONCRETE BLOCK
COMPANY
S569 West Sixth St, - FREE ESTIMATES - Phone 9207

J-48 Statistics
A "raised lVi-story," with
five bedrooms, 2'/a baths, living room, dining room, kitchen, breakfast1 area, recreation
room, utility room and twocar garage.
Lower level, excluding utility room, contains 831 square
feet intermediate level, excluding porch, contains SlS
square foet ; upper level contains 718 square feet—total of
2,374 square feet in ground
cover of 930 square feet,
Overall dimensions are 32
feet 9 Inches deep by SI feet
1 inch wide.

• Horn* Building
• Cabinet work
• Remodeling

W
|_
I

For Complete Personalized
Building S«rvlco Contract

BRUCE McN/iLLY
BUILDING CONTRACTOR
Phone 8-1059
304 L«t(«. Streal

227
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East Third

St.

Phone

5229
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QLA»-L1NED WATCH HKATKRfi

Installed in New or Old Homes

.
SHOWERS

As winter turns on il.i most
(rigid blasts , you may have to
:hoose between your trees and
rabbits and ground squirrels,
These creatures, plus meadow
mice, will eat the bark of trees
and buds and twigs of shrubs,
even if other food is available.
Von might sny they are compulsive wood caters.
If your trees or shrubs are endangered , build "iron curtains "
around the trunks with wire
screening or oili er hardware . Anirnnl repellents are another deterrent.
¦
PRIME FIRST
Prime any bare metal attached
lo your home, with antlcorrosive
primer before starting to paint the
siding. In this way you can paint
the entire surface at one time
instead of slopping to prime nnd
then having to place the ladder
against the newly painted siding
when you reliirn lo eo?t (lie metal.

1 REINHARD'S

Phone 8-1641 for FREE Estimates for

. KITCHENS
. BATHROOMS
. FAMILY ROOMS

'Iron Curtain'
Protects Trees

m
_.!
1

LIMITED WARRANTY
Leonard N. Walch, decedent, to Lucille
John A. Bernhardt et ux to Merchants
Walch-Lol 2, Block I
, Simon's Plat of national Bank of Winona—Lands In See.
Altura.
2M06-B; Sec. 29-106-8 In Zuehlke 's Add. to
Carl Rolt, decedent, to Walter F. Roll Lewiston.
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Aga

Don 't be satisfied with nn
ordinaury heater when you
can Iwve a new Pcrmafslaa
Aristocrat. It delivers hot
water twice ns fast as the
average heater in uao today.
Before you buy, seo un and
the powerful new Permaglas
Aristocrat.
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• 10-yaor full-vBlue- ou«rnntoe—II
tank
first 10 years,you
0< leaks within
6,
c<,mP' °ly oow hentor. *
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It' s mighty linrrt to have n safe , secure feeling nround vour
home when you know your electrical wiring is old nnd outdated.
Modern electrical needs make tremendous demands on anllrjuAted electrical systems. , The answer , ot course, is to linvo
it replaced with n new wiling installation by Licensed Bonded
Electricians. Your entire family will feel more secure,

C
EL
BAUER ^"

225 E. Third St,

¦^¦^¦^¦^¦^¦W
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* Or,0'nal Pormaolns Qlaas-linod
'ank to t extra ynnr» ol torvlco.
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O'Laughlin Plumbing & Heating Go.

307 East Third St.
ar
"1 Ce ^

Chas J. Olsen & Sons

Phon, 370,

Phone 7010

Sanitary Plumbing & Healing Go.

748 East Third St.

Phone 273T

2nd Stringer
Fires Det roit
Fast Vikings

\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\

M I NN " E A P O L I S CflIf tho Winnesqta Vikings ' defense
can be /suited for close losses lo
Pittsburgh and Chicago, it was the
turn of the offense to accept some
blame in Sunday 's 17-6 defeat by
the Detroit Lions in Metropolitan
Stadium.
The Viking defenders throttled
the Lion ground game to yield
only. 11 yards rushing the first
half as Minnesota took a 6-3 lead
into the halftime dressing room.
Then reserve quarterback Earl

Morrall , an all but forgotten, man
this season after the Lipns acquired Milt Plum from the C|eve?
land Browns , came off the bench
in the second half to fire Detroit
to the two touchdowns that won

it. , ¦

Still the Viking defense never
cracked like it did in those disheartening losses to the Steelers
and Bears,
The Minnesota offense , averaging 3D pointy a game in the previous five outings , managed only
two field goals and never could
get mych of a sustained attack
generating.

£oaeh Harm Van Broi;kljn msde
np effpi't to hide his disappointment in the Viking attacking unit
"Some of us didn 't play football
today, " lie said. "We certainly
didn 't plj y football in the third
quai Ler whep . -' - 'we: went out there
with a lead. "I' m disappointed
abput that."
There is no question the Vikings
were Peking one o! the National
Foptb.aH League's toughest defensive lines — if not the toughest. But the Vikings had the makings of a good passing day if
receivers — rriost nptably flanker
Charley Ferguson—had been able
t~ hang onto perfect passes.
Ferguson dropped two from
quarterb ack Fran Tarkenton when
the receiver was wide open the
first time Minnesota got the ball
and this killed the Vikings' early
momentum.
Of the powerful Lion defensive

forwards, center Mick Tingelhoff
offered, only this, "We moved
them some in the first half , but
we didn't move them much after
that" .
The Vjkings had two tsj im leads
befo re Morrall came on to crush
the Minnesota upset hqpes against
No. ¦ 2
the Western¦ ¦ Conference's
¦
¦¦
team.

•- „•,• . -. •• < ¦ ¦: '-

¦¦¦ ••- .-. ' ¦

Kicker Jim Christopherson got
a 3-0 Viking lead with 5:01 left in
the first quarter with a 16-yard
fiel d goal . Billy Butler 's intercept
tion at "the Detroit 32 had set that
UP' V

Tha Lions tied i» on Plum 's 32yard fielder midWay of the second
quarter,
The Vikings then unleashed
their "best drive of tlie day to
gain the 6-3 edge by halftime.
Moving from their own 22, they
swept downfield on Tarkenton 's
passes and runs to put the ball
on the Detroit 3-yard line.
Two Tarkenton passes got 33

St, Cloud Awarded
Siate tournament

ST. TAUL Ml - St. Cloud was
awarded the 19B3 ' Minnesota state
baseball tournament here Saturday
by the Minnesota Baseball Association Inc.
Successful bidder for the tourney was Sports Inc , of St. Cloud.
Otner cities bidding were Utile
Falls , Brownton , Austin and Detroit Lakes,
It will be the fifth time for St.
Clone) to host the meet in its 40year history .
¦

Pro Basketball
NBA

SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Cincinnati IM . 5«n Froncisco no.
Syr«cu>» 110, Chicane 10T.
Lot Angeles 116, Detroit 98.
TODAY'S GAMES
No games scheduled .

ABL

yards in the march, and Fran ran
for 24 more.
But from the 8, a BPSs to Jerry
Reichow lost i, another pass fell
incomplete and On fourth down
Christopherson bopted his second
fielder from the U with 3:05 left
be'ore the half.
Morrall came on to direct the)
Lion offense for the second half.
He had thrown only 10 passes before this year, but that didn 't
affect his accuracy on this colcj,
cloudy afternoon. He hit his first
four , aerials in a row and wound
up with 11 of 18 for 137 yards.
A 60-yard bolt by Tom Watkins
brought the Detroit attack to life
on the third play of the second
half. He was finally hauled dpwp
from behj nd by Jim Marshal l bi|t
the damage was done. On the next
play , Morrall hit Jim Gibbons
with a 5-yard scoring pass and
the Liops never trailed again,
ThB nsitt time Detroit goj the

ball it scored again . Morrall hit
five of seven passes for 72 yards
in a 11-play, 76-yard march—getting the tpuchdoy/n on 'a pitch to
Gibbons from-the two.
While Detroit "was posting its
?th victory in 10 games it g set up
Thursday 's LioivGreen Bay game ,
the Vikings ware suffering their
eighth defeat against two wins .
Minnesota hosts one of its two
victims , t(ie Lps Angeles flarns .
next Sunday.

SATURDAY' S RESULTS
Chlci(jo 4, New York 3.
Toronto >, Detroit 2>
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
N«vx York 3, Toronto I.
Detroit 1, Boston 1,
CNcaia 1, Montrtol l (lit).
MONDAY'S GAMES
Ne games scheduled.

TUESDAY'S GAMES
No games scheduled.
¦
The Mississippi TuliiMP fnntluill
series (lutes back to 1111)3. Ole Miss
loiids 13-7.

MINNEAPOLIS MWThe University of Minnesota renewed
efforts today to set permission
to televise the Gopher-Wisconsin game Saturday at Madissn,
Wis.
Minnesota Athletic Director
Ike Armstrong said Sunday ho
is seeking clearance for televising the same, assuming
that it wi|| Ibe a sellout.
Fewer than MP tickets were
reported left at MacSispn Sunday. All 8,500 of the Oopher
allotment of tickets has been
exhausted, Under NCAA regulations , the game must he sold
out (jefpre It can be televised
regionally.
Bjg Ten Commissioner Bill
Reed li'ad ruled last week that
the game cpuld not be televised because of NCAA television
scheduling and agreements,
fiuf Arrnstrgng said he antjcU
pates favorable action if the
game is a sellout.

By JACK CLARY
Associated Press Sports Writer
It's not Jim Taylor, Barf Starr
or Paul Horniing who wears the
hero tag today in Green Bay, A
young defensive back named
Herb Adderley has played Mr.
Clutch for th e second time this
year tp keep the Packers', ctiapiT
pionship express highballing at
repprij-making speed into their
crucial Thanksgiving Day clash
with the Detroit Lions.

straight 1962 victory, and 18th In
all competition since last year ,
with 3 17-13 Win.
Don Chandler kicked fpiir field
goals for the Eastern Conferenceleading New York Giants in a 1914 victory over the Phil adelphia
Eagles. Pittsburgh 's Lou Michaels
booted his third of the game with
13 seconds tp play in the Stealers'
23-21 victory over the Washington
Redskins. The Chicago Bears '
Roger Leclerc hit one from 12
yards out in the last 31 second^
Addfrley broke th» backt of Hie to: a 34-33 win against the Dallas
ambitious Baltimore Colts three Cowboys.
times Sunday and shrugged off a
close call with the tag of "goat" Quarterback '' Earl Morrall came
as Green Bay rolled to its 10th off the bench in the second half
and fired the Lions to a 17-6 win
against the Minnesota Vikings. In
other games,. Cleveland rolled
over St. Louis 38-14 and the San
Francisco 49ers defeated Los Angeles 24-17,
In the American League, Dallas
kept the lead in the Western Division with a 28-3 win oyer Denver,
Houston took over first place \r\
the East by socking Boston 21-17
and Buffalo beat Oakland 10-6.
After the Philadelphia Eagles
(1-8-1 ) had gone ahead 14-10 in
The Reds defeated the Whites the fir st period , chandler got1 the
70-59 in St, Mary 's College's an- rest of the Giants points with his
nual varsity inter-squad gamo Sun- toe, setting a club record and
coming with in one of an NFL
day night.
game mark. The victory left New
Paced by the 16-point production York with a two-game lead over
15
of
thom
comof Mike Maloney,
the Redskins , whom they play
ing in the second half , the win- next week in Washington. The
ners poured through 52 points in Eagles lost Hopalong Cassidy for
the second period in a come-from- the year with a broken leg.
behind victory. Jim Rockers and
Denny Burgman each hit H , and Michael's gamo-winner was his
Dan McKian posted 10 for the win- second in the last three games
for Pittsburgh. Ed Brown came
ners.
Al Williams , n junior guard , led off the bench for two TD passes
the scoring parade as he chalked to propel the Steelers (6-4) to a
up ?3 for the Whites. Torn Hall J 7-point fourth period. Norm
and Jim Clarkin each scored 13 in Snead tossed) a pair for the Redskins (5-3-2 . Both clubs are still
a losing cause.
in tfie fi gh t foe the Eastern title
¦
behind New York ,
, who beat the Vikings
Pro Football Standings i Leclerc
the final 13 seconds with a 10National Leagua
ynrcl field goal List week , capped
EaO«r« Cojiltronct
a 10-ppint scramble by the Bears
W. L. T, Pet.
(fii4 l in the fourt h quarter , pre.no
Ncw Yor k ,
i j o
I
3
t
Mi
Washi ngton
Billy
ceded
by quarterback
4 4 0
,tCt>
Plfliburgh ...,,
Wade 's second TP pass, Joe Forl
,514
Cleveiund
s
*
tunato 's block of Sam Baker 's exDallas
4
S
1
.«M
,1J1
1 7
1
St. Lou|i
tra point try following Dallas '
Philadelphia
1
• 1 .111
(5-4.1 ) second TD eventually
Wostirn Cenlerenct
GREEN BAY
10
O O 1.000
ma<le the difference.

Reds Win
Inter-Squad
Game 70-59
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Los Annelci
.. I
SUNDAY'S HE5UU-S

Naf 'I Hockey League

Efforts Renewed
To Televise
Title Contest

Hero s BadgB

Baltlmora
tan Francisco
MINNESOTA

¦
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ALMOS T CALLED GOAT

Detroit
Chicago

SATURDAY'S RESULT
Lena Roach 105, Kansas City M.
JUNDAY'5 RESULTS
Pittsburgh 113, Philadelphia 8}.
Long Beach 103, Kamai City Ii.
Oakland 119, Chicago us.
TOPAY'S OAMBS
i
No garnet scheduled,
TUESPAY'S GAMES
Chlcntio at Oakland . ,
K BDIUS Cify at Long Beach.

.BOO
.400

.500
.400
.200

.100

New York It, Philadelphia 14.
Pittsburgh 33, Washington 11.
Cleveland. It, (|. Louli 14 .
I
I
OREGN BAY It, Balilmori.
Detroit 17, MINNESOTA 4.
Chicago 31, Dallas 13.
I ,Los Angiln U.
San Francisco I
American Leagua
Easte rn Division
W. L.
' .,.• .... 7
J
Houston
3
Boston
4
$
J
Buffalo
4
4
New Y«rk
W ttlern Division
i
nulla*
•
7
4
Denver
)
San Dleno
3
o 10
Oakland
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Dallas 14, Denver 3,
Houston I
, Hasten 17.
Buffalo 10, oaklond 3.
Only gamei echtdulod.

T.
»
I
I
»
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•?»
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•»«
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Advert srment

Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery
Stops Itch—Relieves Pain

n~. V»rV , N, T. (fl|)Ml»l) - For thn
tlr/it tlma »rlanee h»n found « n«w
henllnif aulmtnti co with the nutnnl.hlnK *hillty to nhrlnk hemorrhoids , nto|i ftrhfn ir, »nif reliavo
puln-withou t auruory.
In fnna nfl cr riinn, while gontly
'r«ill « vlng pain , actual ra'iuotJon
(ahrlnkn uo) took plucc.
Matt, »m«ilr»g of «U-r«iulU *«©.

to thorough that auffarit rs mftda
«>tonla)iln( aUtcmanU lllc a "Pilca
h«vii cea««4 to bn a problem! "
The secret la a now hrnllm? »ub»t»nc« (Bi»-nyne *)-<i,'ncoverj' ot
a worM-fb noun research lnnLiiut *.
This aubjtance la now «vnl|«bU
In tuppo tilcry or ointmrnt f orm
under the nam* Fr«p»r«<Mi4 At*.

At all <liu| cauuUra,

G reen Bay Survives Colt Offense

^
^B
m
^\\\ \\\\\\

AW HECK . . . Northwcstcrn 's coach Asa Parseglan
RCHtui ds as lie walked off the
ticld after his team took n
31-7 lashing from Michljj ii n
Sluto Saturday. (AP Phot ofax)

Packers Win
10th Might

GREEN BAY , Wis. (ffl - The
most popular question in pro football today is: Just how good are
the Green Bay Packers? One good
answer: Good enough to win even
when outplayed decisively.
The Packers sur-vived a sputtering offense, and a rugged Baltimore
defense in struggling to a 17-13
decision over the Colts Sunday tor
their 10th straight victory in defense of the National Football
League title.
Another sellout crowd of 38,665
packed City Stadium, expecting
Green Bay to have an easier, time

STATISTICS
Ftrsf Downs
Rushing Yardage
Pacing Yardaae
Panes . . . ..
Passes Intercepted
Punu
Fumbles Lost
Yards Penalized

Coin Packers
....,..!»
I
. ......1|7
17
39
193
17-sa
J-1J
By ..¦ 0
1
....- ., 5-40
t
l
.
l
2
J
J
..7*

than |n a 17-6 triumph over the
Colts in Baltimore two weeks ago .
Instead , the Packers had. a rpueh
tougher task.
The Colts manhandled th; local

fayprites most of the way, but
the Packers managed tp pull out
the victory on a 103-yard kfekoff
return by Herb Adderley, one 24yard field goal by Jerry Kramer
and a decisive 2ji-yard touchdown
romp by Tom Moore early in the
fourth period.
The partisan crowd heartily applauded the scores but the loudest
cheers were saved for , Green Bar 's
stout defense, wliich seemed to be
in action all day as the Colts rap
off 79 plays frotr] scrimmage to 49
for the Packers .
TJ^e defense turned in two tremendous goal-line stands , inclucling
one with three minutes 16, play
when the Packers appeared doomed to tbej r first defeat in 19 overall games since the 1961 season.
After a fumble recovery on the
Green Bay 48, Baltimore moved
behind the passing and running of
quarterback Johnny Unitas to a
first down on the 7 as the minutes
ticked awaySpeedstt .r Lenny Moore \vex\t
wide to his right fpr five yards
tq the 2, but the Green Bay defense stiffened tor the second time
in the game. Fullback Mark
Smo'inski bulled to the i, but then
lost the yard qp another crac)s at
the line. Unitas then attempted a
pass to Jimmy Orr in the end ?one,
but Adderley knocked the ball
away with a lunging ' effort.
The Colts marched from their
SO to set up a 42-yard field ,goa)
by Dick Bielski at 8:36 of Uie
opening period , but the Packers
promptl y went ahead on Adderley 's
long dash with the ensuing kj ekoff.
Adderley, a sophomore halfback

op defense, took the kick throe
yards deep in his end ?one and
raced straight up the Waddle. Key
blocks by Tom Moore and Ken
Iman wiped out the last defenders
at the Green Bay 44 , enabling
Adderley to cut to bis right and
go untouched the rest of (lip way.
Adderley , Green Bay 's No. 1
draft choice afler starring for
Michigan State in I960, intercepted a pass some five minutes later,
setting up a 24-yard field goal by
Jerry Krap ier. It was Adderley 's
seventh pans theft of the season.
Baltimore went from Its 41 to
a first down on the Green Bay 1
late in the second period. The
Packers then stopped t h r e e
straight run ning plays for no gain,
be'ore takn ' 4 possession of the
ball as Bill Forester broke 'through
and dropped Unitas for a 43-yard
loss on fourth down.
Bielskl booted an 19-yard "eld
gpal after 6:28 of the second half
before the Packers got theri attack in gear. Groen Bay moved
from its 16 to tho Balt .i.more ' 33
before Boyd powjer lioiij lod a punt
downed on the 2.
Tho Colts were forced to punt
out and Willie Wood returned 21
yards to Hie Htlltimore 31 as the
third period ended. Jimmy Taylor
raced to the 26 and Bart Starr ,
rushed heavily, got away a pass
for three yards lo lion Kramer.
Then Moore broke llirnugli tackle
on a trap play and sped 23 yards
for his touchdown.
The Puckers had another fine
scoring chance before reiving
the Into scare. Unitas fumbled
when hit by Nelson g To|iuiTn nnd
Hay Nitscuk o recovered for the
Packers on the Colts ' 45. 1 was
NJlscnkt'')! second recovery of a
Colt hobble.
The P«k»n, the. ton offensive
unit in tho NIT , earned only eight
first downs , includin g one by penalty, and netted , a mere fl? yard s
rushing and 2(» passing, The Colls
gained 187 yards ovorlnml and
piled up a net of l!)3 In the air.
Tnylor , who entered the game
as the lenuuc 'rleading scorer and
ground tfuifler , failed to picku p n
point nnd netted Just 46 yards In
10 tries.
Moure , plnying full-time ns halfhack Paul llnrmmg remained on
the bench , gained 3(1 in neven carries , llnrnvng still is bot hered by
a twisted knoo suffered against
Minnesota Oct. 14.
Imun is expected to start
Thnnksfilving Dny when the Packers meet the Mono In Detroit.
(Jroon Bay holds n two-name lead
^ defeated Minover, tho Uonn , who
nesota 17-0 Sunday and are in
danger of fini shing socoiid to the
Puckers in the Western Division
race for tho third straight year.
m
Tho Cleveland Indiana of 19(12
won 21 gj iiucs by a one-run margin and lost 21.

TANDEM TROUBLE . .. Lenny Moore (24 ) , Baltimore Colt
halfback , managed a first down on this run Sunday at Green
Bay but was ' overhauled by two pursuing Packers , Willie Wood

(24) , and Hank Gremmingcr (46) . The . "siptiQii. occurred in the first
quarter as Green Bay remained untje featef} in the National Football League by defeating the Colts IMS. (AP Photofax)

BADGERS SLIGHT FAVORITES

Defense vs Offense in Title Clash
By JOE MOOSHIL
Associated Pre*? §p«rts V/ riter..

Offense vs. Defense. That' s
what the big football race settles
down to when Wisconsin and Minnesota clash at Madison Saturday
fpr the Big Ten Conference football
champ ionship.
Wisppn sin , the 'nation 's' scoring
leader with ap average of 34Vi
points a game, sealeel a bid to the
Rose Bowl with a 35-fi rout of Illinois Saturday,
Minnesota, one et

the

year 's

outstanding defensive teams, capie
from behind and defeated •tPurdue
7-6. The Gophers, who are not
eligible to appear in the Rose Bowl
this season , held? the Boilermakers
tp two field goals, markin g the
sixtlt time in eigbt games they,
have kept the opposition frqm
scoring a touchdown.
Neither team will be lacking incentive. Needing only the formality of an athletic directors vote
to become the official Rose Bowl
representative , Wisconsin also has
a chance to win the national

championship.
The 9adger s yvere ranked fourth
in The' Associated Press poll last
week and should clirnb at laast
one notch this week following tog'
ranked Alabama's loss to Qeprgia
Tech.

Minnesota's victory over Ptjr due and Northwestern 's 31-F Iflsj
hraught about th? title match be- ;
twwfl '. the Badgers and the So,
phers. f a oihgLgames SatnNay,
Tpwa defeated Michigan 28-it ani
Ohio State slugged Oregon J»-7.
Wisconsin probably will b* a
Minnesota, the Rose &»wl ¦ W- slight favorite Saturday if for no
resehtative the past two seasqns. other reason than the Badgers will
on the strength of a title tie in be at home. Also, in comparison
1960. ' and a spcond-place finish against common foes, Wisconsin
last year , has not won the undis- has been far more impressive as
puted Big Ten champipnship since might be expected of a high-scer1941.
ihg team.
Northwestern
was the anly
to solve
te^m
Minnesota 's defensa
and handed, the Gophers their only
loss, 34-22. Wisconsin smothered
Northwestern 37-8. M i n n e s o t a
blanked Iowa 10-0, Michigan 17-fl
and Illinois 17-0. Wisconsin defeated Iowa 42-14, Michigan $4-13
and Illinois 35-6.
Wisconsin 's lone loss was 14-? at
Ohio «tate. Aside from the North'

JO M E N CHARGBD

Basketball Bribers
Slated for Court

RALEIGtfi N.C (AP)--The case uled to start in Superior Court
of 10 men charged with 09 bri- here today.
bery counts in alleged attempts
lo fix 10 North Carolina Stale col- Defendants are Joseph Ha«ken ,
lege basketball games was sched- Aaro n Wagm.'M , Joseph Greene,
Charles Tucker , Dave Budip,
Michael Siegql , t,ou Bai'shak and
Paul Walker, a|l of New York
City, and Dave Goldberg and
Steve Lekometrps , both of St .
Louis,
(prosecutor ! Lester
Solicitor
Chalmers said Walker already has
pleaded guilty to seven bribery
counts, and Chalmers added, "1
MOBJLE , Ala , (AP l r-ln racing, expect that several other pleas
you could have said he lapped the will be entered. "
field; in boxing it probably would
have been a TKO; in football , or Ths Wake County Grand Jury
just about any sport , it was a run- returned a iiil eount indiclmprit
away.
Jan. 9. It accused the defendants
of rigging the onlconie of several
Tall Tony Lema won the fourth college basketb all games in Raannual $13,000 Mobile Golf Tour- leigh , including one contest each
npmenl by a scvorv stroke margin in the Atlantic Coast Conference
—the most since Arnold Palmer Tournament nnd the Dixie Classic,
captured a PGA sanctioned tournament title by a seven-stroke llxpectcd to testify for the state
are four former North Carolina
edge earlier this year.
The 20-ycar-old Lema was two State players — Stan Niewierowskj ,
strokes off the pace in the open- Anton Muohlhnucr , Terry Litc hing round Thursday, took a stroke field and Don Gallagher —nnd forload Friday, built It to seven mer University of North Carolina
strokes .Saturday and finished tilnyer Lou llroWn.
Sunday with a 70 lo maintain his
Th» Indictment lilted 10 games
edge.
involvin g North Carolina Stale beThe $2,000 top prlxe boosted hit tween Doc. 5, 1951) and Jan. 7,
official winnin gs this your to $28,- mill , as hoi UK fixed. It said
4(1(1 and m«vod him from 17lh to gtiniblers of/crod money lo play14th place among the loading pro ers who would perform so as to
affect tho outcome o( tho Knmo,
money-winnors of Ibe year.
Daug Sunders of Oj ni , Calif,, cither by playing to lose or to
shot the best card of the closing shave the victory marg in.
Several man charged in the inround , n (17, despite bogeying both
of the final two holes, He finished dictment were not on hand. Snnio
with 2110 and picked up second- wero being tried elsewhere , some
were fighting oxtrnrfUi on and one
place money of SI .&OO.
was still eluding law enforcement
olfieors.
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Lema Captures
Mobile Meet

Standard Oil
Tips Rollingstone

Standard Oil clipped Rollingslono 70-71 in the opening bankethall Rinne for liot li loams Sunday.
The winners took a 41-20 half'
time load and It stood tip the rest
of Ihe wuy. Loailinfi Standard' *
scoring attac k was MuUchlcr
with 20 points , Beck and Kiesor
lilt 14 apiece.
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western defeat , the only ether
blemish on the Gopher record was
a season-opening scoreless t i e
against Missouri.
Ip the shadow of the championshi p struggle, other Big Ten teams
will close the season this weekend.
Northwestern will be at Jliami ,
Fla., Friday nlqht and Saturday ' s
encounters find Iowa at N'atra
Dame , Michigan State at Illinois, Michigan at Ohio State and
Indiana at Purdue.
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CAMBRID GE, Mass. i.fi - Hill
Taylor , 190-paund senior from
CrQokston , Minn. , scored four
touchdowns Saturday to pace Harvard to a 31-19 Ivy League victory
over Brown, His four scores broke
a Harvard record.
Taylor counted on runs on seven ,
21 and three yards and a 77.yard
pass from Mike Basset).
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Crookston Back
Sets New Record
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144 Dead,Missing
In Sea Disasters

> .Yt''\ v

US. Better "
^
Count Blessings
'

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

A casualty roll of world sea disasters edged upward today, with
144 persons listed as dead or missing in a series of mishaps that
started last week. Trouble in the
Atlantic and the Pacific, the
North Sea and the Mediterranean

5 Survivors df
Ship Fire Land

Miller Wants
To Keep GOP
Chairmanship

School Ban Jested
In South Carolina

Otis Socks
209 Single

"Sir,I promise you everything has already been
checked quite thoroughly."

Stock Market
Prices Mixed,
Trading Active

- NEW. YORK (AP) — The stock
market turned mixed in fairly active trading early this afternoon ,
slicing some gains made 'at the
session's start.
The Associated Press average
of 60 stocks at noon was down .2
to 232.9 with industrials off .5,
rails up ..!
, ', and utilities Unchanged.
Gains and losses of most pivotal issues were fractional , but a
few went to a point or so.
The leading steels were narrowly mixed. Some of the top rails
were steady to higher, The aerospace section was thoroughly
scrambled, with some recent big
gainers taking sharp losses.
General Dynamics fell a point
and Grumman well over a point.
Boeing was unchanged. Douglas
Aircraft spurted more than a
point. . ;
m

Chrysler, up more than a point,

was the outstanding strong point
in the motor section. General Motors dropped a fraction. American
Motors and Ford eased.
The Dow Jones industrial average at noon was off 2.81 at 628.17.
Corporate bonds were irregularly higher. U.S. government bonds
edged lower.

1 P.M. New York
Stock Prices
AbbottL 661/* Jones & L 463/4
Allied Ch ' 41V4 Kennecot
68'/s
Allis Chal 14% Lorillard
AVA
Amerada 1073/4 Mpls Hon 83%
AmCan
44
Minn MM 52V4
Am M&Fy 20V4 Minn P&L 38%
Am Mot " 17% Mon Chm
47V4
AT&T
112V4 Moil Dk U —
Anaconda 43Vi Mon Ward 31Vi
ArchDan 38 Nat Dairy 55
Armco St 48% No Am Av 66Va
Armour
38 Nor Pac
35
Avco Corp 23% No St Pw 32%
Beth Steel 29 Nwst Airl 32W
Boeing Air 41% Penney
44V4
Brunswick 17% Pepsi Cola 42
ChiMSPP 9% Phil Pet
47
49
Chi & NW 13% Pillsbury
Chrysler 68 Polaroid
127%
Cities Svc SOW Pure Oil
32%
Comw Ed 42
RCA
54%
Cons Coal 36% Rei> Steel 34%
Cont Can 42% Rex Drug
25 *6
ContOil
52 Rey Tob
39V4
Deere
soli Sears Roe 73%
Douglas 30% Shell Oil
31%
Dow Chcm 55% Sinclair
32%
du Pont
228% Sony
53V4
12»,4
East Kod 102% Sp Rand
Ford Mot 45V» St Brands 64
GenElec 72 St. Oil Cal 58%
Gen Foods 70% St. Oil Ind 44%
GenMills 29 St Oil NJ 54%
GenMot
54% Swift & Co 30'/8
Gen Tel
50
21'/» Texaco
Goodrich 42% Texas Ins 57
Goodyear 32 Un Pac
32%
Gould Bat 36*4 Un Air Lin 29'/J
Gt No Ry 41W trSRub
40%
Greyhound 29V4 U S Steel 42%
2,r>
Ilomestk 47' * West Un
IB Mach 374% Westg El
30%
Inthnrv
4!U4 Wlworlh
67
IntPaper 28 Vug S & T 77%

SSSL

Tho cattle mnfkct: steers and heifers
strong to 25 cents higher; cows and bulls
•fcady.
Drvled steers and yearlings—

Twins Will Attend
Lake City Dinner

21,25

Extreme top

Choice to prime
Good to Cholc«
Coram, to oood
Utility
Drylcd helferi—
Extreme top
Choice to prima
Good to choice

LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special ) —
At the Lake City Chamlier of
Commerce dinner meeting Dec. 3
at the Terrace Supper Club , special guest!) will be Lenny Green ,
Rich Rollins , Don Cassidy and
Don Lcntz of the Minnesota
Twins basehull club. A film ,
"Minnesota Twins, Pride of the
Upper Midwest , " will be shown.
A smorgasbord sponsored by the
Chamlier will be served nt (1:30
p.m. The public is cordially invited. Tickets arc available at the
Rose Clothing Store , Terrace ,
Surf , by Kmery Zill tf itt and Duanc
Schafer.

26.00-27.50
24.00-26.00
16.00-21,50
16.00-down

\

Comm. lo oood

Utility
Cows—
Exlrome top
,
Commercial
Utility
Connors and cutlers

BullsBologna

Commercial
Light thin

27.50
1S. 00.3A.S0
13,50-25.50

.'

,

16.00-20.50

16.00-down
15.25
13.J5-U.25
12.25-13.50
12.75-down

15.00-17 ,00

'

14 ,60-15. so
14.50 down

Froedtert Malt Corporation
Hours,- 8 a.m. to * p,m,i C IOM .- C! .',/ilurilayi
Submit sample before landing.
»!¦ <"
No. 1 barley
No. 2 barley
«
No. 3 barley
in
05
No. 4 hurley

Gunners, Celtics
Win in Y Games
dinners edged Snakes 21-19 in
VMCA junior high basketball action during the weekend , In another game Celtics clipped the
Hot Shots .'15-24.
Todd Spencer led the Gunners '
scoring with IS points , John Walski hit 10 for Snakes, Joe Ives
posted 1C for the winning Celtics,
Bill Miller tossed in 14 f or Hot ,
,, I
Shots ,

BIG GEORGE

ran shipping losses into millions
of dollars. .
Nearly 100 seafarers were rescued from vessels sunk, battered
or disabled " by howling weekend
storms. High waves pounded the
coasts of Puerto Rico and Cuba,
causing death , injury, and property damage.
The entire 36-man crew of the
Japanese gasoline tanker Munakata Mlaur was presumed killed
in a blazing inferno following , a
collision Sunday with another
tanker in a narrow fog-shrouded
channel of. Tokyo Bay .
Thirty-two bodies had been recovered .
The fire was believed touched
off by a barge's funnel sparks
dropping on high-octane gasoline
leaking from the damaged 1,972ton Munakata Maru. She carried
950,000 gallons of gasoline.
Three crewmen on two barges
caught in the flames also were
lost.

NEW YORK — The Cuban "crisis" — tliat formerly precise
word has now dug into the language abrasively as an expected way
of life like "hurricane " — has more or less petered out , as so many
of tiie brave-sounding New Frontier projects do wind up timely in
what Henry J. Taylor calls "downhill diplomacy. "
We have been taken into camp again by the curies in the Kremlin , in this instance "cutie" being used in the prize-ring sense. A
cutie is a fighter who scuffles
and clutches and hangs on in prevailed all over the nation.
order to tie up his opponent — There appears to have been no
so that, even in winning, the reaction except that of no reacpunching opponent looks bad. A tion. People faced for the first
PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP) — Two
persons were critically injured
cutie won't stand and slug; he time with the very real possibili•¦wrestles his man into what tlie ty of sudden destruction in the
and 21 other persons hospitalized
Sunday when a racing car driven
bureau boys now call a poor "pos- snugness of their homes merely
ture , " He "escalates" — where went about their business.
by Elmer George crashed into a
crowd of standing spectators.
in the name of God do they dig
The accident occurred on the
up these cliches? — into impo- PEOPLE yelled at the kids and
got married and mowed the lawn
51st lap of the 100-mile finale of
tence, at least apparently.
*
the big car season. A crowd of
Right now we have been out- and put too much or too little ver12,010 filled the state -fairground
cutied in the crisis , and escalat- mouth in the gin. People died and
stands.
ed backward instead of forvard got divorced: and "stuck up candy
'
David James, 15, Scottsdale,
by the Russians, the Cubans and stores and got snagged by the
five
tne
DISEMBARK
.
.
.
Three
df
SAILORS
RESCUED
Ariz., and Fred Goutheir , 49, The 47 persons aboard the
the water-kneed United . Nations cops for bank robberies. People
Greek sailors, rescued when they abandoned their burning freight- i Phoenix, wer e critically injured. 21,634-ton Norwegian tanker Tharinto a very poor posture in the! wei\t to work as usual.
matter of nuclear arms inspec- This, I think , could be counted er, the Captain George , in the storm-lashed Atlantic ocean near Driver George, 34, suffered cuts ald Brovig, the other ship in the
fion, the w i t h - } as the only true victory "we 've Bermuda , leave the Gulf oil tanker, : the Trinity Navigator, in on the chin, : face and right hand collision , were rescued. Ten sufand underwent surgery for an in- fered minor injuries.
drawal of the achieved in our confrontation of a Philadelphia today. The tanker brought the five sailors to.port
The ships crashed and locrked
jury
to his left shoulder.
Ilyushin bombers new kind of war with weapons of
200 yards from shore in Kawasaki
ind the position incomparable aw f u 1 n e ss. We here while another rescue vessel took two others to a Canadian
Cannal 12 miles from Tokyo.
of Cuba itself as learned that the Russians will haul port, At least 18 other sailors died in the sinking, including a
Barn, 85 Pigs Lost
Elsewhere at sea:
a nation which is in a horn , out of expediency, but brother of Georgies Anthis , 24, at left. The others are Arapis
. The 11 crewmen of the f ishing
able to become a that is victory after the fact of Anionics, 47, rear center, and Thamistoklis Patsatzis, 36, (AP
In St. Peter fire
scalloper Midnight Sun, out of
bully because it's mass heroism of attitude.
Photofax)
too little to hit.
, Minn . (AP) -Fire New Bedford , Mass!, were unac.ST.
PETER
By "we," I don 't WHAT WE did was face death
destroyed a barn and 85 pigs at counted for after a storm at sea
mean you a n d and even national 'dissolution
the Francis JCozitza farm west of Wednesday. The vessel failed to
me. I mean t h e calmly, and bravely—if not with
here Saturday night. Fifteen pigs return to port when due Saturday.
Twelve Spanish fishermen were
jovernment of the war-sponsored gayety, ' certainly
were saved.
with serenity. I believe that even
presumed drowned in a storm off
United
States.
Ruark
the Spain's north coast Sunday.
I think we can a Russian, propaganda machine
can't steal this victory, because
Their last radioed report said
PRODUCE
oe preuy aanui ptuuu ux juu awn
I'm certain that: the people abroad
their boat was leaking.
me , as a matter of fact. In the who have been , repeatedly shot
NEW YORK (AP) - CUSDA)recent business when the President over figured that the pampered ,
Safety AgenBy GEORGE ESPER
boat on the right side oft he Cap- Butter offerings adequate. De- Japan 's Maritime
;
called and raised the Russian bluff
cy reported two Japanese fishing
ro
over-gadgeted,
too-rich,
t
tenthe
tain
George
and
another
on
mand
good.
(AP
)
PHILADELPHIA
an
Five
in Cuba—with niic 'ear war as
, soft capitalist American survivors of the Greek freighter left side. The right side was the
Wholesale prices of bulk cartons boats with 26 crewmen were missalternative if the Russians re-call- spoiled
ing between their home ports and
and cut and run.
Captain George unfolded a touch- windward
¦ ¦ side facing Mo heavy (fresh)..
ed and raised again—the Ameri- would' quiver
Okinawa . It said they were be.
knowledge
,
This
of
our
attitude
gales.
(AA)
.
Creamery,
93
score
59V4ing
and
ironical
story
today
of
can people measured up just fine.
abroad , might very really have how they risked great odds in When the . master ordered the 591/a cents 92 score (A) 59-59V4 90 lieved to have run j iito typloon
Karen, which skirted the Ryukyii
changed some of the rules of the abandoning the burning ship while crew to abandon ship after "the score (B) 5834-59.
they
shaped
up
as
PERHAPS
better than fine when you consider grisly game between East and feJlow crewmen took a safer life- men stayed with it 18 hours • tryCheese offerings adequate. De- Islands last weekend.
Five British rescuers and four
that the American population has West, between communism a n d boat but were lost in the stormy ing to extinguish the fire and jet- mand fairly active.
^
fishermen
perished under a huge
tisoning
the
cargo
of
ammunition
enterprise.
All
we
have
to
do
any
free
involved
in
Atlantic Ocean.
Wholesale s a l e s , American
not been directly
wave that capsized their lifeboat
Of the 25-man crew, seven were from the holds, the five were un- cheese (whole milk) .
sort of war in more than 100 now is wait and see.
y ears. Ot course mothers yield ed
rescued. The bodies of three oth- , able lo gel to the left-side life- Single daisies f resh A0Vi-4i cents Satur day at the harbor entrance
gave
husbands
;
famers have been recovered and 15 boat because of a heavy screen single daisies aged 49-52 flats aged to Seaham, Britain. A fifth fishersons; wives
of sulphur fumes.
are still missing. .
ilies cracked up. But the wars
46-531/2, processed American pas- man was saved. The rescue crew
have been fought overseas on oth5 lbs 39-42, domestic swiss had taken the fishermen off their
They decided to go over the teurized
The
five
men,
all
from
the
(
bombblocks) grade "A" 46-50 grade battered boat,
er people's real estaterno'
Aegean area of Greece, arrived windward side. The other crew "B" 42-48 grade "C" 39-43.
A search continued Monday off
ers' have flown ov er American cithere late Sunday night aboard the members preferred to wait and Wholesale egg offerings short on the Bermuda and North Carolina
ies, and apart from some mild
Libej ian-flat tanker , the Trinity go on the boat which was . safer
deprivations the American civil
large and adequate on balance: coasts : for five crewmen missing
Navigator. The Trinity picked —on ' the leeward side.
with their 35-foot sailing schooner,
populace suffered not at all since
them up from the Atlantic more , As . It turned out , the five were Demand good today.
the Windfall , since Thursday in
the Civil War.
(Wholesale
selling
prices
based
than 200 miles northeast of Ber- rescued after being in the water
a race with another ill-fated
I do declare tliere was more
muda after they abandoned the about an hour. Twenty crewmen on exchange and other volume schooner from Mystic, Conn,, to
beefing over meat coupons and
sales.)
Captain George in a storm Thurs- piled into the other lifeboat , but
the Virgin Islands. The other
Cuban gin and gas rationing and
only two of them were rescued
New York spot quotations fol- schooner, the Curlew , foundered
day. "
War
shortages
in
World
cigarette
By JACK BELL
The five men were Anlonius by another Liberian-flag tanker , low: mixed colors: extras (47 lbs. off Bermuda. Its crew was resII than I heard a couple of weeks
Arapis
(AP)
, 47, Costas Veletzas, 20, the Virginia which headed for min.) 44-45% ; extras medium (40 cued.
WASHINGTON
Rep.
ago, when there was a better than William E. Miller of New York Themis Patzatzis , 36, George An- Montreal.
lbs. average) 32-53; smalls (35 lbs. Another search off Bermuda
fair chance that the North-Amerthis, 24, and Stelios Paschal- The men were examined by a average) 26-27; standards 34*4 -36; was abandoned for 15 seamen
said
today
he
wants
to
stay
on
ican continent might resolve itself the job as Republican national ides, 55.
doctor who said none of them suf- checks 31*6-32*4:
from the Greek freighter Captain
into a radioactive rubble-heap be- chairman in an effort to elect a
fered any serious injuries. They
(47
lbs.
mm.;
45Whites:
extras
George,
rocked by an explosion
fore cockcrow if the Russians de- GOP president in 1964.
Veletzas
and
Paschalides, left for New York where they will
47; extras medium (40 lbs. aver- Wednesday. The 25-man crew , uncided to cut up._ nasty.
ji
peaking
,
an
interp
reter
Jhrough
under
go
further
examination
and
Miller said he has-surveyed-and
age) 32*4-33*$ ; top qualityj47 lbs. able to contain a fi re aboard the
explained that " tliere " was one life- ' interrogation";'"" - "
AT THE time «f greatest stress found good "the Nov. 6 election remin..) 48-51; mediums (41 lbs. av- explosive-laden ship, took to lifeerage) 35-37; smalls (3S lbs. av- boats Thursday. Seven were res3 was in Washington, certainly a sults in which the Republicans
erage 27-28; peewees 22.23.
city with high priority on t h e made some significant gains in
cued. Three bodies were recovbombing list if the Russians de- important governorships , picked
Browns: extras (47 lbs. min.) ered. Five of the survivors were
up
a
net
of
two
seats
in
the
House
cided to activate their atomic
47V4.-49; top quality (47 lbs, min.) landed in Philadelphia.
armament in Cuba. There was a and lost four in the Senate.
48-50;
mediums (41 lbs average) Sixteen of 18 persons from a
little panic buying, but not rrvuch. This outcome has prompted
(36 lbs. average) 28- capsized motorboat were reported
37-39;
smalls
There was some revived interest some suggestions that the party
missing today by Philippine au29; peewees 22.23.
needs
a
full-time,
paid
chairman
in bomb shelters , but nothing real- who would direct a professional
thorities. The boat overturned
CHICAGO (AP) - Chicago Mer- Wednesday in the Sulu Archipelaly frenetic in the way of burrow- organization drive for
presithe
.
(AP)
,
ANDERSON
S.C.
— The nial of the injunction , and sent cantile Exchange—butter steady; go. Fishermen reportedly rescued
ing underground. So far as I know , dential campaign. .
school segregation barriers of the case back to him for trial.
wholesale buy i ng prices un- two persons.
there was no mass exodus to the
hills.
When Miller took office he said South Carolina , the only state Judge Wyche has lived all of changed; S3 score AA 58; 92 A 58;,
90 B 89; C 56; cars 90 B 573/4;
This calmness seems to lave that if he found that he didn 't which has not admitted a Negro
77 years in South Carolina. 89 C 57*4.
WINONA MARKETS
have time for both the chairman- to a tax-supported white institu- his
has been on the federal bench
Eggs about steady; wholesale
ship and his duties as a member tion of learning, were to be as- He
Reported by
of the. House, he would quit one sailed in U.S. District Court today. since his appointment by Presi- buying prices unchanged to l'i
Swift & Company
of the jobs. He serves in the Lawyers for Harvey G. Gantt , dent Franklin D. Roosevelt in lower ; 70 per cent or better grade Buying hours
are trom a a.m. to 4 p.m.
chairmanship without pay.
19, a Charleston Negro , will ask 1937. He is a former law partner A whites il 'a; mixed At '. i; medi- Monday through Friday.
of
James
F.
Byrnes
,
foronce
a
Ttiese
quotations
apply as ot noon today.
standards
32;
dirties
filler said in an interview he that he be admitted to Clem-son
ums 29*6;
All livestock arriving alter closing time
believes he has demonstrated in College, an all-white school since mer associate justice of the U.S. 28; checks 27.
will be properly cared for, weighed and
Supreme Court .
priced the following morning:
the nearly two years he has held it was founded 73 years ago.
CHICAGO ( APT- (USDA) - The hog market HOGS
the party post that he has not Gantt has been studying archi- Byrnes and other trustees <if
Is 25 cents lower .
his work there or in Con- tecture at Iowa State University Clemson College have been sub- Live poultry : Wholesale buying Slrlctly meal type additional 20-40 centsj
Vern Otis smashed a 209 for stinted
(at
hogs
discounted
20-40 cents per hunhigher;
roastprices
1
lower
to
2
gress. He
poenaed in the case.
that , as of now , in Ames.
dredweight.
league leading Double O's in the he hopes toadded
rock
ers
27-28;
special
fed
white
continue
in
the
dual
Good
hogs,
barrowt
and
gilts—
There have been past attempts
Kings and Queens League at West- role. Few doubled that he would
14.50-15.50
fryers 18*4-19; hen turkeys 28*4- 140-180
His
case
was
to
be
tried
by
"University
integrate
of
to
the
gate Bowl to pace weekend bowl- be challenged in that decision.
15.S0- 15.75
¦ C. Wyche of South Carolina al Columbia and 2914; torn turkeys 24*4-26 ; geese 1 80-200
U.S.
Dist
Judge
C.
.
200-220
15.7
5
ing action.
In a mbve to cash in on what
34.
220-240
15,6515.75
In the same league Marv Nie- he said were significant GOP Spartanburg, who recently denied Winthro p College, the state school
24O-270
15,35-15.65
15,00-15.35
meyer belted a 547 for Lefts and gains in the big cities , Miller a request for a temporary injunc- for women at Rock Hill. In each
CHICAGO (AP ) - (USDA)-Po- 270-300
300-330
14.75-15,00
tion
requiring
Gantt'
s
immediate
the
applying
"Negroes
failed
case,
Rights. The Big Four posted 753- called Four regional party chairtatoes arrivals 218; on track 276; 3J0-360
14,50-14.75
to press their attempts to a con- total U.S. shipments for Friday Good
sows—
2 ,078. Leona Lubinski chalked up men into a conference today to admission to Clemson.
270-300
;
14,75-15.00
a 503 series.
408 ; Saturday 210; Sunday 2; sup 380-330
map plans for supporti ng Repub- Clemson President Robert C. clusive decision in the courts.
14,50-14.75
plies moderate; demand for rus- 330-360
14,2514,50
WESTGATE BOWL: Guys a n d lican candidates in 1963 municipal Edwards testified at that hearing
360-400
14.00-14.25
that Gantt had not completed his The Los Angeles Angel s won 16 sets good, market firm; for round
Dolls—Mike Clegg socked 200 as and local elections.
40O-450
13,75-14.00
application
properly.
He
also
said
market
about
slow
,
more games in 1962 than in 1961, reds demand
13,25-13.55
450-500
Lynn Foster clipped 531. Ferguson The four are L. Judson Morpolicy
in
regard
Clemson
has
no
SUSS—
their first campaign in the Amer- steady; carlot track sales: Idaho 450-down
Colbenson cracked 757, Foster- house of New York , Ray C. Bliss
10.00
ican League . In 1962 they were russets—4.00 ; Washington russets 450-up
of Ohio , Wirt A. Yoger j r. of Mis- to admission of Negroes.
Colbenson toppled 2,073.
?.00-10 ,00
The U .S. 4th Circuit Court ol Rfi-76 as compared with 70-91 in 3.35 ; Minne.sota ' North Dakota Red Thin and unfinished hogs . discounted
Junior Boys—Mike Weigel chalk- sissippi and John S. Wold of WyoRiver Valley round reds 2.10-2.30. The veal marketCALVES
Appeals upheld Judge Wyche's de- 1961.
ed up 162-417 for Meteors. R e d ming.
Is steady,
Top cholco
27.00
Hots clipped 662, Alley Cats rapChoice
2S.00-26.00
ped 1,860,
Good
20.00-24.00
Junior Girls—Bonnie Pflughoeft
Commercial to oood
17.00-19.00
Utility .
15.00-16.00
toppled 144-381 for The Sharks.
Boners and culls
U.OO down
The Cornballs totaled 62B-1 .828.
CATTLE

23 Spectators
Inju red in
Phoenix Race
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Grade
Grade
Grade

Winona Egg Markot

A
A
A
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(laroel
Imedlum)
(imall)
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BULLDOZER HITS THE BEACH . . . LCU unloads a bulldozer as part of tho beach landing exercise, ruvir Ft. Pierce, Fin,,
involving some 1,500 men of the 1st Armored Division . The mnneu-

4

vcr was designed lo sharpen (lie skills in loading nnd unloading
vehicles for a bench assault. (AP Photofax )

No. 4 hard winter whwil
No. 1 ryo

No, 2 rye

,

12 27
2.25
2.21
2.17
2,10
2 08
2. 04

2.00
1.10

1.68

To Run A
Coin Store I need coins — lots of tliem!
Therefore I'm willing to pay
PREMIUM PRICES /or all
coins.

OlIK OlNS

& SUPPLIES
22S West 2nd St.
Winona
We Buy - Sell -Tmdel

XMI * SOIJA, 'r^>

——

An example of modern progrew Is that every year it
takes less time and mare maney to jet where you're going.
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• SYLVANIA COLOR TV
• WEBCOR STEREO AND HI-FIs
Both Portables and Console Mocloli
TRANSISTOR
RADIOS
•
Buy i/oiir Color TV where 7!>r/o o/ all area

color sets: arc serviced!

RADIOS - HI-FI • STEREO - TELEVISION

j|

HAROLD GATIS and WES KITTLE

Elevato "A" Grain Prices

(Closet! Saturdays)
northern spring wheat
northern spr/no when!
northern spring wheat
northern spring wheat
hard winter wheal
hard winter wheal
hard winter wheal

GRAIN

CHICAGO - CAP ) —No . wheat or
oats sales. Corn No 2 yellow
1.10%; No 3 yellow 1MW-W6 ;
No A ' yelIo.vv '99%-1.06%; No 5 yellow 93V4-i.'<)0&; sample grade yellow 1.00%-10. Soybeans No. 1 yellow 2.553%.
Barley : malting choica 1.251.33J); f eed U-1.02n.

I

Hours: « a.m. lo 3; 31) p.m.
1
2
3
4
I
2
3

SOUTH ST. PAUL
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. W—(USDA)—
Cattl e 5,500/ calves 2,000; trade on slaughter
steers
moderately
active, mostly
steady ; heifers mostly steady ; cows opening steady; bulls steady; couple shipments choice 969 and 1,136 lb slaughter
steers 29.50; most choice 28.25-29.00) mixed good and choice . 28.00-28.25; good 26.0028.00); most . choice slaughter heifers 27.5028.0OI good 2S.O0.J7.25; utility and commercial slaughter cows ' 13.50-15.SO) few
commercial 16.00; cariner and cutter 11.5013.00; high yielding cutter 13.50; utility
slaughter bulls 19.00-20.00; commercial and
good 18.00-19.00; canner and cutter 15.0018.0O;.
vealers
mostly
J1.00 higher;
slaughter calves steady; high choice and
prime vealers 2J.00-30.00; few 31.00; good
and choice 25.00-28.00; good and choice
slaughter calves 21.00-24.00; few load!
choice heifer calves 26.00-31.00.
Hogs 11,000; trade on barrows end gilts
only moderately active; few early sales
weak to 25 cents lower; prices generally
25 cents lower; sows steady to 25 cents
low«r; barrows and gilts mostly 1-2 190240 . lb 16.50-16.75; mixed 1-3 180-230 lb
16.O0-1S.50 .- 230-270 lb 15.50-16.25; 2-3 270.
300 lb 15.25-16.50 ; 1, 2 and medium 160190 lb 16.00-16.50; 1-3 270-400 Jb sowj
14.00-15.25; 2-3 400-550 lb 13.50-UJO ; few
mostly No. 1-3 550-600 lb 13.00-13.50; choict
120-160 lb feeder pigs 15.50-16.00.
Sheep 4,500; fair and active trade on
all classes; slaughter, lambs fully steady;
slaughter ewes unchanged; feeder lambs
strong to 25 cents higher; choice and prime
wooled slaughter lambs 19.50-20.00; most
choice 18,50; mixed and good choice
17.50-18.50; good U.00-17.50; utility 14.0016.TO; most utility shorn slaughter ewes
5.00-6.50; cull 4.00-5.00; mixed choice and
fancy wooled feeder lambs 17.25-17.75i
choice 16.00-17.06; good 14.00-16.00,
CHICAGO
CHICAGO M| —(USDA)- Hogs 9,500;
butchers weak to 25 cents lower; 1-2 190220 lb butchers 17 .00-17.60; mixed 1-3 190230 lbs 16.75-17.35; 230-250 lbs 16.00-16.75;
2-3 250-290 lbs 15.75-16.25; mixed .1-3 32540O lb sows 14.50-15.25; 2-3 4M-500 Ibi
13.50-14.50; , 500-600 lbs 13.25-13.75,
Cattle 14,500; calves 100; slaughter steers
steady to SO cents lower; prime U 75- H<m
lb slaughter steers 32.25-32.75; bulk high
choice and prime 1,150-1,400 lbs 31.5032 .00; bulk choice 1,100-1,350 lbs 30.2531 .50;
good 26.00-28.50;
several
loads
high choice and prime 975-1,050 lb heifers
2°>.50-29.75; bulk choice 850-1,025 lbs 28.002S».00; good 25.50-27.50 ; utility and commercial cows 14.00-16.50; utility and commercial bulls 18.00-19.50.
Sheep 1,500; slaughter lambs steady;
ctiolce and prime 90-105 lb wooled slaughter
lambs 19.50-20.00; bulk good and choice
17.00-19.00; cull to good wooled slaughter
ewes 4.50-6.0O.

I HERE NOW! OUR COMPLETE STOCK OF
STEREOS, HI-FI, AND TVs FOR YOU R
I
CHRISTMAS SELECTION!
f

Bay State* Milling Company
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

LIVESTOCK

j
I
]
j
J
j
J

i
J

j

G & K lIEEE 1
*

Wo Home Service Call Charge When Your TV or Radio
i|
*
Set Is Repaired in Our Shop.
J»
J
?
< 2J1 East Third Street
Pliona 3791 J

Dr. Niels Bohr, Want Ads
Nuclear Physicist, Start Here
Dies in Denmark

MARRIED COUPLE - without ehlWren
Walkln's Farm, Winona.

Apartmenff, Furnished

WALZ

Buick-Oldsmobi le-GMC

COPENHAGEN, Denmark (AP)
—Dr. Niels Bohr, one of the century's leading : nuclear physicists,
Is dead at 77.
"
" "
He was stricken by a heart atJOB SEGURrfY
tack Sunday and died in his Co- Lear and Found
good pay? $100 to start. No layoffs.
4 PLUS
No strikes. Our average man made Se,140
penhagen home.
LOST—small Brlttiny Spaniel. Tel, 8-3W3. | In 1961.Write Box Y-23 Pally News,
Bohr, an absent-minded profes- GIRL'S blue Jchnvlnn blcycieT license 1453 Help—-Male or Female
' SBfrom Central School Playground.
sor admired by scholars for his missing
Finder Tel. 4550.
FULL
OR
PART
TIM
E.
Wanted
tor
inspiring influence, generally was
Winona area. Must be ablei to meet
7 people, car essential. Write D-74 Dally
ranked second only to the late Al- Personals
bert Einstein among physicists of SPECIAL tor Thanksgiving. Mince meat News.
end pumpkin pies; also cherry, blueberry, Situations Wanted—Male
the 20th century.
SO
"Our »r«att$t living physicist

has died,*' said Dr. Hans :B.ethe;
who worked with Bohr on the development of the atomic bomb in
the United States. Bethe of Ithaca ,
N.Y., said Bohr's death "leaves a
void which nobody can fill.".
Similar tributes came from Dr.
Glenn T. Seaborg, chairman 6i
the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission; Sir John Cockcraft , the leading British atomic scientist, Jap*
anese Nebel Prize-w brier Hideki
Yukawa , and other leading scientists.
Bohr at the age of 28 pioneered

exploration of the atom on problems that had puzzled many scientists.

Hundreds- Visit
Fallout Shelter

apple and custard. Order
Dairy Bar. Tel, 2644.

yours

now.

LOSE WEIGHT safely, easily end economically with Dex-A-Dlet
Only
¦
¦ , ¦ tablats.
98c. Ford Hopkins.
„¦
AT YOUR SERVICE: Watch aim Jewelry
repair, stone setting, plating, cleaning
and electric stiaver repairs. See Frank
Raines at RAINBOW JEWELERS, next
to the post office on 4th.
OUR ALTERATIONS and repair- will suit
you l WARREN
BETSINGER,
Tailor,
tWa W. 3rd.
__________

"EXPERTS" WE ARE-for
all water
¦
softening problems, prompt d&llvery and
service. CULLIGAN. Tel..
3«0O. . . ' . '
_
-~
SMART SHOPP-ERS have alreedy begun
to take advantage of ROB B'S Lay-by
plan. Toys and gifts tor Christmas on
display and arriving everyday. Stop at
. 576 E. 4lh, Tel. 4007.
THIS WEEK ONLY—J5 credit on your
old battery, towards the purchase of
any new TrI-Fill battery of your choice.
Corner, Ciller, Service, 5th and
^ Courtesy
Cente r.
____________
-

ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER?-ftAan
or woman, your drinking creates numerous problems,
If you need and want
help, contact Alcoholics.Anonymous, Ploi
neer Group) Sox 122, Winona., Minn.

¦

Business Plseat for Rent

MODERN OFFICE
Francli..

'

Hay, Grain, Feed

'¦

FREE

MILK REPLAGER

Make upwards of $45.CO clear
profit on each veal calf you
market.

FARM & GARDEN
SUPPLY
116 Walnut

,

Tel . 8-3769

__

__

^
OK^SElTFlJRNiTOrlESTORE

JIM D. MOHAN

CFIrsf Put). Monday. Nov. J, IM!)
Slflla nl Minnesota ) »»,
) In Probale Court
County ol Winona
No 1J,1»2
In Re HaWe fit
Met c, NaWlle, Decedent,
Order lor HeerlflB »h IMftal Account
and Petition for DUtrlDullen.
"lh_ representatlv a ol lh» above hemed
estnle hnvlnrj (lied lt« ftnel account and
petition
lor
lattMmenl end allowance
thereol and tor distribution to the mrions
thereunto entltlad t
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thamol be had on November 39, iWl, nl
10130 o'clock A.M., before this Court In
th>e probate court room In Ihe court home
lr> Wlnonn, Mlnn«sotn, nnd Hint notice
hereof bo nlven l>y publication ot tills
order In the Wlnonn Dally NOWJ «nd by
mailed notice as provided by law.
Dated October », W>.
E. D. IJHERA.
Probate Judge.
(Probata Court Stall
St reater 4. Murphy,
Attorneys tor Petitioner,
.

PLUMBING & HEATING
Tel. 2737
168 E, 3rd St.

RCA WH IRLPOOL

DUROC
BOARS—registered, serviceable
age. Jama Havre, Ettrlck, Wli,

PARTS -SALES - SERVICE
Washers — Dryers
Ranges — Refrigerators

FLOORS FOR YOUR home that suit your CHEVIOT EWES—15 ~1 purebred Chevitaste, match the decor and fit the bud- ot ram. Ram may be bought alone. Herb
Set. Expert Installation. HALL-HAF- Haase, Rt. 1, Wlrona. (Ne ar Socktoh)
NEft FLCDR8 «0 W, Jtti. Tel. 42?1,

Builntig Services

'

"

14

,SAND PLHA$ IrradlcaTed. Results oueranleed. Karl's Paat Control Service. Tel.
H?S7,

For a first-class |ob

MEDFORD , Wis. (AV-A Modford
man and a WitlKe girl were found
dead by the girl'H pnronts early today in a car parked on a town
road near Highway 64 west of
Merloni.
Taylor County Deputy Coroner
Lester Hirt safe! that Donald Dassow , 27, and 21-year-ol d Kathleen
Zalewski had been dead about
threo hours when they were found
by Mr. and Mrs . Frank Zalewski
about fl:30 n,m,

SANITARY

Rosa

FRANK-O'LAAJGHLIN

(•LUMBING & HEATING
„) E. 3rd
;Jel. 3703
_

Help Wanted—Femaie

26

""
'
_ icRETARY-Winona Public Library. Apply lo Alberta Sell;, Librarian.
~
'
HOUSEICEEPER—roll _lB woman want .
ed to lake compiele charge of home,
some care ol smell children. Llv« In or
out, State roterencei. Write 0-75 Dally
News.
, '
'
WAITRE6S WANTED-^pply In porion,
Country Kitchen, ' UltAeen » and II
a.m.
___

Licensed
PRACTICAL NUPSE
40 hour week.
Wnge $235 with board.

Mattcson Nursing Home
Eyola, Minnesota

H^plrVanted—JnAafe

'

~
27

OENBRAL FARMWO R K — eTnoTe man
wanted. Welkins Farm, Wlnonn.

Feiten Imp!. Co.;

F E E D E R CALVES—asrTlbs. Good qualify.
Earl Harris, In care ot Pleasant Valley
' Dairy. Tel. 4«3,

113 Washlrigton St.

BERKSHIRE BOARS and ollfj , purebred.
Out of production tested and certified
meat type litters. A good selection.
Elden Schrtildtknecht 8> Sons, Cochrane,
Wis. . (l'/s mite N. of Waumarsdee).

LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special )HANDWRITING ON THE WALL Is
Wabasha County sheriff's office THE
' a Utile tut ot our line but the soil
was lidding Robert Beeman, about marks on your carpeting are lust what HOLsfiThTHErFERS—13. due to freshen
we're leak ing for. Our skilled techniIn Dec. end Jan. Also, part border
23, Lake City, this morning on a cians
will have that ru« looking good
pups. Nell Bremer, Independence,
disorderly conduct charge pending as new in no time. Call today. WINONA collie
Wis. (Waumsndeej Tel. Arcadia 55F4.
further investigation into his al- RUP CLEANING SERVICE, 116 W. 3rd.
Wanted—Livestock
46
_________
leged attempt to g-ain entrance into Tel, im.
St ick your neck out, have your
the control room oi Dwelle Tele- DON'T
Top
prices
for
all
livestock
cleaned
the
heating lystem thoroughly
GREMELSlfACH STOCK YARDS
phone Co. here Friday about 8 vacuum way, Call BOB HARDTKE,
Lewiston, Minn,
Furnace-Vac Cleaning Service. T8l. 40U.
p.m.
Dally Hog Market
WE GIVE FREE estimates and guaranTel. 4ltl on springing cows-helleri.
It was expected Beeman would tee our flberglas. boat repairs. WARbe arraigned In Wabasha today.
RIQfl A/IF8,, i03i 6th St, Tet. D-3H6. Farm Implements
48
According to information ob- Moving, Trucking, Storage 19
REMODELING YOUR BARN? Wny not
tained by the sheriff' s office so
put In a complete Clay equipped set
Before yoiTdo ^ . . check with
up. Barn clenner, comfort or lever
far , the operator called local pol- MOvrtJG?
your REPUBLIC VAN LINES atlent for
etc. OAK RIDGE
stalls, venlllallon,
ice when it wa's evident someone expert handling, packing, feat dispatch- SALES
a, S E R V I C E , Mtnnelika. Minn.
WIMONA DELIVERY «, TRANSwas galnlngWrance to the lock- ing.
Altu
ra
7884.
Tel.
FER, 401 W, 4th, Tel. 31 »¦
ed control room upstairs.
DRINKING CUPS and stanchions, tome
Roofing
21 nearly new. ten Greden; Mlnnelska,
Plumbing,
Policeman Harry . Roberts said
Minn. Tel , Altura 6665.
_
| :
that when he arrived Beorrifln KEN-WAY Electric S 8 W_ R ~ CLEANffi_ '
'
HOMELlfE CHAIN SAWS
JERRY'S PLUMBING
threatened he had a gun. Roberts M7 E, 4th
Be sure and see the new C-l
Tel. 93*4
$.149.95
summoned another member of the
AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE
ROOTER
TSMmro
police force not on duty. Then ELEC
2nd & Johnson
___ S __ .
clogged iewera and drains,
Deputies Ed Lager and Marlyn Tel, Par
MM or 4436
1 year guarantaa
FARMERS:
Aitkin were called .
CALL SYL KLTKOWSKI _
Rent our stalk shredder for
The sheriff' s department was WE HAV E EVERYTHING " . . . Including
Continuing investigation this morn- Ihe kitchen sink, tor thai new kitchen or
chopping up your cornstalks.
bath you have been walling to Install .
ing$15 per day.
call . . .

Wisconsin Pair Found
Dead in Parked Car

-

OUR GARBfcOE ' DISPOSALS *™ not the
cheapest — just the bestl Select from 3
models of Waste King Pulverators.

ANGUS—16; 4 Hereford steers, MO lbs. 3
Hereford; S Anjus heifers, 500 lbs.; .
¦
¦
Hereford springers; Tel. 8-3414.

Enamel electric range ... $10
Baby bassinette on wheels ... $3
12 gauge Federal shells $1. <s
16 gauge Federal snnlls .. $1 95
Deer Slugs and Deer Rifles.

NEUMANN'S

DAILY NEWS
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid at
TED MAIER DRUGS

flSW.OO

FEITEN IMPL. CO.

Winon a
113 Washington
¦
' KNTPCCfMoriel HO
porlnble heater , 70,000 BTU
cnpnclly. Used ns demonstrator. Regular price $185.
Special $95.

KOCHENDERFER k SONS
Fountain City, Wl*.
Several In Stock
Heady To Gn

(First Pub. Monday, Nov. 5, Wl)
Stale o< Minnesota ) »i.
) In Probate Court
County ot Winona
No , 15. J«
In Re fistata ot
H. IM. Lamberton Jr., also known a*
Henry M. Lamborton Jr., DocedsntOrder lor Hearing on Petition lor Admintitration, Llmlllnfl Time to File Claims
and lor Hurtnt Thereon.
Dare L. While bavlnn mod horelr* a
petition (or oenoral administration ilotlna
that sold decedent died Intestate nnd praying tfiat The Plrit National Ban* of
Winona be appointed administrator)
IT IS ORDERED, That the lienrlno
Iheroot be had on December 5, U62, nl
(First Pub, Monday, Nov, 13, 1MJ)
10,30 o 'clock A.M., M'ore this Court In
tha probata court room In tho court house
PARK ftBCRIIATION »0At» O
Proposals will bo received ana opened In Winona, Minnesota; Hint the time
Comwithin which creditor I of said decedent
Pftrk
Board
ot
lei t>e prosenci or the
(pur
ntlsilonen at 5 f, M „ Monday, November may tlia their elalmi be limited to
certain
month i trom tho dale hercot, and Hint the
24, (or turnlshlno said Board wllh
/,
Plownrs tor Ilia me In Ihe City Pork', clslme to tiled be Heard on March
llils
lit accordance with » epeclfled Hit now en lf«, It 10:00 o'clock; A.M., before
court
room
In
the
probate
in
Court
lb
the
Board,
file with the Secretary ot laid
court hodia In' Wlnonn, Minnesota, and
rtio City Hall, Winona, Minnesota.
be given by publication
All bids must b« accompanied by fl certi- that notice hereof
of
this order In (lie Winona Dolly N*w»
ot
sum
In
Ihn
bond
fied chet k or n bid
provided by law.
t\vt percent (S'V- I of Ihe amount ol tha and by mnllod notice ns
Dattd October 30, 1W,
¦tltt. The rloW to relecl any and nil bids
E. D, LIBERA,
~
II hereby rej ervrd.
Probata Judoe.
4ft
FerriiW( Socf
AA. J. HAMM-NEK,
(Probate Court Seal)
^ _^
Pltr k Rncreitlou Donrd
onrden
muicli.
$t
bale.
WILD
HAY
lor
a,
Slronter
Murphy,
City Hall
Northern Field Seed Retell Store.
Attorney* tor Petllloner,
Winona, Mlnnevot a

SNOW PLOWS
MEYER or WESTERN
Blade or V-Typo
For Trucks,

Ixiarlcr Attachment
Type for Tractors,

Electrolift or Hydraulic
No equal for low coet , fnsl
snow removal Simple to indtall - easy adjustments.

USED TELEVISION SETS^consoles and
, portables. The alje and style you want
"at: .

Hardt's ¦Music
Store
" ¦•
;

118 E. 3rd

Winona

Winona 's Finest Electronic Repair
for All Wakes

Don Ehmann TV Service

980 W. Fifth
Tel. 4303
Authorized Dealer for
ADtAlRAL-MUMTZ—ZENITH

For Reliable
Call us . .. We are your
PHOTOFACT EQUIPPED
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN
"We understand your set best."
We're fully equipped with a
SAM'S P H O T O F A C T LIBRARY-the world's finest TV_adio service data. We have
the complete manual covering
the very Ret you own — that's
why we understand your set
best!
USE OUR VARIOUS
PAYMENT PLANS FOR
REPAIR COSTS.

H. Choate & Co,
72

PHILCO
UPRIGHT
FREEZER-L 8 St
year 's model.
Only J1W.M. $10 down,
$2.50 per week. FIRESTONE ST0R6,
200 w. 3rd . S,f. Tel. cOoO.. '

EdVRefrigeratioir & Supply
Commercial and Domestic

BSS E. 4th

TBI. 8531

Specials at the Store

74

POR THE BEST snow blower In town
sea BAMBENEK, 129 Mankato. Has 20"
Cut, 4 h.p., extra heaVy duty.

Typewriters

,
good

Suiidinig Materiels

61

$144.5

BURK E'S

FURNITURE MAM!
Eaat 3rd and Franklin

• ' " >S8

¦

•'

¦
„

'

. '. '

TWO HOUSES—OUn Mary addition area,
3 bedrooms. Ooodvlew, 2 bedrooms.
Both houses tor aale or trade. Tel.
6059.
__________
bedFURNISHED-TWO
COMPLETELY
rooms, luxurious bathroom, deluxe kitchen. It's a rnoblle home price under
J4.000, payment! *«3.3B a month . New
and complete from RED TOP MOBILE
HOMES HIgriway tl, W inona.
^
Duplex
622
LOCATION.
J. CENTRAL
Main. Excellent opportunity to acquire
a good pl'ce ot Income property. Call
us for appointment to See this , real
buy. ABT5 AOENCY, INC., Realtora,
159 Walnut St . Tel. 4242 or after hours:
E. R. Clay 8-2737, BUI Pagel 4501,
E. A. Abts 31.4, BUI .lebell 4B54._
~
WILL TRADE my nome for West Location
or Goodvlew. Beautiful: modern Florida
home, all fu rnished, all electric SHANK,
Bon 313, San Antonio, Florida.
PRICED TO SELL — New t bedrooms,
attached breezeway and garage. Nice
location. Financing can b» arranged.
'. .
. . -.
Tel. . 8-1059;_
E. 3 BEDROOM, story and a half home.
Attached garage. Oai furnace Installed
I year ago. Now rented a| $85. per
month. Full price $7,500, available on
contract, West central location, on main
INC., Realline bus. ABTS .¦ AGENCY,
¦
tors, 159 walnut St. • Til. 42« or.after
hours: E. ' «. Clay (J-2737, Bill PaMl
4501, E. A. AbtS 31B4, Bill ^lebell 4BJ4.

TO CLOSE ESTATE
478 W. Belleview

Apflrtmenii, Plats

THRSE^TAR BUY!
Looks & Quality f t Price
•58 CHEVROLET IMPALA

JV

Available for inspection ,

Nov. 23, 24 and 25,
from 12 noon to 8 p.m.

~
102
Wanted—Real Estate
~wuZL~PA^HY6msTTASti
PRICES'"
FOR VOUR CITY PROPERTY

"HANK" JEZEWSKI

WHAT IS YOUR HOME
WORTH ? We will survey your
property and npprnis c it with
a suggested Asking price. No
"hlfffi pressure" but plenty of
IDEAS to help sell It. Personalized service with
,
_

^
_ . / r D
w
D I- U
Tel. 2349

|BOB

c; ELOV£ R
I
I

U0 Exchange Bldfl.

Moforcytlet , Bicycle .

1.7

~
~ '
PARTS AN0 SERVicVfor lndlon Tr lumpli, OSA, Match less, Jam and other
populnr
Imported
motorcycles,
Allyn
Morgan, Lake BJvd,
^

Trucki, fration, Trviilori 10_t

~
"
"
o r~7ol)uilt M
f RAiTERS BU lCf rrepllrecT
BERG'S TRAILER, 3950 W, 4lh. Tel,
49J3. _ Exf>or f Work. Quality alwaya,
PICKUP
CAMPERS-cornpieta with, or
without pickup, Also Cnmpllner Travel
Trailers, ilteps 4, ] burner gas itove,
Ice box, 13 gal, water aupply. Ill),
LARSt-N CAWPER JALES, 3W mllea
N.W. ot Eyola, Minn, on Hwy, 4^

'55 Chev. 6

Imperial - Chrysler
Plymouth - Valiant

HO95.O0

Via Advertise Our Prices

««v
^

(MQffi ig)
r
^^(« 39 Yean In Winona
\*
Lincoln—Mercury-Falcon- Cornel
I Frl. tve. a, Sal, p;
open Mon. I
m.

Uiod Car*

' '

WINO NA RAMBLER

NYSTROM'S

9th _ Mankato
Td. 8-3B17
Used Car Lot—3rd and Mankato
Tel. 83649

Seles & Service
144 W . 2nd
Open Monday, Friday Evenings Til 9
"
ttOl Snc '41 FORD THUNDERBIRD
_/y SO ' T«ro,uaiie and white with
T
^
matching leatherette
Interior, bucket sears, tilt-awa y steering
wheel. V-J automatic transmission, potv.er steering, brakes, seat and windows,
air conditioning. Sava »300 from previous price.

~'

y
\

j 1954 De Soto
/ Firedome :

Y /
1/
y

V/ALZ

Buick-Oldsmobile-GMC

196 1 Pontiac
Catalina

VENABLES

75 W. 2nd
Tel. 8-2711
Open Monday _ Friday Evenings

4-door hardtop, blue
and w h i t e , autoV matic transmission,
power steering, whiteswalls, very low milage. Now

BUY NOW

' $2295

VENABLES

PRICE IS THE REASON WHY
CARS ARE SELLING PAST
AT dtTALITY CHEVROLET

75 W. 2nd
Tel. 8-2711
Open Monday & Friday Evenings

~
96^GHEVR6I
ET
$1895

Bel Air a-dr. hardtop, V-l automatic
transmission, radio, heater, tu-tons powder blue and white, whltewalls, la immaculate thrueut and as sharp al they
. come.

Imperial - Chrysler
Plymouth - Valiant

' f y ) Impaia 2-door hardtop, 8V*- cylinder automatic transmission, radio, power steering,
gorgeous 2-tone turquoise, matching interior. Extremely iow mileage, l-yr. guarantee.
«tOy<OC:
Was $2708, now . ., . 4>^/3
7

NYSTROM'S

4-dj . turquoise and
w h i t e , whltewalls ,
Vradio, heater. /Another good price.

$1195

>

VENABLES

" Tel. 8-2711
75 W. 2nd
_
Open Monday Friday Evenin gs

Chevrolet "Wagon , 8-cylin-

/>n
u
" der automatic transmission ,

ermine white with contrasting interior, whltewalls, exceptionally
clean. 1-yr. guarantee. <f 1 ZQQ
Was $1898, now ... .. »P' 1. 070'

Sales a Service
164 W. 2nd
Open Monday, Frldey BveBlnga Tit *

Spotless
I95& Chev .

4-dr., V-8, semi-autotnatic transmission,
power steering, twotone. This one priced
for quick sale.

$295

Onen hAnn. ttnei CrI P_Ai.fr.nt

'CO Chevrolet 4-dr., economy
^' 6-cylinder, standard transmission, Nassau blue* with matchlng Interior. D r i v e n less than
40,000 miles, locally owned. 1-yr.
guarantee.
(..DOD
Was $1498, now ... ... »p l U 7 0
'CO Mercury 4-dr,, automatic
~ u transmission, radio , power
steering, p o w e r brakes, whitewalls. Real cream puff, i-year
guarantee.
<_ QO_
Was $1298, now.... ... •p770

SfiiS^cHTvRom^ca

109

Open Mondays, Fridays TU 9 P.M.

Standard transmission, radio, while,
4-dr. America's pnost popular used car,
SI 193.

Mercury
VI 95
2-dr. 4
hardtop, two-

'58 Ford 6

Standard fransrn/— Ion, tudor stdin,
radio, no miles at all on newly Installed
engine exchange you get a new car
warranty on tna block assembly. ifW,
—» We AdvartlW Our PrlCIs
^^

tone , a u t o m a t i c
transmission , whitow a l l s , reduced in
price to

$495

^W
\Jr
>i Yeian in Winona
Lincoln—Mercury—Falcon—Comet
Open Mon, 8. Prl. Eve. «, Set. p,m.

VENABLES

1958 Pontiac
Chieftain

V

75 W. 2nd
Tel. 8-2711
Open Monday _ Friday Evenings

4-door , hydromatic,
r a d i o , heater . ]<jt " Mobil, Homes, Trailers 111
black. Excellent con- FRONTIER /MOBILE HOME "~- ""' i>iif,
10X10, very good condition. Priced for
dition throughout. A
quick
aale.
Tel.
334 .501 ,
Plainview,
beauty.
Minn.

$1195

VENABLES

75 w. 2nd

Tel, a-arii

~
FOR }ALE " OR RENT--I«0 mobile" home,
10x3?. 1 bedroom plus hldcibed , porch.
At R«d_ Top. Tel. B-I37t. _

New Cars
—
JE¥P~»A _E»7 t»A1TJ~end~a"»r7)ce

for
IVInnna, Buffalo *nd Southern vv«b«jna
Counties. Your Irnnchl^d JEEP Dcrtlorl
F. A. KRAUSE CO., So. on Hwy. U<JI.

Open Monday - Friday Evenings

Tailor-Made
For Second Cat
1054 POOTIAC 2-dr. sedan,
automatic transmission. This
Is a very clean car , one that
will give you Rood transportation for only

$295
WINONA RAMBLER
Ml & MMlkfttO

Truck , (Vi ton, LVVB. Near new
Nuerhelm Stock Body.
^

$1845

Reduced To $1395

(Wlnor.a'i Only Real Bitale Buyer)
Tel. «3H and 7093
45

I

1961 OLDSMOBILE F-85; 4-dr.
sed_i, metallic Wire, standard
transmission, orie-owher car.. ¦ •
Was $1995- Now

2-flr. hardtop, Mediuro V-«. Automatic
transmission, power brakes, almost
new deep tread tiros, Ivory and beige;
tii-ton» finish, beautiful matched Interior, solid from bumper to bumper and
a real eye-stopper.

60 Falcon 6

Furniture. Household goods,
dishes and garden tools.

90

HAPPY MILES
AHEAD

Open Mon. and Frl. Evenings

;

OE SOTQ—I9H hardtop, now motor , new
tlrei, cower fleering, (400, Tel. 703 1
after S p.m.
Apartmonts, Furnishod
91 "
~ ~
Houiaihold ArtlcJoV
"
B uick~1-4 , »petiai , 4 door . •KCallent
'
"
~
"
""
"
condlUQO. atralohl tranlmlillon. M u 11
CARPETS clean : easlor wllh t h Vat W KlNG wr'^awnit ilra "npt.7~wFiir p7|.
vote onlr/iiica. Porch, bath, heat and
he aecii to be appreciated. Ilia dlttuslrfl electric (.Iwimnooor, only II par
hot water. Available Dec. 1. Adults.
more -Av».
day, Ii. Cho«to «\ Co.

&T

WALZ

Buick-Oldsmobil --GMC

Station Wagon, 4_ r , Country Stdari,
ntoni, standard transmission. MS.

Let 50x150
FOR SALE

FOR MEN—bedrooms, 1st tloor, private
bath and entrance, Tel. 4B59.

VENABLES

75 W. 2nd
Tel. 8-2711
Open Monday - Friday Evenings

'57 Ford V-8

Modern six room hoLtse,
gas heat.

INCOItPORATeo
450 W. 3rd
Tel. 5847
Rooms Without Meals
86

__

fl2'/j -iiicli triple drossor with !)
drawers (3 behind awing out
(loon , 30x41) inch shadow bpx
minor, 34-inch chest, bookense
bed Wnlnut. ( Slightly damaged
in shipment. )

¦ ¦

¦ ' '¦
.

1 3
LOCATE 6—duplex,
CENTRALLY
bedroom apt., 1 2 bedroom apt. Each
apt. has front and back porcKes, fireplace, separate basement area. Double
s ite yard. Wrltt D72 Dally
garage,¦ ¦ good
¦
News. ' ¦ ' :
WESTDALE 476—a.bedroom rambler, fully carpeted, large living room and kitchen, bullt-lns, disposal, double garage,
rec room In fcasenient. Tel, 8-3875.

Sam Weisman & Sons

THREfi ROOM APT -heat nnd hot waSLAB WOOD
fer furnished, on bus line.
Immediate
Good quality green ilnb wood.
possession. Tel. 419).
OAVB BRUNKOVtf {« SON
'
SANBORN E, 477>/>~3 rooms, cnrt lcnlTy
Tremptaltw, wit.
turnllhed, wllh private bath, heat -<ind
Furniture, Rugi/ Unbleum 64 hot water lurnlshed . Adults. 160. Tel.
50)7 or »790,
.
^
_
R7t05—j ^j j i wiftT fonm pnd. »39.»J DOR.
^
"
'
"
"b'
EDROOW APT,-Tn AJtUra, ava lfZYSKOWSKI FURNITURE STORE, 3(M ONB
able Dec. I, W, H. Battel, Altura, Winn.
MsnMto Ave., open ««onlnas.
~
"
""
' '
t|AR RiET >l7-upaf«lra apt. 2 bedrooms",
targe living room and kllchan. Haat
end hot water furnished , immediate poiaeaslon, Tel, 7*11.
aTiartrnanF.
4l» 'ii dHAf PIE Lb—Upsfnliri
couple prtllrr td , Inquire ef 417 Chatfield. __
"
NEAR DOWNtbiVN~r bedroom with private bath, kitchen, living room. Sfove
nnd refrlgarator
furnished . Ideal for
working girl or man or couple, Tel.
3B05.
_
THREE-ROOM unfurnished modern apartment, close In, hoot nnd utilities furnlshid. Tol. 3O00 dnytlmt, B-2301 niter 5.
w,i.
*
"
TWO ni-DROOMS—V closets
and trnlli
upstairs , Miction and living room downstairs, basement nnd garnge , gal heat
wllh own IhermosMI, ho| water, electric
stoviK Inmilra back apt. 20? E, Howard.
"
"
HIGH FOREST 151-nenriy new upstnlrli
4 rooms nnd bnlh, goa stnvi, «D bua
line. Tel, B-354? . _
APPTBS-Cortlandi, Mcintoih, Hariii'ont.
CENTRALLY LOCATED
4 room apartment
Wialttilat. P, A. Krasj aa, Winona, Minn.
Vol, B-IM7,
At
rts
,
Brtwy
_
_
_

Deluxe
3 pc. Bedroo m Suite

99

;
~
BY OWNER —3 nedrbotn homa, tlrepiaee.
tiled bath and kitchen, full basement,
garage. Choice location. Naar schools,
.
churches and the lake. Tel. 5187.

81

JI8^i"
birtroomB. full bath, Hitch.
' ' 4TH W.
\t> YOlTHA^oOuiLbfNC Psee ua to r
en, combination living and dining room,
atel),
plnstlc,
or
alumicortcrals blocks;
acrecn porch, OBrape, oil heat, private
entrance, no utilities
furnished.
num" wlt idpwe/ reinforcing, cement, nno)
*85,
welerproafiriB. • We hove mnny monev_T«I. 3348.
END
lavlng closeou t specinli. BAST
COAL 8, CEMENT PRODUCTS CO., VOJ THIRD E. iWA~ modern 4 room and
¦
bath apt., nawly decorated throuotiout,
6. Btti. T#l._336?.
.
private entrance. Immediate poiseaslon,
63 Tel. e«43 ,
CoTiTWood, Othor Fool

_

96

OWNER REDUCES PRICE-$15,«fl. IV.
story home, 2 bedrooms down, Vi up,
all modern kitchen, dining area, gas
lurnace, combination windows, i . acres
land In rear with email building, Near
shopping center. Inquire 1557 Gllmore

MAYTAG AND FRUSID ATR E - Put, «*
perl service. Complete atock of parts.
Jk. Choate & Co. Tel. 2871.
"
"
USEb WRINGER ana spin dry wfcshers,
good
selection.
Rontonably
priced.
B «. B ELECTRIC, 155 E . 3rd,

-

69

heat.
.

^
iMME-iATE PoiSESSION—474 Hiawatha
Blvd. New rambler, 2 bedrooms, all
modern, attached garage, breeieway.
¦
'
Tel. 8-2580. . • ¦ ' '
.
_ _
CbcHT?ANE^nciT"
hSse7 3 bedrooms on
1st floor , garage, garden: space. Priced
for quick ««le. Albert Reglln Estate.
Contact welter Reglln, Alma, 522-R-e
o r Lambert fttplln, Winona, t-7 Ui.

Washing, Ironing Machines 78

CO. pays highest prices for scrap Iron,
metals, hides, wool and raw fur.
m W, Jnd.
T«t. ^7
closed Saturday s

condition.

gas

Houses for Sale

TYPEWRITERS end adding machine! tor
Sale or rent. Reasonable rates, free
delivery. See I/ I for all your office suj>
piles, desks, tiles or olllce chairs. Lund
Typewriter Co. Tel. 5221
~ ^
TYPEW«iTER & AbblNG MACHINB
Sales-8erv lce-Rental
WINONA TYPEWRITER SERVICE
let E. 3rd
Tel, H30C

KENDELL
LUMBER CO.

Baby Msrehandli»

:

TWO OR THREE ~7ooni bachelor eptrby
Jan. 1. Write or inquire D-73 Dally
'• ¦ . - ' '
News.
__

77

HIOHEST PRTCES PAID
for icrap Iron, metals, rags, hides, rave
tura and wooll

BABY BATHlNHTTB-in
Tal, B-27J8.
_

¦
.

W. STAHR

WM7' MTLLETTICRAP IR 6'N *1T"METAL

Tel. H-36B7

TeL 70l4;

MODERN HOUSE—5 rooms,
Tel. 4125 tor appointment.

ST., J31-YOU will appreciate
7S E.theWABASHA
Stoves, Furnaces, Parts
extra room and pleasant atmosphere
of this well kapt 3-bedrcwn heme, Full
WILLlAM5-»>used Oilmatlc oil burner wllh
basement, furnace neat, nice lot and ga365 gal, tank. 512 E. 4th. Tel. 4853rage. Near sxhool and churcft. Thll Is a
NEATFNOr"The
largest
aeHiEATINOI
let of homa tor only $9,S0O. Immediate
lection of flas or oil heating equipment In
possession.
town. Expert service and Installation.
RANGE OIL BURNER CO., 907 E. 5th
Tel, af-5
St, Tel. 7479. Adolph Mlchalowskl .
374 W. MarK

on complete stock ot
Interior & exterior palnta.
Full Stock - Many Colors.

673 East 4th

'

¦Ave.

TV or Radio Repair

Refrigerators

ELECTRIC RANOE-Frlgldalre, 6 years
old, double over, . very good condition.

71 Wanted to R*nt

'
R^ckiNoTtORSE—TaTljei Rolllngalcrie,
Minn.
___
~
~
"
WANTED SCRAP (RON 4 METAL
Tel, 30O4 tor pickup.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
M & W IRON AND METAL CO.
307 W^nd, across Spur Oas Station

25%. OFF

"BREEZY ACRES"
F. A. KRAUSE CO. GoblPthingt fo 'feif '
South on New Highway 14-61.
Open nil day Sfltiirdfty.

_^

Wanted to Buy

PAINT
CLOSE-OUT

PORTABLE GENERATOR

Demo

Winona

1.21 East 2nd

Fountain City, Wis.

1500 Watts - Wt. 65 Lbs.
UStS Engine
$259.03
v
H CR

Winona

CLEARANCE SALE

KOCHENDERFER & SONS

-

54 E. ind. T8) _ 50M.
.' . .
.~
FOR .BETTER ' RADIO TV SERVICir
Breza 's TV Service
63 W. Bedeview
Tat. Wi.:

Cal-Vita Vealer

175 Lafayette St.
Tel. S140
( Next tq Telephone Office)

¦

Radios, Television

. (A knife for every ne«d)
With Purchases Of

Real Estate
FRANK WEST AGENCY

Ave^

¦

¦

RADIO AND TV REPAIR, all maKes. t*
pert work. WINONA FIRE «. POWER,

12-Knife Set

Loans — Insurance —

70

RADIO PHONOGRAPH combination , Ilka
new, mahogany
1323 Lakevlew
¦
¦ ¦ finish.
¦

-ATTENTION-

Lake Citian Held
After Incident
Mtfelephoriefirhi

$1245

95,

COMBINATION gas and wood range, in
very good condition. Tet. Mr. •

50 Musical Merchandise

Only A Few Left!

fLAIN NOTE-AUTO—FURNITURE
170 E. 3rd St.
Tel. 3913
Hrs . 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Sat; 9 am to noon

HOLSTEIN HEIFERS—13, 600 lbs.
Pearson, Alma, Wis. Tel. 47-R-4.

,

ONE STORY—completely furnished house
with ell new furniture, 2 bedrooms,
oil furnace, adults. Inquire 50? E. King.

r TW£r?fc GO^S
A MOO BA5KETBAUU COURT/"

LOANS S?

WYZON calf concentrate, Increases weight,
fights disease, protects calves, G0LTZ
DRUG,. 274 E, 3rd. Tel. „47.

AUSTIN HEALY SPRlrE-19 „. Convertlble top and hardtop. MM So. Elm,
Tel.
Twlnbrook
La Crescent, Minn.
by
•
5-2258, .
.
.
i .

WEST END—Naw 1 bedroom home, modern, with garage. Near
bus,
stores,
churches. U76 H anover St, Tal. t-35».

MEMO TO NUfSY— In two weeks wc Dogs, Pets, Supplies
42
will hava a remedy to the situation
_
we
discussed ,
RAY
MEVER ,
INN ElTc^lsfrsHEPHERr>_pUppjor- j7f,7Ei.
JCEEPER WILLIAMS HOTEL.
mer Fprstrom, Lanesboro, Mtnn.
^
'
"
~
WE . WILL BE CLOSED alt 'day Thanks43
giving to enable our employes to share Horses, CaTfT« Stock
this day wltti their famlles and friends.
~
~
BOARS-slred "by
We will be ' open lor business as usual PTJTE BRED DUROC
Brand champion boar of Minnesota Slate
on Friday with the same line service
Fair. Vaccinated for cholera and eryand duality food. Happy Thanksgiving,
sipelas. Raised under sanitary condieveryone. RUTH'S RESTAURANT , 126
tion. Farmer. prices. M. W. Willie, it.
E. 3rd St.
Cnarles, Minn.
PTJR ETRETFDUROC boars and" glllt, vac57
clnared for cholsra and eryslpelai, Clif- Article* for Sale
ford Hoft,
Linesboro,
Minn. (Pilot
¦_
burner
Hot
plates,
TWO
DOMINION-*
Wound). .
¦
'.
. '
IIP each. Tel, tJ-.„3.
RUSHFORD
LIVESTOCK
COMlnlSSiO
N
TWINE—10
lb.
balls,
50c
each.
Soiled
but
auction every Wed, afternoon. Livestock
Ideal for home use. Inquire Information
bought daily. Tet. Rushford B.4-9i4!> col¦
¦
¦
:. Counter, Dally News'. . .
- , .. .
lect;.
. . - .. ' ; - .
POLAND CHINA BOARS—purebred Roger FREEZERS .19iTto $259. Used refrigerators $25, Used TVs «50. FRANK LILLA
Boynfon, Lewiston, Minn. Tel. 3792.
- SONS, 761 E. «th.
HOLSTEIN purebred
bulls, serviceable
age. Good type: Stephen Kronebusch; STORM WINDOW and all types ot winterizing plastics
available
at
ROBB
1'.- miles E. of Altura, Minn.- ' 4007.
BROS. STORE, S7« E. ^rh. Tel.
_
~
SCOTCH SHORTHORN BULLS-pUrebfed,
'
'~07
Tnches
serviceable eae end younger. Theron ARE YOU COiNO to lhoVel
of snow this winter or are you going
Glenna & Son, Rgshford, Minn. (Bratswith TORoto do It the easy way . .
berg)
.
HOMKO-BOacAT snow blowing equipHOLSTEIN HEIFERS — bred, 10 Mead,
ment from WINONA FIRE 8. POWER,
weight 800 Ibi. Watklns Farm, Winona.
H E . 2nd. Tel. .XtS. .
~
HEREFORD—feeder caivea, top quiTlty. M0N7~TUES
WEb:-e 1. ' 9. Gifts and
Mollis Hleden, Houston, Minn, (Near
toys. Prices cut, 5c to 11. Rummage
. Money. Creeki
. and antiques. 204 W. Ith.
_,
~
H0LsTEIN t3ULL-regIsteTed. L«0 Relldorf, St. Charles, Minn. Tel. 4ii-W-3.
273 E. 3rd St.
DUROC BOARS-purebred; Harold Sever.
we Buy
we Sell
son, Treampealeau, wis. l mile W. of
Furniture—Antique}—"Tools
Cehtervllle or Hgwy. 35.¦ Tel. Centerend other used Herts
¦
vllle 539--400. :
Tel. 8-3701

HOUSTON , Minn , (Special ) Several hundrd people attended
open house Sunday at the fallout
shelter built by Mr. and Mrs. Palmer Halverson , Houston , about
three miles north oi Houston on
,'
Highway 76.
Among those viewing the 60- by
ll-foo t reinforced underground
structure, completely furnished for There ar€ persons calling on
50-60 people, were: Kleffer Vaux, homes in Winon a and area sellRochester, commander of this 13- ing home improvements who
county Mobile Support Area, rep- falsely claim that tliey are
resenting the state; Ray Johns, associated with the
Lewiston, Winona Comity civil defense director, and Claude Kremer, JIM MOHAM CO.
Houston County CD director aiid Notice is hereby given that
member of the state executive anyone representing me will
board of the Minnesota Associa- carry an introductory letter
signed by me as identification.
tion of CD directors.
Houston County officials viewing If you desire siding or windows
the shelter, which will be for use why not contact Jim Mohan
of the public insofar as possible directly /or an excellent job at
in time of emergency, were: Sher- a reasonable price.
iff Byron Whitehouse; Miss Dolores
Hauge, auditor; County Commissioner Miles Summers and his successor Jan. 1, Bern Orr; H. M, 160 Franklin St.
Tel. 8-2367
McLaird, county engineer , and Leo
Miller , welfare director.
10
The shelter was built at_.their Auto Service; Repairing
own expense by the Halversona THE ONB STOP that keeps you gain.
. . , bring your car to the experts, we
and according to government spe- do
only guaranteed work. BROWN MOcifications.
TOR SERV., 408 W. 4th. Tel. 5691.
Buil ding Tra des
13

"\ /
' standard
". . • ' \#
transmission,
solid
y
white, looks and runs
like new. Now

FORD—195J, Victoria, 2 door hardtop, radio, heater , white wall tires, new two
tone paint |ob. Extra clean Interior,
private party, $455. Tel. 8-1434.
homes,
NEW 3 BEDROOM
for rent. U1
oer mafith and t»» per month , Bob
An ir
1953 FORD Wr.
Selover Realtor, 110 Exchange Bldg.
Light beige, 6-cyllnder,
_,/4 _»
*r*-^^
*'
standard transmission, .
BROADWAY W. ,_3—Modern 2-bedroom
radio, heater. A good second car,
house, garage,
adults
preferred,
no
pets. Inquire 531 W. Broadway.

40.

NEED flONEY? Whatever your specific
need may tie you 'll have Ihe fundi tor
It when you borrow from MINN. LOAN
8. THRIFT, IM Walnut. Tel. 8-2974 and
your money can be ready when you
atop by.

¦' ¦ ¦
A ' -:# 1959 Chev.
2-Door
\ / Economy
6-cylinder

¦

92

- Contact Fure
-.
•

Houses for Rant

~
TCP STEEL GUITAR and aecordlonTMan
desire work with Country Western Old
Time band weekends. See Rusty Campbelt , Leahy's collages,
Buffalo City,
l
,e
' _
L 'l___.8l L- s _ p,m ~
LJOHT .' CARPENTER work7 cemeht Wort
entt odd lobs. Tel. 9389, Nick Lorans,
¦ ' ¦ ¦ ¦¦ ¦ ¦ ¦
t Lenox.
..
.

Money to Loan

Monday, November ' >, Wt WINONA DAILY NEWS 21
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BROADWAY , 2J5 E.-J-roorft7 refrlfleTator , gas stove, private bath, prlvet,
Used Cart
109 Used Cars
entrance. Available Dec. \
109
r_
^
^
WINONA ' ST . IT 3 loom furnlshed apT, FORD—1934, V-8, stenctard tTanlrnlssTon,
1953 CHEVROLET SEDAN
<r"-)„_
good condition, starts owd- $175 . Tel.
adults, utilities' furnished. Available Dec.
Light and dark green .
J)//l j
94^1, 3.. Hamilton.
1st. Tel. 76B7 . for appointment.
Y
^"'
two-tone, Cylinder
standard transmission. Another good
FOR 'MEN—lloht hoiiekeeplng rooms, 1st FORD—1939 V-B 4 door Custom, automatic
,buy at this price.
transmission, extra anowtlre and rims.
floor, private
bath and entrance. 7*1.
¦
¦
¦ - ¦ ,• ¦
'
' ¦ . .
Oood condition. May ¦ be seen eat - 351
4159,
.
.
W . 4th.
WEST END LOCATION-Iower, 4 room
apt., furnished e x c e p t utilities and MERCURY-19JJ, two tone, with wfilfe
wails,. excellent condition. Has been
dlshei, oil heal. May be viewed Nov.
wlnterlztd, first reasonable otter accept23 and 24. For_ p*rflci;lart T»l. _
Open Mon. and Frl . Evenings
_ 7233.
ed, contact Mrs. S. woodward, Rt. J,
"
CENTRAL LOCATION-j Zooms eritl ba»h,
'
La Crescent, Minn.
heat, hot water, gas stdve and refrl"
gerator furnished. Call after S ; p.m. FORD—1957 FalrTane 5O0 2 door hardtop,
Thunderblrd
motor.
Tel. Wltoka toErnett Kupleti. 7el. f>3364,
¦¦
¦
.
.
. ¦;
. 22S4 .
TWO ROOMS end bath, turnllhed, Including heat and electricity at Sugar FORD—1959 Galaxle 2 door hardtop, 30t>
h.p., Crulsomatlc, black with gold and
Loaf, ground floor, private entrance.
black Interior, radio, white
sldewall
Jamea Corey.
,
motor
tires, excellent conditio). Tel. , 3018.

MODERN DAIRTTARM-experlence d tinBle man wanted. Tal. 6-1210.
~
"
EX PFRHNCED SIN0LET"MAN tor Tenerel term work . Tel. 67JS, Altura, Minn.
~
ABLE
CONSTRUCTION - WORKERS SLIMD ADS UNCALLED FOROversoas-U.S. prelects. All trades. Write
Globe
Application Service, Box M4,
D-l, I
, M, 45, Si, 47, 6», 72, 73.
Baltimore 3, Maryland.
^SSSSL^SSSSSSSSSSmSS!!!SSSSSmL^m*wamma^mmmTRIPLE A-L will train qualified man
or woman with car to earn S30 or
: 'N. O T I C ' E
mora per day In estebllshed route work .: Ttila Mwipaper will b« responslbia for
Writes Marvin Qulogle, J.; . Allen Ave.,
oiily j >n« Incorrect Insertion of any
Mankato, Minn.
r
¦
clasamw advtrllMmant published In
QUALIFIED ACCOUNTANT — '. minimum
ttie Want Ad aectlon. Check your ad
age 32. If Interested . call Mr. Turtck,
and call 9331 If a correction must be
Tel. 2KM096, Recruiter, Minn., Frl. Iiemade.
¦ . ' '¦
twaer l and i p.m.

Tol. &-,1n47

Used Car Lot—3rd nnd Matikato
Tel. 83649

For Your Shopping Convenience;
We Will Be Open
Monday and Friday Nlt«a
Until 9

VENABLES
75 W. 2nd

Tel. 8-1711

'

Auction Sales

^~
"
ALVIt l K OHNEH
AUCTIO NEER, City and Hate llcensad
end bonded, m Libert). St. (Corner
E . ith and Liberty). Tel. .i960.

~ ~
Minnesota
Land & Auction Sales

Gverolt J. Knhnor
8-J' lO, ellcr noun ?lu
NOV. 30-fue" s,"," U;)Q p.m . " io ' ml'l« "j ."of
Arcadia, WU. Blm«r flortio tst .ite, own.
er;
Kohntr
s, English,
fluctlon «»uj
Northern Inv. Co., clerk ,
~
"- "
"
~i"
NOV. Jl—Wed. U :_0 p.in.
mil** v,V. Of
ia Creiccrit, Ii mll»\ N.W . ul Ht>K.v\
on South Rldoa. Mrs. John Von Wool,
owner;
n^ckinen
Bros ,
euitlonaar» i
Minn , Unncl 8. Auction S ITV ., c k ' r k .
1S8 Walnut

NOV, JJ-Prl. School housa fl utl nni, If)
LeW llton area, lit
Auctio n stull' in. at
II a.m. Uewision Scnool Dufrict . c* neri
AIVlrt _ Kohner, auctioneer.
'"
~
'
NOV, J4-S«r "" »':„ "p.m
t' ) m ll«i 8.
of Houaton. Minn R. C. Haraiiwv a*n.
en Kohner J, Sctvo eiter , euctlonet rj)
TMorp Snles Co.. clerk .
NOV . at-Mon. 10 a nv J' < mllei N, of
AAaBel, Minn,, on tl wy .
il. th«n ' »
mile E. Mnlln t m c r y ^ Oi-nrti e RfllK
E tl.Jlu;
Ohon
A.
So, i,
fluclJofi t'cri;
Thorp Sale* C o , clt'ik ,
'~
"
NOV. 3«^-MohriO:30 a,m I' i mliev \V.
0' Nlaflora Cave or J mllei s. of
Harmony on Hwy. U». then 3 niilei W.
Maimer Weiiby Es tsto, o<vn«r; t;rn:Vson a, KnucUcn,
nocrio ' roers;
Tnorp
Sale* Co., clerM,
NOV. 36- Mon, 1 p.m. I' , o>llc ^ S, ot
Whitehall on County Trunk II, Ea Oilbarljon a\ £!ug«n» Mls h, o*n«i». Aivln
Kohner, auc'tlcHifer; Northern Inv. Co..
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Br Chester Gould
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By Mort Walker
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By Hanna-Barbero
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RIP KIRBY
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